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. . 
-The, importance of reliable i.n.formation about teacher 
supply .and . de~an~ ~h~·s been .well ~tattlish~d. In' recent . . 
\ ·. · ·yr/is·, the educ~nal system has undergone a dyRamic sh~~ 
·:--: ---~ ---- . fr~m . a chronic shor'tage of ·~eacbers -t-o' an a~py-ent .· surplus:· · . . 
·.--;he impaCt .of . ~his :.:~an~e ha~ implicati~r Plamring ·arid 
•. 
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· · deVelopment ~Y university fioculti'es,. 9o e,rru.;ent pl~n~e[s, -~· ... 
""; te:cher . recruits and ·.school administrato~s .•. :. . . .. .• . • . 
. ,. ·.· ,Th~ lit~ratu[e aha related re ... ar~h regard te~che~ . --~ ': · 
-s~pP.f.'Ya~~nd demand as cd.tica~ to the tp_tal planning proces/. . . ~ 
.. ~ . . . ' . . . 
,esearchers . have concluded that the problem is . 'riot . s'o m~ch .. • .. . 
. . . ' . 
f surpluses and shortag·es in abso'Iute ·.terms but short. ter~ ;: :_ ·. 
. . . . 
.. var ia·nces in gec5gr~phi.c regions . and ·subject areas.. The 
. ·- . j.: purpQ~~ of ~hi~ study, ~as tb ide~tify f~ct~t; ~ssoci~ted 
~ : :. wiih-:thel supply of a·l_ld dema~d:-:fa"; t~ach~;~ ~nd . . f _ 
·. 
. ~ .. 
. administrators ·_in ord~r · to demon.st.r~te pot.ent.ial _ reg~<Juil 
,· • • • ' • • ; I .. "- , ' • .). 
al)d academi~ imbalances.:. More specifically_, this ~tudy was .. .. ... /. 
.. 
. . ' 
. . . ., 
•. ai:t a~t t'o - ~dentify . the reasons for jo~ yac~ncies, . the. 
. . . . . . 
subject and administrative a_reas · and geographic•locations 
I . 
· ~ncompassing t~-~~her deman.d, ·and the characteri~tics of the 
'· 
_ 'p6tentf~l and· ~~tu~l $Upply of new teachers. .: ' I 
'· 
. ' / A~ instr~ment was '_des~ne~ to obtain data relative to'~· 
job vacancies · in ·individual $Chools and school districts, / . 
. ~ \ . 
and the ·individ~als who fflle·d those jobs. Results of . th'e 
. . . ~ ~ . . , I 
. . . . . . . I 
. anal_y_~is . o~ data ~·eveal_ed a·. g~ne_ral sur'plus ·of . te~ch~/.. · 
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., _) ov~r 6·, 600 app1i~tions were ~-e~eived . forl-569. ·vaca~cies for 
. l'' . • . . ' . . • 
.. .. " \. • ' • j 
·.teachers and admiri\str~tors between September 1, 1985 and 
. ~. ' 
.· • ' . ' * - . ~ - August 31, ,1986. On the other hand, a shortage was evident 
I ' • ~ ' ' - , • - t 
1 
in edUc~~~th~r:PY and potential sliOi"tagej in gui~nce 
and muslc~ . . , . / . . . 
. - . J, . . 
The findings . of -this .study strting1y .s~ggest ~hat .the ·· 
teache·r workforce is a dynamic enter~rise~ Con~lder~ble .. ,.: 
. . . \ '· . . : ; . . 
' • ' • . ' t \' ' •• < . • • ' 
took ' place between.schools, d~str~cts 
·' ~. . . . ... · .· ( ' 
and pro~(n6e~ p6tentia ·- c~eatin~ jobr for - those · ~ot in · ~he 
' ..,. .. 
~ , · ' ' ,.. 
workforce. 
.. 
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. . 
The_: study found that . t .here · wefe. vacancies in cl11 . r~gioils . , 
~ 
. ' .., . . 
. ' 
~ ' : ~· 
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I 
I 
. ~ 
' rates bei'ng · in communi,t'i_es ~i th a 'popu1~t-ion of le~s=-s=--'. t""ht:"a"'n=--:-.-.-~'-,--:---
SQQ. It.was found t.hat d~n{and wa$ .. highest in Labrad~r (i5.a 
percent), the. most isolated - r~g"ion of the _P~ovince o 
. • I 
. It was found that school ,districts were -seeking both 
• • • • 1 ' • • • • ~ 
generaiist and sptlt:ialist empioyee~> . Demand w~s greatest 
. . . 
. for ed~at·~on~l t~erapis_ts· ·<53· · pe_~cent) and ·French··. Immer~i~n 
• - f • ' • - ~ 
.· 
teachers ( 44 o fj '·perc·en~), while li_ttle · demand was · experienced 
... ' . - ' . ' . . . ' . . . . ~ 
for~dministrators· (3o2 p~r~'ent> < '· 
Fem4tfs comprised ·th7 m~jority _of-,teachers hired 
. . . . . • . 1-ft 
males. comprised the majority -ot' adminitltratot:s hir~d. 
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.. CHAPTER 1 
/' . 
I.NTRODUCTION 
0. 
Bducation.is a labour-intensive service in that the . 
. major portion of its funding is expended in direqt salari~s. 
. I arid wages. Teac:;:hers are conside.,-ed to be .essential .. 
personnel in education because they, through various means 
. . 
pf ·_in:s·~r~c~.ion, de~iver . . the .. required .program~?n~ · s~rvi~e~ 
to s:cho~ls\. That is . to' say I . ttk _quaii t 'y . of . edu~~t-ion ls . 
.. . . . .. . 
. ·· : ~ont.ingen_t·_.:· to .- a large degree'· on the qu~iity of \'ts teachers~ : 
• • ,. • • .. . .1 
, • ' • J • , • ' • , & • • ' • • "' ' , I • • 
.. ~ · . - ~~lte.:_ .<~ ~~~:~?::-~.·. described . the · value o,f ~~a~her~ _.·:a ~-h~ .· .. , -._.. ~· ... 
. · .. ~caHonaJ:,·p.-<>Cess· in the following way: · · . ·· 
:. · ~~ '-. ·-~, T~~ - v~~.~~ :·oi : teac~~;~ : .to . ou·~ . soc~e-~y ..  ~annot ;be_. .,. , j 
' . 
/ 
· ovez::s.tated~ They . are :the backbone of .. the · 
ed_ucati~·nal 'community: · Th~i r ie·sourcefulne·ss· 
and· lnte-l,ligence are the· best ·.tool.s we :.have to ·· . . ·- .. 
refine ~nd nurture ;young, people• a minds. Using . 
wisd~m and i~g~nui:t·y. in the way a sc .. l~tor uses 
a chisel, teachers have ··the awe~qnte power to 
transfo~m uncertain, -unknowing children into 
confident - ~nd kno~l~dgeable a.dults. (p •. 1) · 
.. 
. . 
Watson and Qu-azi · ·( 1973) suggested_ .that if one . were to 
. . . 
. . 
• obs~e~ve the .status of t9'chers i~· · r_elation to their 
. 4 . . . . . . 
· perfo,rmarice and gover~anc_e in..Jchools, ·one. could gaug~ .. the 
• I . . . f . ' . 
. performance·' of ed~cat;~on in general~ The influens:es that 
. ' . 
. . ' . ·. ~ ' . . . . . . . . . ' 
· Jnipact upon teachers ·:impact upo.n ed_u9ation . .in general~ 
. . ' ... ' . . ' :. . . . ' ' \ . -- -.-:_ ' . . 
.: ''""-.. .. . 
The six:ti.es _and · se~ertties .we.'re · pe{iods of -iap-i'· ·. 
. . . . ., . 
expansion. in the· number o.f teachers throughout North 
. . . . . . . . . . ' ·. ·. 
··i America. The United s~a~~·s . "'Oepart_ment . o~ Commerce • ( 19BS) 
' ·. . ... . .....--
... 
. ... ~ . 
I ' , ''. . ' 
. . 
' .. . 
'. 
... 
I 
I 
I 
... 
' ., 
. .. 
I , 
.· .
'· · 
! 
' . 
. ~ "·. 
l • 
, 
··,. 
. ·~ · 
I 
I 
reported that t-.tte number · of teachers in that countr.y 
increased ·52 percent from 1960 to 1980. For Canada, during 
th~s same p~iod, (.tis~i~s ~ada (1971, 1985) reported a 
34 li?erc~nt incrtas in the number of teachers, ·while for the 
I I 
Provi~ce of Newf undland and Labrador, it reported tha~ the 
number of teach rs~ncreased 94 p~rcent. In addition, new 
{. , . 
I • 
2 
)
urric'ula were being .designed. ' Environmental studies, 
. ~ecial ed_uca tion ·; Fr.ench I~ersion, and com~~ter s;tudies 
·. all .required highly specialf2ed, in~ructional . staff . . During ~ 
' ' . 
this ·time edticational policy ~as do~inated_ by ~~e problem of . 
' " 
ln.eetfng c;:r i.t-ical .shortages . o~ll~tralned . teachers : . • 
' . ' . . -· . . . . 
By the i980 I~·; howevet;, . . tqe - ~xpansion of 'the 
. . . -
. . . 
educational ' system in North America had slowed and . in some · 
are~s-even reversed. ~ The decline in enrolments, first 
. observed i ·n ·19·7-2, was accompanied by' a concomita··nt decline 
in resources and intergove!.nmentill · aid (Sherma~, ·1983); . 
. . . . . .. 
Educational. .d.ecision-makers b_egan voicing . concerns about an 
I · I · i . 
aging, immobile, .and expemsive teacher workforce (Gr~mbs, , .. 
. ' . . t 
. . . , . . 
1980). . . . . 
The impli~atio_ns of this dynamic shift from expansion 
. ' 
to contraction were ·artic.ulat.ed ror Newfoundland and . • 
,I 
·Labrador by Cropker \~nd : Riggs .in the 'l,'a.sk For'ce on .Edu.cation 
... •· .
· -;~979).: . 
'/ .. 
One of the most·dramatic feature~~of chang~ in 
the educationa\ system in recen~ years has, been: 
the swing from ~ .chronic shortage to an ~pparent 
.. surplus. of teac~ers·. ' In fact, perhaps no · other . · 
,. aspec.t of change better illUstrates · the lag · .. . · 
between educational policy implementation and 
•J . 
' 
'' 
., 
, . 
. ' 
. .. · 
.. 
j· 
. ·" 
.. 
:·· .. 
"' : 
. .\ 
" ' 
•, . 
. ......,... 
. . 
. ' 
I · , . 
the .pace of social change. It .would appear that 
the policies on incr'easi.f\9 teacher~pply and · 
teacher qua'lity, implemerl,te'd during th~ 1960's. 
began to have their major impact just at the · 
time when declining enrolments were beginning ·p6'-
bring about a substantial reduction in the 
demand for teaphers. (p. 210) 
· These changes wer.e not confined. to Newfoundland and 
b 
a.ii. ') h h . . . d . . (/ 
La r, or. T roug out North Amer1ca,· e ucat1onal 
juri.sdi~tions . wer~ ,faced with sur:pluse.s and - ~hortages of 
qualified teachers (Roth, 19Sl).~ A renewed interest . 
. ~ . . 
· appeared in . :I'ece~t year.s because ·of newspaper ar:'d journa'i· 
' head.lines announ~ing imminent .~ 'crit1~al · t'eac~er ' s·~ortages. 
. . · . . - . . --
' : I < ' 
· -The ~~11 St~ee '~~urnal . (.M.ack~y(S~h, . ~985), f~r· _ e~ample~ 
pr~'vided information on'. r isln'g student enrol~e~ts ·-a~¢1 . 
' • • ' I ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ....... -:- 6 
d~clining _ universlty ~~adti~tei~ : while 'focusing o~ specific 
3 
_: are~s where criti~al ·shorta~es exi.~ted . · · Flodda, Texas,· and 
·New J~rsey were identified as locations .where · teach_ers were 
needed. During the same p·eriod, _Time ("And now;. a teacher 
sh~rtage," 19B5) . r~ported ·shortages_ in the most popul~us · 
. . . 
sunbe1t · ~tates, parti6ularly Califorriia. · On the 
' . . \ . ' 
. - . 
The Futurist ("Jobless .Teacher~," .1986) reported· 
·' / . . . 
. \.. . . . . 
the number of s~hool-age children declined · West Gerin.any so· 
. . . . 
~ig~i~icantly in recent. ye•rs ·it: projec~ed _ that of 
'/ five teachers would b~· out of ·work 'by 1990. ' 
• /• . 
. . I'n ·the t>ast, ~e·se~rchers tia~e re·por.ted·.surR uses of 
\ . . ' 
' te_achers. (Ward_,_ 19'7~; ~onet:J~ · 1~-8~: B~ndelow, · .19~ ) ' .: whi~e-
others- hav·e . _reported ,_shor.t~g~s (Herman, 1978: H' usrnan and 
Li verniore, 1978-; Musemeche . and Adams I 1978; 
' . . ' . 
. ! 
' ' l.
i .. . 
• J . • • 
. . '., ·. ·.· 
.· I 
I • 
·-· 
r 
.. ·. 
' 0 - • 
. . ·. : 
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.. . 
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. ' 
t 
.. 
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'•I ·~ 
Board of Education, 1981, 1983; Olstad and Beal, 1981). Accur~te information relating to . teacher supply and demand 
is cr ~tical if appropriate policies ar~~.bf de;!eloped to 
address · significant fluctuations in Ufe dem~nd for teachers. 
Althou.gh numerous studies have/ rieen conducted in Canada and 
· ~ , 
, // I • . 
the U~ited States concerning aggrega6e teacher.supply or 
qemand, 'this research~r/was unsuccessful in locat.ln<J. any 
a . . / .. 
study' dealing . exclusi~.~ly with -the balance which exist's 
· . . · . ~""'l ··./ ' ' ' . ~· . ' , · 'i. . . 
between the · supply qf and demand for teachers in -specific 
. ' 
geograph .ic~~ areas. a':)d ~ducational specialties. Such an 
. n . : . . . . . . . 
· invest.fgation\ would provide . further, i -llumination -of · the· 
dynamics o~,. t;·eacher _employme.nt. ( 
:· :statement of 'ttie . P~oblem 
. . • I ' The .9onditions which affect teacher · suppl~ and demand 
are ,extensive and complex. The supply of and .demand for · . 
teachers' and' administrato~s are .' fnfluenced by d~mographi'c, 
!;IOCial, and economic imperatives, and are further 
·. 
4 
. . . 0 
compli-c'ated by imbalance's among subject areas~ • '· 
administrative sp'ecial ties·, teaching . levels, . . and geographic 
regions '(Crocker a.nd Ri~gs, 1.979). Housman . an~ Livermore· 
• i 
(1978) contended that teacher demand is primarily caused by 
teachers Jeaving the system . rath~r than ~y progr~m 
expansion. They concluded that,· because of ·current economic · 
. . ( . 
~rends and declin~ng student : enrolmen~s, · not . many new 
0 science ·and math~m~tics teaching positions ·.ha~e been 
'. ,, 
. .. 
• 
, 
\ . 
., 
" . I ., 
. . . ·I 
. i 
'i 
. i 
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\, 
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5 
created. Burgess (1977) asserted that the probi~rn w~s not 
one of surpluses and ~hortages in a~solute - terms~ bu~ raiher . 
' ' . 
short-term variances in c~rtain 'geographical regions and 
some subje~t areas. wlhi~ms H979) suggested t~at the: 
planner who is faced by. actual or anti-cipated 
surpluses or shortages of teachers should 
~ · closely examinf? the factors c;:ausing th~ 
imbalance an~ consider ways in which it m~y be 
corrected~ jp.71) · 
,·"1 
··: ' 
Studies of the supply of a'nd deman~ for teachers in 
. ' ~ . . 
\ the Province of Newfoundla.nd and Labrador, using 
quantitative methods, . project the demand for places based 
. - .· '· J -·. - ~ 
upon enrolment ' pt .oj~"ctions a·nd demographic information .' 
. . -
- . 
· (c;houdhury,· 1982). 
. 
~ · number of · re~ea~chers h~ve rep~rted on 
the generic di.fferenc_es between supply and. demand .(S-taple, 
" 
: 1971; StapJ.eton, Bulcock, Clifton . and Piischlte, ·, 1~}78a; 
• , . . . • . I 
\ 
' 
- ... :·::.'-'.':/. 
--. 
' · 
-- ' 
' 
' . 
. ' ~-~--- - --- _ __:_Crock-eraila-lr1ggs~--1'"979 f,--· ·wh-rre·~warrerf'·:.('l979 r ·na"ff · rep~rfed - -----'----
d ·· 
\ 
on the supply of unemployed teachers, and Cramm .an~ ·Cl~~tt 
( 1979) . have .. reported on the employmen"t and deploymen~ 
pat terns of. first -time · teachers.. . 
. · The major purpos~- of .~his study . was to identify 
·factor.s associated -with the . supply of and demand for public 
school teachers . and administrator.s in ·.the Province of 
Ne~fo~ndland and Labrador .ln orde~ to demonstrate ~otential 
. . 
regional and academic -imbalances. The l ·i terature and 
. r~late4 research regard supply and. demand information as 
invaluable · to the tota·l ·educational . ente~prise. ' 
. More ·specifically, the 'genera! purppse ·of this study 
. , ·~· . 
.... . 
, . 
,. 
t' 
I 
was to provide answers ~o the following~res~~ch questio~s: 
.., : ' 
'· 
_.Jl 
What are the reasons for ··job vacanci~s 
in the educatioi'ta~· marketplace? . 
1. 
2. ._..Are full-time or part-time teachers 
being hired? 
.. 
~· ~ Are candidates bein~ fo.,.unq ·for all 
vacant po~i tiona? ' 
4~ T~ ~hat teaching gra~e le~els are new 
.. . -· j:ot;>s being assigned? 
• 0 • 
·· -~<;~~s·. . ~hat is · ~he r~latioriship betw~·en job 
..... · ·. . vacancy: and 1:anguage of instructio~? 
. . ' ~ . . . 
. (': 6. , . In wl:lat . ·subj.~ct .. ~ 'specia.ity·, · and . 
administrative areas · ar~ ~ucator~ . 
:. .f .. being hired? . 
1· • -l • . '. C 
., _7:~ ·· .. \What .is the ·rel_a~lonship . b~.tween · · 
. school districts· and the- demand · fQr ' 
· teachers ~n~ admini~trators?. ~ · M' 
r .. 0 :8. 
00 W~at _are. ~he r'elati·o~ships betweeL ·. 
~\--.. +-~ ------------~-------community size arid school size, and :: ~ · the de~and for teachet~? · 
· _/ 9. What is. the relationship between 
geo~raphic dist~ibution of the · · 
T 
·' 
... population and ·the . demand for teachers . 
and administrator\? · 
0 ~ 
10. Ar·e employers generally sat-isfied wi tl:l 
the quality of .can~idates . being 
interviewed? 
11. What are. the attri~utes - of those being 
hi~ed in terms pf age, sex_, residency, -
~ degtee held, teaqhing certificate, ·and 
year_s of educati~,n!ll e·xper ience? · · 
12. Are new· teachers and administrators 
·being ·recruited from universities, 
other ~eachin~ positions, or from 
other activities? 
.. 
" 
• 0 
·-
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-~ The:reticalc- Framework 
The lac~ \o unifying re~earch in the study of teacher 
.... ~ . 
- SUt~t-'lY a·nd demand as result~d in theory ~eil)g borrowed from 
the field of ecl no ios. Al~hough~ specific theory was 
• I . 
found ~ich was \ for ulated . in a fashion to explain the 
, I 
. particula~ -~rob~. em\. i \r questi_on, t .he th~ot.r~ of stocks.'and 
fl!)WS . is ;onsid~red l:o have general .appl· ability to thls 
Y . study.<~' I~ partifular, tHe works of_ Wil~ .. ams (1979), 
Za~za, Turnbul~ and Williams ( 1979), .and Choudhury: ('1981; 
'I 9~ 2) , · ·lay·. the 9 ~o~~dwo.rk .for' the conceptual! za tion ·of the 
specific elemerit~ . to be studied ·. . .· · . . · 
. . . Teachers rJpreS.ent a sigh1ficant c+ml?o~~nt of skil\ed 
• manpower, and: a_re\ viewed as an . economic. entity (Williilms, 
_i979 )\ ~ The ~anpo~er requi~ements . ap~oach to planning, . as 
described by Choub~ur~ (1982), considers: 
tt"le flow of ..l fresh labour into the. labour •• rket 
[to be) det _rmined by a demographic flow Of 
.mi;tnpower required to: replace withdrawal~, 
disability and net out-migration, and is . 
th~refor·e~erred to ·as replacement demand. 
(p.36)f"' ! ~ . . · . . 
. . , . I .. 
\ - ~ 
- ~eacher ~e~and theh ~an be described ~he fill~-~9 and 
\- ' 
unfilling of posit f ons tn ~he · teacher 'wor-kforce resulting 
; frOID . deiD?~hiC . COnditiO~~ 1 personal CirCUittStArlCeS 1 And 
\. 
policy decisions. -, 
• I 
' 
•· 
· · Teacqer suppiy is also a function of stocks and flows. 
Zabalza, Turnbull and Williams (1979} defin~ supply _ a~ ~he 
,. 
flow of two groups of teachers:' those who ent~he 
~ I 
-., 
· .. 
"-
. ' 
') 
- ~ - ­J . 
. . .
. . . .. 
. · . . 
. . 
. 
· o 
•, 
... 
• 
.• 
·' ; . 
' ' .. .... 
,1""-- . 
• 
workforc·e and those who remain in it. Warren '1'1979) 
·' 
... -:- - fncluded unemployed teachers as part- o·f supply, Williams 
(197:]) .describeq teaqher- suppl~ as-comprising stocks and~ o 
' . , I 
types f flows: outflows - death, retirement' resignatiof, 
\f! . I dismiss~l, and redesignation - and inflow~ - returners new 
teachers, and re-entry. teachers. ·williams · defi ned r j turners· 
as those who' ieturn after a temporarY absence from t aching 
a~d 're-~each~rs· as those who return after hafing 
resigned or retired. 
. . ~ 
Supply.and demand ar~ fundti6ris ·of stock· variables 
chacteristics of the · stock of ~ea.chers - and .demograp)'lic · __ _ 
. flow~,t;_e set . o.f . relationships·· th'at· influence~ demand 
• o ' I • • • • 
stocks and · flo~s is illustrat~d in the model pre~ented in 
•\ 
Figure 1. 
----
• • ' II) 
.. 
·~ · The stock of teaching positions at any one time is influenced ·by losses from · itt~md addi tiona to · it. Losses J 
are t~e result of three gener'al factors: ( 1) demog~aphic 
. ' 
conditions such as death, or . r~tirement at the sti~ulated 
a9.e, ( 2) personal decisions by teachers to resi gn or to 
retire prematurely' . and ( 3) policy decisions . by· employers' to 
4 ' 
. dismiss teachers or to ·declare positions redundant • . I n tt1ef 
case· of redundancy, the' .pos'i tio.n is eliminated from the . 
..... . ·. ·.· . : ' 
stock of ' teaching positions; in' other cases ~ decision is 
' . 
made to eith~r replace or eliminate the positi~n. . If the .·· 
· ~) . . . . t . . . ,' 
decision is""made · to . replace ~ i~ is· deposited ·into· a stock Q,f 
\ va~nt positions along w~th any ·newly created positions4 
\ 
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The set of relationships tha·t influences sup-· stocks . ..,. 
and flows is illustrated in the concep~l model. presented 
in Figure,-:o-2. The stock of teachers a·t ·any one time is 
influenc~d by inflows and outfl'ows. Inflows begin with a 
• 
potential ~upply of teachers, although it ~~timately 
originates from the secondary school system (Warren, 1979). 
\. 
The pote'ntial. supply is comprised of four groups: university . , . 
.... . " 
s.tudents, te~chers .not i.n the Newr<:'undland .a·nd 'La~radC?r ( ~ .. 
public . school system, those employed . in other occupations·, 
) 
•-<· 
. ... 
..·c: 
and . those unemJ?loyed. ' As 'individuals. in t .hese · g 'roups. become ' · 
quali;fied to teach, or. actively pursue a teachill9 career in 
. . . . : . 
the public school system, ·they ~nter ·a reserve pool. .Ea.ch 
.· .. ·. . .. - ..... · . .... : 
.year some succeed in enter.:_ing t,he · st.oc~ of employed. teachers. 
\, 
.. . . . . ) . . 
while others lea.ve the res~rve pool. to pursue other goals. 
. \) The stoc~ · o~ teachers is· co'mprised. of a~ t':ctive · 
0 • f • 
. . . 
component - those wh9 do not ·change responsibi l. i t.ies - and a 
dynamic comp~ent - ·~se wh.o ha.ve ~eef1 reassi~ned, a .nd 
those-who ,move to new .positions within school Jist~icts and 
\ . 
between school ·dist.r ict's. 
Outfiows .from the stock of t~ache~s are· the ·result of: 
(1) demographic co.nditions result.ing .in death or retire~en~, 
. •. . • ' ,io. 
( 2) pe~sonal decisions resulti~g in retireme~t or / . 
. . ·-...._ . 
resignation, and. (.3) ~olicy decis~ons resulting in 
dismissal or redundancy. ·In the· cases of death and 
r_etirement, ~e individ~al is. perman.entlY._ lost to the~.:. - -". 
system; in other cases a deci'sion is made to :J.eave the 
• 
.., . 
•. 
• 
\ 
;·. 
/ 

• , 
. , 
·,\ · 
\) ' 
/ 
·' ,.., . 
·: 
. '· 
I• 
: .· 
• I 
' . 
.·. 'system, . or· r~turn to el ther the potential s~pply or the 
eliqibl~ · re,serVe pool. 
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The relationship between the supply stocks and demand 
·stqcks is illustrated in_ F-igure 3 ~ ·supply and .demand. cannot . 
, ::b_e · vie~e~ ··as .a single entity, one is an adjunct to the · · 
·other~· . . . . At any one point.in . ti~e, therefore, imbalances can 
&' . : 
oqcul:'. . T~ese may be r~gional imbalances, academic 
.. ···. ' ' ' 
l~al·arices~ '. or administrative. ·imbalances. A pos~tive 
. : . . ... . ' . . 
_imbal~n~e occu:r;s whEm· the s.upply of t 'eachers .exceeds · the 
• • • . • ' /(if • • • 
d~ma~dp;, :a . negative 1~~-larice: oi:::c'urs '. wh~n ~he supply :of, 
. . . . . 
- • ~ I • '' 
, ./ 
. ' 
. ·'. ,·, 
. . ' .. · ·• 
teaC~SJ;'S ~alJ:s short of., r.~qui~ed demand • .1. o ' , • , <I 
. . . . 
' . 
• •• · . ' ·, 4 • • . •, 
. .. . 
I . .. • ' : 
Imbalance 
• 
. , . ~ . ,; 'i' . 
n '• 
. Suppl;r 
c 0; 
. ' 
.'• 
0 
" . 
•. ' o 
. 
Demand · 
: ... 
.. 
'•, 
• ' 
. • '· . .. ··" 
' ' 
Figure 3 •. · . . co.ncept,~al model of the relationship betw'ee~ . 
,' • 
supply stocks. an~ demand stocks. 
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Issues in education which command com~j.der·able pulriic 
. .... ~~ 
. . 
attention at;e _related ~o economic .\~i:'owt~ and qual~.ty .'.of 
services (OECD, 1984)~ ·In the past, the attention of . 
, : • • J 
! ' educators ha~ been focused on declini~g enrolme~ta, -i~sour~e . . 
... 
allocation, ·taxation, accountability., and publi'c co'nfidence. 
. . 
~ The de~~nds fpr speecfi ··pathol~gists and science. teachers, . on _ 
·. 
~ . . 
the ;ot~er h~~ri~ .' garnish .- littl.e · .. vis~bility, but .are' .vital:ly · __ ·, . 
l . ~ 0 
_.-important to government ·.agenc;:ies ,·. teacher .: trail)irig . . 
•! 0 ' I ' • 0 0 • I I : • 0 ' ', , ' ,' ' 
,.. · inst~:t.JJtions, .'administr.ato'rs·,_. .. te~ch~·r_s~ 1m~ teach~r : .·.- ..... ·:: <: ·· _<· . . 
, .. . . . .. .. . 
.. 
. ~ 
recrqits. · : ,: '• o ' l 1 , ' ' 
. . . .. . ~ / .• 
. . ,, 
.. . . · . • . ·~: . . . . · . · '· . . . ·· .f· i. :! . 
Few issues·,: f·or example, .:·affect. tt\e ·pr_osp~~ .. ~iv~,· .:_ ·: 
o ~ • o I o • .. : • ' ' 0 • ' •,: • ' : • ' ' ~ ~: .- ·•,'>:' .~~~~·': ,•,:~, ' 
teacher· ·re.crui t :as great+y as that of accessibili'~y · i'nt..o the 
·- . . .' . " . . ' 
. . . • . I 
tea9hing pr;ofession, i._nasmuch as the· ultimate gqal of ev'ery .~ · · · .· 
such person is employment. · It is the ··uncert~nty 'ot' the job 
· mar~et, · the need t~-~p~cialize, the ability. ·to adapt and 
• 
d.nnovate skills, the need ';for in·creas'ed ·mobility, and 'the 
p • ' : ' :.. • • " ' \. • \ • 
. need for career planning whi~h a~e th~ issues critical to 
. . ' ... .. ' . 
• • f" ' • • • • • . • 
prospective teachers: . · Informatiop.on · ~h~ demarid ·for ' -. 
; . . 
SpecifiG . teaching assignments . C~Uld·· b~ ·Supplied · to tea'cher 
. , • . . \I . 
• • • • w • 
recruits to· assist them in .uriderstahding the teacher .job 
.. market. .. ·.: ... . . . . ~ . . '-· , 
' . . 
' ' I • ' 
pniversi ty education , .facul tie~ : a:n~-' teacher trainicg 
i~sti.~uti.ons would --~~so · be·n~fit fr~~ ·~.:{:~~~·rma~io~~egarding 
. '~ . ~ 
teacher· ·demand. . Institutions .could · reassess traditional 
programs hav'lng fe_w, .·emp_ioy.~e.nt oppo,:·~u~i ties, ~nd direct 
• • • • • 1 
. ·~· 
, _. 
·. , .. 
I 
... 
.. 
·\ 
.' • 
'' I 
• 
. ·. 
' -... 
.,.. 
11 • 
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14 
eRa•gie~ toward the identifica~ion of demand trends. The 
. . 
availability of d~tailed de~and information would further 
assist the_se. institutions in responding to regional and 
provincial needs, in addition to their own organizational 
needs. Finally, . .tifse institUtiOns could ~.rovide .~uabl~ , 
employment datct and career 'information to prospectiv·e 
. ' . . . . / . 
t~acher~ as they formulate and p_ursue their career 
_ pbjecti~es · (Neppl,'.l9S3) • . 
·_ 'It _ .. is anticipa.te_d' :tha't ·t:_he· results of this study will 
'have si-~n-if.i6~~cie f~r .p.d.n_c.ipa:is, . s~peryiso.rs ·,.and ~ 
' ' ~ .. . . -~ ·~~p~r intendents·; . .. · I~a-icat:i~~~ ~f . . this have (llready b~en · 
. ... -, . . 
• ~roviaed by superintendents -- a ._number . of whom have s~nt 
. .. . . . 
" . . . . . .-
uhsolici t,ed comme_ridations . of- support .- (see Appendix .B)~ · · 
. Watson and Quazi· {1973) provid~ an ·examp!'e of~- how· d~~and · · 
. . . . 
··information impacts upon the -functions of schools. They 
.·state: 
' I 
an oversupply of teachers'in s~ subject area 
or s 'ome level of....a-systern might "well lead .. 
~dmi~istrators and board o~fici~ls to create a . 
new · edu~ation~l servic& (in order to minimize . 
the n~mber of _ regulai teachers .to be dis~issed). 
(p. 189) ' ·.. ' 
... 
The distrib~ti6h o~ ~ubli~ -m~ney to the educatio~al ~~ : ·. . 
. .. 
sector .. is the· responsibili.t-y ~f gov~rnment. 
. . •' '· ... " . 
:tf is 
. . . ' 
~ssential, ~herefore, ~or 
. ,~~cess - ~o. ~d.~talled· ·~-s~ppl¥. 
depart~f!n~s o(' government to' have 
an'~ d~and irifor~ation tit ~nsure 
that . tHe prope·r " courses. are- deye:loped . ~nd prei1Jcr ibe~, . to 
. - . : • • ' • ' • b . . 
ensure that the al.lo~ation ~of teachers is equi·table~ to --·· ' 
.. 
' ' 
I 
. ' .' 
t ' •• •.•. 
. : ·· 
•.·1 
. .. 
' ' • 
' • 
.. _ ... . •, 
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·. 
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-, supply career information to guida~ce personnel, and to 
assist with forecas~ing and financi4l planning related to 
'• 'th~ costs · of 
Turnbull and 
teac;hers • salaries and. services. 
• • 
• • ~1 • • • 
Will1ams (}~79) 6ontend th~t such 
... ~·· 
Zabalza, 
information: 
... 
o I 
·· is needed in a situation of sur'plus as well as 
in a, situation of shortage if a given supply of 
teachers is .to be efficiently allocated, [and is 
also nee.d~d] if the st_ruc~ure of .~he teaching 
force is , to conform t9 planned requi~ements and 
if equil.ibr ium is . to be achieved between supply·" 
• 
~nd demand, thus·elimfnating the tendency tQ · 
surplus. (p; 6) \ · 
.Th·e . d~partme:nts responsible for post-se~ondary 
' • • ' I ' • • . 
.. ~"' 
- .• .v-' . 
.l·· 
.. . . ' . . . : 
~duca~ioh c6uld. ais6 use thi~ . inf6rmation in ful(iiling ' 
theii goals ~n~ 6bj~ctives. Such detaile~ info~mation is 
. . • • • I 
crucial for occupa~io.~ai foreca_sting . and iabou'r mar~et 
. \ . . 
planning; not . . just for: the .tea-ching professri.on but for 
humerous professions. Foi eiampl~! a shift ~~ ·certain .. . 
"' science~ and industri~l education cou~~e~ in the· high 
\ 
··schools would sign·if icantly ·impact upon career plan~ in all 
I ' • ' 
p6~·,leges· ~n~,· uni~ersj ties. It is imperative,· ther-efore, 
... • ' 0 .. • t~-a~·-. \~o.se re~~o~.s~ble for the plann~ng; develJP'!'~nt 1 ~-nd 
. . 
. ' . 
f~ndirig ,. :of post..;secondary programs be eminently aware of the 
r : . 
.. 
• a : ' 
--pat terns~ of . teacher aeman'd. 
' . ' 
. . . ' ... , ' • . 
. · : · . . ·. ' ·As ·.-·_ra·r _. a·s ·could 
. . . . . . 
' . be determined, no arialysis tif . job 
. . 
~-acanci..'ei 1~ o.rd~"'r ~0 q~uintitatively access the regional, 
. . . · :.n 
academic •d administrative imbal-ances of teacher demand in 
.. . . . . 
. . . 
!'. 
tha Provin6e has beeri completed. Stapleton, Bulcock, . 
:'Cl_ifton· and P~sct\k~ . (1978b) ~e_comnie11ded the u~dertaking ··of 
' \ , ., I 
., . 
• I t '.' : ~ .,. ,, • • ~ 
. ~ . , . . ,, 
,. .... :~ . .. . : . ... . 
' . 
. . . , 
' '. ,. . 
.· . 
. , 
\ 
_ .... 
... 
sim~:;-r studies "so 'f ..~. to facilitate judicious decision 
making by ~ndividujjs ~hci by groups" (p. 10) ~ 
• 
A conference on declining enrolments (Cluett & 
Buffett, 1979), recomniended the collection of information 
capable of: · 
predicting teacher demand broken down by major 
subject areas; for ex·ample, primary grades ( K-
3), elementary grades (4-6), and secondary 
school demands by mathematics/scienc~; 
English/social studies and/or religion, French, 
physJcal education, music and in~u•t~ial arbs • 
. (p. 76) . 
. 16 
~his study provides part .. of the background necessary for. ' the 
devel,opment of ~rejections of future teacher requirement's ~ 
\ •.. . . . 
\ Delimitations ; . 
T,t:te population of_ the study was confined to public 
schools in the Ptovince of Newfoundland and · Labrado~ which 
fall under the ju~~diction of the t~irty-five ·school 
. .... 
boards. Informati~ was gathered. through· questionn-aires 
distrib~ted to supe~tenderits during the fall of 1986 .• 
\ 
This st~dy made no attemp~ to address the occurrence 
of politi1-Ca_l, s'6cic11, economic, or cultural· factors which 
possibly influence the demand for teachers and 
administra'tors • . Moreover I there was no attempt _made . in the . 
t ' .. • / • . • ,_ 
study to identify or . compare .individual employees or ( · 
schools, nor to assess 'the quality o~. teacher selectiorr.~-­
practices. · 
• 
. . 
I 
.. . 
..... --
t . • \ 
\ 
· - ·· 
' . 
. . 
{ 
' . 
. . 
.. . 
··-- . 
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Limitations 
The limitations w~ch were not controlled by the 
researcher ari~~ could influence the results of this study 
were 
. \ 
\ • 
acknowledged.\as 'f..ollows: • 
. ~ . . ~ / 
\ 
1. For various r~asons, quest iot:tnaires .f9'.I 11 
\ ... . 
new 
acquisitions may.not . have .been compl~ted~~ 
2. Some of the information r~.-l.ating to ~pecific jobs 
may not have been available to ,r,espondents •· 
3.· I.t ·ts . possible· that some of the respondents may . 
.... . . .. . ~ . •. . ·: . . . . 
have misinterpreted items in t~e· questionnaire .• = 
. ' . . . . . . . - ·.. ' . . ; . . 
· 4. The's~rv~y : instrument ~ai"no~· have~een 
5 • . 
6. 
• \ ' . . . . 
suff~ciently $ensitive.·to record· the subtleties· 
• \. I 
I ' 
surrounding ·the issue , ~f th~ · quality . of . 
candida.te~. Quality is·. defined · in· terms of : 
respondent satist'ac.tion and not by solne meas·ure · 
of teacher. effectiveness. 
. . 
Mathematicaf treatment.· o~ tbe· data did not 
-add~ss the more complex problems o.f teacper 
. . .. 
demand; . i.e. teacher effectfveness, .h'i.ring 
. . . 
practices! or· decision-makin~ processes. 
· Altho~gh it was made ~lear 1 to !es~ond~nts th~t 
• this was nrit an ass~ss~ent . of school district· 
hiring practices, . some . ~ay hav~ been sensitive to 
·I 
that. 
·. 
) 
·"' 
. } 
" . 
-l- • , 
I ! ' 
. ' 
. ' 
. ' ~ 
. 
\ 
--:\ · ' 
"~.~ 
' . 
... ,, 
Assumptions 
ce·rtain assumptions were made in relat1/; to the 
1!8 :\ 
collection of data. One assumption was that ~es~ndents 
accurately.interpreted· the questions, had acce~s t:/ relate~ 
i~fqrmation, and r.eporte.? · it. c6rrectlty. . The assumption ~fi­
also made that ite~s · ~elected for inblusion in the 
qu.esti.C:,nnaire arid the. ~ordln~. of .the que.stions a.ccurately 
. ., 
.represented ·fac~ors which cont'fih\,\ted to the supply of and t;l: 
. . . ,I . 
·demand for · tiach~rs. 
. ' 
Det'in.i tion of Terms 
. ' ' .. . . . . 
. . . . . . , ' . . .. ·
Specialized terms ·end'emic tQ tl)e study · of . teacher; . 
• • , I • ., , . 
... t!: • • • • • • • • • 
~.supply and' demand'· are - ~defined as follows: '' . ' ' 
. . . . ' ~ ' " 
Academic fields.--. ciassroom assignment, general, ·, 
art, bus.iness educat·ion, dramaitheatre, · 
·English/literatu~e, ·family .studie's, French, · · 
guidance, home e·conomics ... ,. industrial. education, 
library/resources·, . m~thematies, music., physical 
e~cation, religion, biology, chemistry, · 
cotnpu~er studies, ear.th science~· environmental 
sc1ence·;'"'-~hysics·, and social' studies. ' ' 
·i::;~ound.~a~d ... Departmen.t' . o~ Educat~~~-, ~198.6.-
. ' . . . 
Adm.lnistrators; District: 'superintendents'· 
~ss1stant superintendents and program . 
coordinators. School~ principals~ vipe 
pr in.cipa~s · a~d depa.rtmen~ h·eads •. " . · · 
community size: .Refe.rs ·.to .population of 
community in which school · is located • . 
~ategories include: 
' 1-499 . · . . 
500-999• ' 
1,.000-2, 499' 
21 '500~4 ,' 999 
s,ooo~9,999 • 
lO,·o·oo ot ·more · 
(Newfoundland Stat.istics ·Agency, 1986) 
.... '• , 
' .. I 
• 
• • 
l· 
. 
'·' 
• • • 
.· ; · 
\ 
\ 
• • 
· .. 
• 
.. 
. .. 
.. 
' \ 
:· \ 
• I ' 
\ /l 
\ . 
. ·. 
.· .. 
Demand. The number of teaching and 
administrative jobs tha~ ar~ requixed to be . 
filled at any one time. Absoluce demand refers -
to the actuaf number · of vacancles which arise, 
while · relative .demand refers to the number of 
· vacariqies in relation -to selected· demographic or 
geographic indicators~ 
Flows. The movement of teachers into, within 
and ou~ of· t~e system. Outflows occ~r due to 
retirement, resignation.,~ dismissal, 
) 
~edesignation and death. Inflows comprise 
.returners~ new teachers, and r~~entry teachers. 
(Williams, 1979) 
Imbalance.-. The :difference between .'sup~ly and .. 
demand. 
lristru~ticin~l level. Th~ teachin~ ~t~de lev~l -
. w1th1n . the. publ1c school system for. which ·a ·' 
teacher ·is assiqne.d, .i.e. pre-school, primary, 
~lementary, junior hi~h,. senior high. . 
(Newfoundland Department :9f Educat~on, 1986) 
Regions. _(l:) Avalctn .Peninsula~ ( 2.). Sou.th .toast 
and: Burin Peninsula, (3) Central, .Northeast 
Coast and Bonavista Peninsula, (4) West Coast · 
arid ·Northern, Peninsula, ( s) ofrcfbrador •. · 
(Newfoundland Statisti_~s Agency, 1986) . 
School. size. R~fe~s to student enrolment. 
Categor1es inqludet 
1 .. 49 
50-99 
100-199 
. 200-299 
300;..399 
400 :or more 
(N.ewfoundiarid Departm~n·t of Education, 1986.) 
. . . . . . . J " 
Short~ge.· A negative imbalance in which the 
supply of teachers falls short of the required 
demand, • . . , . ·· ... · 
l,. • ~ c::, 
19 
.. ' 
Saeciai-,skills antl p'rograms. Special educatio~, 
e uca~ional psychology, educational: therapy, · · 
h~aring impairment, physically handicapped,_· 
speech therapy, .. and visual impairment.; . · . 
(Newfoundland Department of .Education, 19'86-:- . -:---~ .. 
1987)-, . .. . ~ 
. . 
stocks. The total number 'Of teaching and 
. ' 
; 
/ .: 
'. 
, . 
( · 
.... 
/ 
. ' . 
· ..
20 
~- admin.istr·ative positions filled at· any one time. 
(Williams, 1979) 
Supp1f·· ~~r of persons holding a 
t~~cer~ificate ~ho a~e eligible to 
employment as t~chers or administrators 
P'rovince of Newfoundland and Labrador. (Williams, 1979) 
valid 
seek 
in the 
\l "!' .. Surplus. A positive imbalance in which the 
supp1y· o: teachers excee~s the demand·•1 
Teadher workforce. The total number of teachers 
and J4ministrators in the Province. 
· Vacancy. Any t~aching or ad~inistrative ' 
position whfch met ~11 of t~e following · 
criteria: ( 1) it · was vacant-\for 'any .P.er iod · 
between September 1, ~5 an·d August' 31, 1986, · 
(2) · it was ~e!manent . osition, or .. a ... 
. ~eplacement posi~ion fi led fo~ a period o~t 
. . least o.ne. year, an<;l (3) it ·was adverti~ed ·and 
. · applicants went through . a . required. job · 
competition·. · · · 
\ 
Organization of the Study 
This study was ·organized so that it'.could be presented 
in ~~ve chapters.· Chapter 1 introduces ·the subject _ and 
states the problem... In addition it provide~ ·a ~heoret.ical 
. . -. . 
framewoik, expla~ns the si~~ificance of the ·study, outl~nes 
<'J • 
the delimitations and limitations; ·states the· -~ssumptionS>, 
:define$· the terms basic to the field 'of teacher s~pp].y and-
demand, and describes the · organizatio~of th~ sf~dy. 
Chapter 2 presents a q~mprehe~siv~ review of the 
•> 
literature and related ~esearch which ~erved as a gene~al 
background for 
: ~ ··· . 
·tne ·study . .. ·It consJ.sts of four s~ctions and · 
' 
\ 
a summat:y, and provides · a · bro~d view of the field of ~~acher 
f t 
. . ~ 
< 
' · 
. 
" .. 
' 
' ~-~0'.?:..· .:" 
. -~--
, . . 
(' 
., 
., 
-
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supply and demand. "'--~-
Chapter 3 explains the methods and procedures involved 
in the study. It includes a descripti5n of the population, 
an explanation of•. the proc~dures used in conducting the 
Study, the development ~ of the instrument, and the method 6f 
/ 
data analysis. 
. . 
Chapter. 4 cont~ns a statistical analysis Qf the data 
, . . 
which were collected. This analysis was des1gned to 
.., ··. identify· fact·~rs con~ributing t.o the demand for and supply 
.~ · 
of · teachers. ~ore specifically, it was desi~ned to · show t~e ~ . 
d~mand . in cer~ain ~cademic, sp~cialist, and a_dmin.lst.rative . 
. ' 
:aieas, and ·to provide a profil~ of ihe tea6he~s ~i~e~. 
. ! 
Chapte.r 5 consists of' ~ . surnrn~ry.,·. findings i. 
co.nclusions, ·4.nd recommendatioqs. 
4 
The summa·ry in·cludes . .the 
background to t~e study, the procedures use~'(and th~ 
general purpos~ o6 the study. .The findings represent the 
major discoveries resulting from the statistical analysis of 
.,._ ' 
data. ;Conclusions are the relationships inferred directly 
from the~e findings •. Recommendations for action and for 
~ . . 
further research are formulated from tties; . lnference' 
_..._/" 
.. ·
( 
, 
.( 
~ 
, 
.. 
• 
1 
p' 
\ .-r . - - -
CHAPTER 2 
·~ 
, I· 
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH 
This chapter presents a review of literature and 
.. . 
related research pertiPent to an understanding of teacher 
supply and demand. The chapter has been divided into four 
sections: (1) an examination of the oynamics of the labour 
- . 
market as it pertains to teacher supply: (2) a review of 
literature rela.ted to teacher .supply and demand throughotJt 
. . , 
North Am~rica iqj from . a~.lhis'torical perspective and (b) 
. from· a c·urrent perspective; (3')_ an examinatio.n . of ·.th~ 
factqrs affecting te.acher· supply arid -teacher demand;· and 
# 
· an · examination of the imbalances which occur be.tween the 
' 
.,. 
supply aod demand. :-...:.. -. 
Dynamics of the Teacher Labour Market 
( 4·) 
Adam Smith considered ·~he skills of th~ · labour market 
' . ' 
to be the predo~inant force{or economic progress (Cohn, 
19·79). Human · capitai. theory (Becker, 196.4) views· . 
educational choice as . an act of investment. ··The a ·ctivity "Of · 
seeking _employment i'n the · teacher workforce, there.fore, is 
seen to,be .an. act of in~:stment direct~~ to incr~se human 
capi~al. Zabalza, Tw/nbull, · and Williams ( 1979). in . . . 1 . 
describin9 human capital assume that:· h 
. . 
the cho~ce of occupation and the choice of 
workplace .within an occupation, are vie~ed as 
I 
. -""' 
. ' 
.' 
. ·-
.. , 
,, 
• 
acts of investment which are guided by their 
expected return. (p. 9) 
In this framework, the composition and siz~ .of the teacher 
· labour market are determined by the behavior of individuals 
, 
within a social, ·political, educational, cultural, and 
economic ·envifonment. 
23 
Relationships between labour supply and the demand for 
. s~ills and services are complex and difficult to .identify. 
As a result, research on teacher supply and teacher demand · 
.. . 
has been quantitative, p~eferririg to measure one or both. 
Someti~es the absolut~fferences be_\ween the two ··are 
·9~nsldered. Carter and McCowan (1970) contend that 0 . 
essentially: 
... .,. .. 
research relating ·to teacher supply and demand 
has bee~ limite4 in. thi~ ~spect since it has 
been descriptive with little effort devoted to 
[qualitative analys~s). (p. 7)-' ·. . ( 
Qualitative t~ache~ l~bour matket studies, such as those 
completed Noblit, an~ Har~ (1985), are few~ 
, 
Literature Related .to Teacher Supply and Demand 
.... 
Historical P~spectives (1900-1969) 
Teacher supply ·and demand . condi"ti~ns have been 
~~ted on at various times in this century. Eliassen and 
Anderson (1~30), Maaske (1951), and Kluender (1983), have 
examined the literature and reported the research findings 
-
l I, 
\ ' 
' .. 
. ' 
. . ~ . 
.. 
· r 
f 
\ 
~ .. 
.. 
•• 
.. 
. · . 
. ~; ." . ' 
' 
since. 1900. They have identified a number of patterns and 
conditions of change. 
4 
Teacher supply has sel,dom been congruent with ·t·eacher 
demand si~e the 1920's. Mapke (1951) reported little 
public concern over the issue of teacher supply a~d demand 
_. prior to 1900. The problem, he contended, was unique to 
.. . 
this cen'tur·y. He rep~rted only: a few short periods between 
1920 and 194·£ in which teacher supply and demand could be 
described as having been in balance. · 
Eliassen and ·And.erson · ( 1930) rev'iewed 117 articles on 
te~cher· supply and de~and b~tween 1924 and 1930. 'They 
reported ·.few ~aria~~~ns ~.~ong. · ~~~ .t;.ift~· st.~dies . r_e~iewed.; 
Most of th~m ~dent1f1ed an oversupply of ~tea~her"s ·];n most 
- . . . 
subject areas and in many regions of the nited States. 
Some solutions· to teach~r surplus·e~ w~ they P.roposed 
\ 
' ~ were: (a) improved teacher selection, (b) high~r standards 
for teacher ~r~ining, (c) improved certification methods, 
(d) ·more careful placem~nt, · and (e) inservice incentives to 
keep supe~ior teachers in ,the cl~s~room. 
· In 1967, a joint study bf ~he Internaticinal Bureau of 
. Educa'tion and UNESCO foun~ that .93 countries throughout/ the 
. . . . 
world were · experiencing effects of teach~r shortag.es at· the 
. . 
secondary. school level. Five Of t( COI1flusion~ reached 
·-fro~ ~he ·study are preseetef below: · 
1. · It appears .. tha~ractically all 
countries· are. s~ffering from a . 
. shortage of se~oridary school teache~s. 
In some c~ses the lack . is qualitati~e 
\ 
- .. 
. - · 
. . 
. ' . 
24. 
/ 
.. 
; . 
. \
·.· 
2. 
3. 
4.' 
but in most cases it is both 
quantitative and qualitative. 
Upper secondary ~~ucation is the !Jtos,t 
severel'y affectea by the shor~. of 
teachers; ,: ' 
The subjects ~st affected are 
mathematics, modern languages and 
science. \. . 
I 
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t 
, .. r 
• 
•.• the main '\:a us~ of the shortage of .. 
secondary school t~achers are the . ~ 
increase in population, the raising o~ 
the school leaving age,: easier acc:ess 
t~'·secondaiy education, widet · 
possibilities of eduqation andcthe 
encouragement to mak~ use of them 
·which inc'reases [ s'ic,J e·nrolment 
fi~ufes and nece$sit~tes [sicJ ~ 
·0 
Ill 
.. . ~ 
large~ nu~ber of 'teachers. 
.• 
s-. •The ~rd!Rinence given to educati~~ by 
..• 96vern~~ntsi employers ·an~ the 
.,:: ... <.,PQ.p_ulation has done much. ~o increa·se i 
..... secondary school enrolinenL (p. vii) . ·· 
~ .... ~ 
~ 
~ ~ ~luender (198~) described four~periods during wpich 
.. 
t~~.cher supply and, demand were dis.ti.nctl;v out of bal·ance: · 
. . . I· 
(a~ 19~0-1938 teacher surplus, , (b) 1939-1959 teacher 
. 
shortage, (c) ·1965-1977 teacher surplus, and · (d) 1977-1982 
. . 
. ,. 
mixed conditions~ She concluded that shortages and ' . 
• • 
surpi.us~·s ·were d~rectly .related to shifts in the numb~rs of 
.. ' •\ 
births, the birthrate and ·the resulting changes ~n the age , 
. . ' 
structure of the population. Brodbelt (1973) asserted that 
. . ' 
such conditions were the resu~of a combinatioQ o~ . 
de~lining birthrates, the dou~ing of college enrolment, ·pn~ 
... . 
. . 
.cutbacks .in programs. 
, 
The recent past; Kluender ( 1983 ( c·ontended~ was 
tl 
· . -~ 
f;.; 
.. " .. 
\ 
,• 0 ' . ~. 
(
¥' 
... 
.. .. 
'; 
.. 
... 
·. 
• . 
"'· • . 
\ . 
. : · ··.:, ~: 
' 
• 
.. 
.. 
. . 
- :.· ' ~ .. 
_ .. . 
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\ 
\ . 
' . 
.. 
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characterized by mixed supply and demand conditions. · 
• Shortages existed. ·-in some geographic ' regio'ns and subject ~ 
areas at the same time that surpluses exi;~e~ in other~ • 
Current Perspectives t1970-1985) 
\ 
. . 
·. ·Since·. 1970, , ~n era. of expect;:a~ion · for an · abundant 
~upply of qualified teachers"began (Graybe~l, 1974) •. 
Imb~la~ces between suppl~~n~ demand were id~ntified and 
. ' 
studied. During _this. time, .the work of Graybeal (197i, 
1974): Watson and··ouazi .(-1973): Lyon (1975): Williams· 
.. . 
(1979): and Zabalza, Turnbull,and·Williams (1979) wer~ 
-~ 
particularly noteworthy. -~n addi~ion, the National Center 
. . 
.for Education _Stati£?tics (NCE.S), the National Education 
...... 
. Association (NEA), .and the .Association of School College · and· 
.~ni_ve.rsi ty Staff{ing (ASC~S) have. p·r~Q.ar.e.d regular reports .on 
•' . ' : 
the . subj~ct. Stapleton, 1\Ulcock '· Clifto~ and Paschke 
·c 1978a), Crock·er -and Riggs- · ( 19.79), and. War·ren (1979) have 
. •, . . 
h ·. . • 
' comp1~ted . import~nt research in the Province of Newf.,oundland · ,; 
. . ' 
and L'br_pdor. 
·; .. 
. ·. \'· ,. 
·For the most' part',· (~search has had one of three foci • 
. '. ··-· 
·There have been micro~le~el studies . involving (~) th~ 
identification and ~xa~inatio~ ~f ·si~n~ficant factors 
' . 
a~fectirig supply or demand,·.: or both, and (b) the examination 
.. 
. of th~ ~~balances which ~ccu~ within ~pe~~fic ag~regations, 
# 
such as science teacpers or . :specialist te~chers, and there 
! have been macro-level . stu~ies involving (c) .the development 
r 
,..£... ,,· · ., . 
. , : 
. .. ' 1 
' ' 
• 
.. . 
.. 
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of projections of futur~·supply and demand ·conditiqns. 
. . 
Although it can be ar.gued tha't some studies had 'more than 
one· fOCUS, for the f!IOSt part ·each concentrated on one only,'· 
A summary of selected significant studies in each of the,se ' 
" 
areas is presente~ in Table 1. 
• 
' ' · ,~ ._. 
~ . . ~ 
' ·-United States. Three groups in th'e United . St'~tes have 
\ 
~ ·· 
.m~de major c~ntr_ib~~io~s · t9 the: und~~~tanding. o~· 4t~ch~r. ' 
\ • ' ' I • 
suppl~ .and demand. Each year, the Associat~on of School 
1 
College and (Jniversi ty Staffi~g, · ·under the. ~-irection_. of 
. . ' . - . . . . 
S. · Grayb,eal, s~rveys the placement officers in 
. . . . 
Willif:tm 
.teacher training in'sti tutions througho~t the Unite~ States 
. requesting information on the numbers seeking employment • 
Placement officials are asked to rank ~e condition of . ~ 
. 
teacher supply and demand and ideritify imbalances~ b.Y subject 
area • · The 1980· report show~ fo_urteen areas pf'. teacher 
shor·tage. Physics, mathematics, industrial arts, and speech 
', . . . 
correction are ~x~~ples. · The· a~Rroach~ ho~ev~r, ~~s ~everely 
\ 
limited ~ th"t no effort· is made to identify d~marid · 
; ) .,, -
criteria, m ch less mea~ure them. . . , ., 
('"-,The. Nat onal Education Association, whict! occasiona~11Y 
~. pl,lbl ishes a rep rt .on teacher · supply and deman<::t, surveyed 
tea;;n,er ·tralning instituti,ons · in 19al-82 to determine the 
' I 
number of n-ew graduates.. However.,· no effort was made to 
. :-1 >· ... . 
measure. de~and criteria~ inand. wa~ ~s,timated by combining 
·"'-
data from other research with rates ( 4.4 
. ; . 
t . • 
· ·. 
- . 
.. 
... ,.. 
" 
.. 
... 
• 
Table 1 
The Focus of Selected Research into Supply and Demand 
Conditions since 1970 
M~cro-level Research ~ Macro-level 
Research 
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Research Supply/Demand Specific (Projections) 
United States 
· Ascusa 
Carter & McCowan :· 
· aowe & Nearhoof 
Ols~gd & Beal 
NCES 
NEAC:: 
Rand 
Canadad 
COPS 
Lyon 
I • 
Statistics Canada 
"Watson·, et al. 
Newfoundland 
Crocker & Riggs 
Memorial University 
Stapleton, et al. 
warren 
Factors Aggregations 
1970 ·. 
'1984 . 
Annual 
1979 
1979 
n 
Annual· 
1972 
l981 
1972 
1970 
Annual· 
Occasion~! 
Annual 
1975 
' 
1978 
aAss'Qciat'ion of School College and Ul)ive'rsity Staffing. 
· b~ational C~nter for Education .statis·tics •· CNational, 
" Eduoation Association. dca~~dian Occupational Projection 
System. 
· . . 
. . 
. . 
/ . 
• • I 
:• 
. .. 
' 
. ,. 
\ 
" ). -. --· 
. . • 
---
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. .. percent). Significant findings from the 198.1-82 report 
included: 
1. The 1981 supply of 206,750 qualifi~d 
teacher-applicants was more than 
adequate for the 109,550 jobs to be 
filled. 
2. 
. 3. 
Mathent'atics· and special education 
continue to have shortages of· 
quali~ied ~p~licants. 
. . 
• 
The 47~250 new gradu.tes· ·seeking to 
anter ele~entary .school assignments 
far o~tnumber the 33,050.jobs open to 
them • .(_p. 15)' 
' ·. ~ 
.. 
, . . , I 
A third group, the . National Center 'for Education 
. . 
:Statistics, publishes. an ·annual. re'port on the condition of . 
. . 
education. Incluqed in the report are projec_t;ions of 
. . 
teacher demand ~nd the supply of teacher graduates. They 
are based on alternative sets qf assumptions. The 1985 
edition of the. report reveal~d the following signfficant 
' . findings: (a) shortages were limited to certain fields and 
~localities, (b) prpnounced shortages will occur in all 
fields ~nd localities.ln the ne~t de6ade, and (c) almost 8 
percent of all teachers in the schools were"newly hired. 
\ ·.. . 
The/ resea.rch. in ~ach _of the studies is flawed in that 
............. 
. . . 
. supply was treated · in · te'rms of new graduates only. No data, 
· ' 
for ·example, were provided on the res.er.ve pool of available 
or ·potential teachers. Moreover, · only . th~ ag~regate demand ~ ,,. . . . ..... .  . ''. 
in the. entire United Sta.tes was · considered. In all cases, ··· 
the figures pro~i~~d on surpluses and shortages were, ~t 
I 
,. 
'. 
... 
.· r · .......... 
,9 
,. 
,· . . 
f ' 
; 
best; estimates of little practical value. 
I The work of Howe and Nearhoof (1972)-is a significant 
. ·~ · 
regional study .of .teacher supply and demand. Employment 
dat~were colle~ted from all school districts in the state 
of Iowa fo~the 1971-72 school year. An analysis of over 
3,000 vacancies was comp!eted a~mpariso~s were made by 
() 
school size and subject taught. Some of . the majok ~{ndings 
~er~: (a) that demand was decreasing in small schools an~ . . . . . 
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. increasing in large schools, (b) that there . was little · · 
' . .. .. 
teacher turnover, (c) that the number of peo~le ~eeking jobs 
. . . 
increased signific~~tly, (d) that the gr~atest nu~bers· of · 
applicants were in the ~~eas of social studies~ phy~lcal 
educatio~, and English, and. ·(e) that ·the ~ewest applicants 
0. 
' I , 
were in the area~ of science~ mathematics, and s~eci~l 
. 
education. However, the study failed to address adequately 
the sources of supply. · Whether vacancies were filled with 
new graduates or with experienced .teachers was not 
investigated. 
A comprehensive a~(lysis of teacher supply an~ demand 
was · included in a study by the Rand Corpor~tion (Darling-
I 
HaJ1l!llond, 1984) •. The report concluded t~at unless there is a · 
dramatic restructur~ng ~f the teaching profession~ · education · 
will .be faced with major shortages tn the future. The study 
su·ggest~d that teaching is .no~t an .attractive career for 
. , 
talented individuals, 'and as other professions draw from the 
·poten~i~l pool of graduates, the teaching profession will be 
. I 
I 
j 
I 
I · 
I . 
. .; 
I 
! 
\ 
I 
. i 
.I 
,· 
.•. 
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forced to recruit the least academically able. 
--~ • · Low salaries and a lack of professionalism allowed in 
., 
"the work structure were suggested by the Rand study a~. 
. . 
discouraging potential teacher candidates from entering the 
profession. It noted that supply was not re~ponding to 
demand, even in those at:eas where shortages were wid.ely 
publicized. ~ In c;>ther words, opportunity fpr emP-_loy~ent was 
not a sufficient reason for persons to choose teaching as a 
.career. 
' . 
~he Rand' study ~lsb suggeste~ tha~ current s~ortages 
. ' . . 
of mathematics and science teachers are expected to grow 
into ~ more generalized shd~tage. Specific geo~raphi~ 
.· 
differences ~ere not reviewed in the study • 
. Otper studies have been completed which 'have focused 
onf.pecific components of tea..cher supply and· demand·. ·For 
ex .;..pl.;, Carter and McCowan ( ~9~~ ,-. identil'ied and .ex~;,ined 
re evant vari~bles. The Illlnois State Board of Education 
( 1985) focused on the i.mbalances between new and potential 
. ·' ' . . ·. .·. 
supply 1 and beg-inning . ~nd reenter.ing dem.a·nd. Kluender. 
I 
( 1983) exa~ined at~it.udes of poi icy-makers .toward · supply and 
demand issues. , No signi~i:cant ·. s_tudies . were found on the 
. ' . 
ef~ebts of policy deveiopment and / . 
supply and demand conditions. 
socio-economic change on · 
. . \. . 
. . ~........ . . 
Canada. Lyon (1975) projected · the dema~for teachers 
........ 
in the'Province of Ontario. He ·confined his study to 
. u 
I 
/ . 
I '• 
·' 
--~~ . t ,;' . • 
.. 
' . 
· .. 
' ' . 
.. 
'I 
.t 
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teacher demand find particularly to the dem.and for beg.inning 
., 
teacher~. The purpos~ of the study wa~ to project (a) the 
movement of. teachers, (b) wi thdr~wals of teachers from the 
system, and . (c) acquisitions of teachers to meet future 
requ~fements. Data for the study were treated in aggregite. 
• 
-Two significant fipdings of .the study were: (1) the demand 
-~ 
for experienced and. b~ginning teachers was ;declining, and 
I 
( 2) there was a growing . t .rt;nd toward . early, retirement. T~_o 
. . . . . 
major weaknesses in .the method.ology usec;l by Lyon WE!,_re: (a) 
. ' . . _, 
the supply of teac.hers, although. alluded to, .:-WaS not 
• f fl • _ ...... ., .... 
mea~ured, (b) .·data·· w~r~· ·treated in aggr'egate' and hence couJ,d '. ~ 
.. - .' • • -. ~ !··. . ' .. ,.~· "",- • • . • 
not reveal reg i .ona.l or subject imbalances. 
- Watson, Ouazi{:;;d . JO~~.- ( 1972) C~r~ied out •_ detailed 
study of teacher . su~ly and demand. · The study .included. (a) 
. . 
projections--of t~e demand for teachers . in Ontario by grade . 
, . / . ' \ 
, ,.. • _.; I • ' 
and by' subject, (b) estimates of teac~er withdra~al and re~ 
. . I J, • . • . • :"f. ' 
·•entry, ( cf the effects ·o( policy on the'· size of the teacher 
. , ' ...... , 
' a · · • 
workforce, (~) assumptions about the quality of teactter·s and 
.. \ . 
teacher training 'programs, 
. . ' - ' . . . 
and (e) _projec~ions of ~he demand 
• • 
for ·spec~al education -teachers. Major findings included: (~·) 
a~ecrease in the · demand for teac~ers in all subject areas, · 
(2). a decline in tbe . stock of teacher$~ and (3) ~n increase 
in the.· demand for new · grad!Jates. The maj~r wea\Pess of this •.. . 
, 1 ' . ·, . . 
.study was that data were treated in aggreg·ate ~·based upon 
projected pr~vincia~ pupil/t~acher · ~ati~~, and adju~ted for 
. . 
subjects. Consequently, all subject areas Showed similar 
• 
.• 
. ' 
'·· 
\ 
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demand trend~. This might be expected using this technique, 
. 
since d'issimila.£ data treated similarly will yield similar 
trends. • 
The Canada Employment and Ininiigra t ion Commission 
( 1983a) developed an occupational forecasting program· 
entitlea Canadian occl,lpationai . J:Jrojection- System {COPS). An 
ail~ual report ori the supply of ·and demand for major 
occupations, including teaching . is published. The sys'tem is 
• - . ----- • <) • 
based .on economic outlook-. scenarios and labour mobility ·· . 
,. 
trends rather _ then demqgraphics. Because. the educational 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
c system is · in·fluenced to a large degree by d~mographic~~- the 
• 
.. 
CO:PS program. has been unable to forecast teacher demand .· 
-acc.urately. 
. . 
Statistics Canada regularly provides. information 
related to components of teacher · supply · and demand. While 
recent studies on t;:he· subject of supply and demand have not 
been carried out, data on teacher retention, r~~ruitmeni:, 
and attrition "are published regularly. For. exampl3, in 
Newfounqland and Labr-ador ·iE:l 198.5-86, ·705 teacher.s were 
, I . 
recru1ted t.o various positions. There were 329 recruited 
from 1;1niversi'ty, 355 from other occupations .'or ·activities;-
anci 21 from ' outside the Province. · 
Newfoundland and Labrador·. 
r Pr~blems relating to the 
0 -
. . 
imbalances · between teacher supply and demand in Newfoundland . 
. . . 
• and Labrador have been recognized and studied. since .the late 
• 
.. 
, 
I 
I 
! 
• 
. . . 
-··- - --
, . 
; ·, 
'I • 
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sixtl.es. · In 1969, the F~ty -Council of Education, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, established a committee 
to investigate the reasons for the relatively small numbers 
of education students taking majors or min9rs in science. 
Rowe, Crocker, and Ogilvie (1970) exarnin~d the 
I • 
qualifications and working conditions of sci,nce teach~!s, 
and collected data on the nature of the supply problem •. T.b.e. 
teport contained 43 o6servations and conclpsions. 
the more notewor~hy include: 
.... 
1. The age--; experience, and qualifications 
of science ~eachers indicate th~t 
\' 
· qualified science teache~s do riot 
remain in the classroom.· 
2 ·' 
I 
Th~ ·majority of our science teache~s 
have very· poor qualifications to teach 
science: 50% have no- university 
degree. · 
19. .The vast. majority of science majors 
are considering-graduate study or 
some~hing other than teaching.~ 
20. Science ~ajors . think that they would 
earn less as ·teachers than in the 
field they 'plan 'to enter. (pp. ·6-7) 
Some ·Of 
. ' 
0 
Stapleton et al. . ( 1978a) underto.ok a major study to 
project future demand for teachers using ·a model developed 
lw· Bulcock and· Clifton in 1976. The-model; which followed 
closely the design used by ~yon (1975), assumes a ) / 
relationship between enrolment and tea~er demand. Change~ · 
in enrolment result in changes in the required number of 
·teachers. _A major . weakness of this· design . i.s that the 
. .... > ....... 
reliability of the teacher projections is dependent UP,On the 
J ' 
. t 
"' - · 
I . 
,, 
• 
·r 
.. , 
.  
J 
.;) 
reliability of the enrolment projections. Moreover, the 
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teacher projections weie made in ag~regate for the Province 
and not for individual school districts or regions, or for 
subject specialties. Supply data for the study were limited 
to estimates of the number o~inning teachers from 
Memoria~ · University of Newfoundl,(d~equired to fill 
projected demand. The ~ind\ngs, nev.erthel~ss, indicated 
· several important trends: · (1) stu4ent enrolment was ~ 
.. , ' 
declinirig, (2) student-teacher ratios ~ere decilining, (3) 
. . 
• • 
teacher movement was decreasing, (~) the h9lding power of 
·· the Factilty ·of Edu~ation,_ Memorial University of 
Newfoundland was increasing, (5) there was a ·growing reserve 
pool of ~d- ~each~rs, and (6) three-quar~er~ of th~ 
---------- ' teaching positions fillep ·annually were recruited directly 
from universfty. 
•• • Tw.o studies were completed in 1979 which made 
significant contribut~~ to the under-standing of supply and 
. 
demand status in Newfoundland and Labrador • . The Ta~k Force 
. ort Education . (C~ocker and Riggs, 1979) dealt· with the · 
·. 
effects of declinirig en~olments on the quality of 
.. 
educational servi-ces being .delivered. , Part of the study 
examined changlng patterns in te~cher supply and projected 
future requirements .. Using· a methodology sim.ilar ·to 
. ' , ' . 
Stapleton eta~: (197~a), they , achiev~d - similar findings. 
Warreri (1979) in investigating teacher supply, focused 
', ' ' - I • 
on the characteristic~of the pool of unemployed teachers. 
. ( 
.\. 
" • ' 
• 
... 
. . 
Warren found that many teachers were unemployed for reasons 
other than the lack of available jobs. They were 
-
unemployed, 
because they are under-qualified, because they 
want a part-time position only, or because they 
are unwilling or unable to make their services 
available where and when vacancies occur. 
(p • . 53) 
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He found that most of the available, qualified supply were 
unwilling to move out of ·their region, were strongly 
committed to'teaching as a profession, were willing to 
retrain if necessary, and were .quick to blame government for 
) 
· the_oversupply of teachers •.. 
\- - Factors A~fecting Teacher Demand and Supply .. 
' 
A number of factor.s · _influence the'··~upply of and demand 
for teachers ~t _ any particul'!-r. time. 'J;his study will .. 
. . 
examine ,five g~oups - of faceors whlch ~argely determine the 
annual status pf teach•r supply a~d d~mand: (1} enrolment 
characteristics, (2) teacher wor~force characteristics, (3) 
potential teacher · character is tics, ( 4) ·policy initiatives, 
. . 
a~cf{S) .economic conditions. No claim is made that the list 
is exha.ustive. · 
These factJrs cannot be viewed in isolation. 
" . 
Fawcett, 
Montgomery, McLaughlin, and Sieg (1974) offered the 
\> • 
'I 
I 
·' - -- ---- ----
following caveat: 
.The exact composition of both inputs and outputs 
influence each other. It should be emphasized, 
however, that the effects of such J!actc;>rs, which 
by no means function in independent isolation, 
are not readily apparent; on the contrary, they 
may not be seen for a number of years. For 
example, the interests and aspirations of 
today • s cor'lege graduates are the culmination of 
lnstitutiorial policies, soci·al pressures, and 
cultural transitions which were first manifested 
as much as a g ·eneration ~go. (p. 241) 
·Nonetheless, more information can mak~ it possible to 
measure the effec_t . of various · social, educa.tional·, 
demographic, and economic factors .. on teacher supply and 
demand. ·· 
" 
Enrolment Characteristics 
Teacher demand is influenced .to a large degr11e by 
:37 
.. a demographic characterist.i.cs/'"the allocations of teachers to 
school boards being based .on .the numbers and the 
character}~tics o~ students (Newfoundlan-d, Department of 
Education, ].970). Frequently, fewer students· translates 
. ..., . 
into fewer teachers. However, the characteristics of those 
students largely determine aggregate demand. For e~a~ple, 
the Department of Edu,cation reported .that while overall 
enrolment was dec~in9,. curriculum offe~ings and s -pecialty· 
• progra~s such as french I~ersion and· special education, 
were expanding. As ~a result, the total teacher workforce 
\ 
\ 
-
• 
-·~ 
' I 
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was expanding (Newfoundland, Dega r tment of Edu 1986; 
Press, 1986). • 
A complex set of inpub-output variables af.fect - ~ 
enrolmint. Demographic variables, iden;~fied !by cl\i·fton and 
' > I , . 
Bulcoqk ( 1979) , in~de birth rates, fer.tili ty rate~, . child 
mortality rates, migration rates, and tion rates. 
Enrolment variables include migration opout,·rates, 
1 I fa.1lure rates, and graduation rates. · In addit 
. characte;istics of the ~~pulati~n such as comm size, 
urban-rural distrlbu'tions, a·nd population densi~.Y~~n 
influence' the size and characteristics of stude t 
.... . · ·} ~ .,· 
enrolments. · 
/ I 
I 
-,.- . I 
Teacher Workforce Characteristics ' 
The second group of factors affecting teach~r supply 
' I 
and d'emand emanate from the characteristics of the\ teacher · 
workforce itself. The · gradual aging of the teache 
-· workforce has been cornment~d upon extensively. .teachers 
are b~ing hi.red to meet 7placement needs of t ·hose leaving 
or reti r ingl (Gram.bs, 1980-) • Jackson ( 1979) identi ied two 
implications to this inevitable aging process: 
in the first plac·e, the remaining teachers f rm 
a "block" which steadily shrinks in range of 
ages~ and all of this "lump" will hit the 
pension fund. like a huge iceberg within a 1 to 
·1s year period, which is guaranteed to stra n .... 
the financi~eSOULCeS of even the SOUndest · and 
strongest pension' fund ·. The other effect is 
associated with this~ but ~trangely enoug~--~~ 
' . '. 
\ 
... 
\ 
·, 
· .. 
• 
..L... -- . -~~· - - · - -
. - .· 
' '\ ,_, 
.. 
' 
often ·completely overlooked. When this "block" 
is mel ted throdgh retirements, we' 11 suddenly 
face a serious teacher shortage pf dimensions 
even greater than the last one I ( p .. 7,10) 
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Character is tics of Potent i _al Teachets 
, 
The stock of teachers. available· tq teach or preparing 
themselves to teach, includ~es candidates ~ith teaching ( ... 
. ' 
expei:ienc'e and candi.dates with none. Crocker and Rigg~ C·} 
. ' '\ 
( 1979 )· identified three .components of this group: (a) t'iE!w 
graduates, {b) returning teachers, and· (c) m.igrants from 
"'. \: . 
\. other areas: The ·size and ~va'flabil.i ty of the this group is 
also affected by fiiUCh individual characteri~tics as age, 
1,, 
sex, location, qualifications,, e.xperience~ and mobility; 
Other variables include recruitment policies in teacher 
. ,. 
training in!;ltitutions, enrolment patterns and attrition 
r·a tes 'in those-.insti tutions ,· cettif.ica tion policies, and 
retirement pol.icies. ·. 
The Na'tional Education ·Association (1-983), a United 
. . 
States , organization, outlined four condi tiona which 
' I 
• influence the numbers seeking tea9hing ' jobs: 
1. 
2. 
. 
Attractiveness of teachin·g jobs compared • 
with other empldyment opportunities on the 
basis of such criteria as begiQning 
salaries, outlook for career salaries, 
working conditions, morale,_ location, ~nd 
job security. · 
., . 
Availability of teaching jobs compared 
with other employment having 
comparable salary, working conditions, 
career outlook, occupational status, 
etc. 
.· ~ 
··' 
' I 
{ 1 .• -:.! . --~ 
.. 
/ . 
~--
-· 
. # 
\ . 
< 
.. 
. 
. 
I '. 
( 
~· 
3. 
4. 
.-,· 
Individuals' awareness of the 
availability and att~activeness of 
jobs in teaching. 
Individuals' degree of satisfaction 
and security with their present 
employme~t status compared with the 
likely satisfaction to be experienced 
~n available teaching posi~ions. 
(p. 7) 
Policy Initiatives 
0 ~ • 
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. c~anges in the supply of and demand'for teachers are 
~~q~ently ·brought about by policy .and ·planning initiatives; 
. -. The,~e · iQitiat\~es c:an result in ·ch.anges t'o the structure of 
. the _·eduCation > systr:~ •• ,1 
. - -
concerning the int·roduction ·of new ·programs', 
such ~a . special ~ducation programs, the 
.~xtension of . existing pr6grams, such ~s 
preschool, kindergarten, arid gr~de 12, ~nd 
policies.which will affect the s~udent-teacher 
: r:·atio within specific classrooms-, schools, _. 
districts, or the whole Province. (Clifton and · 
B~l_co~k, 1979, · p. 44). · • 
r' 
.. 
Examples of e(lducational policies whic~have affect'ed .... 
' t~acher· supply and d.emand in Newfoundland and Labrador in 
recent years are ( 1) the allocation of tea.ch~rs 
t . ' ~ 
(Newfoundland; Department of Education, 197~), (2) program . 
·.:.. 
ex~arision · in areas such . ~s French lan~uage services a~d ~ · 
. • . . ' '--.J 
.. special ,services, (3) . the reorganized high ·school ~rogram, 
. . . . . ' ' . . . 
(4) the introduction .6£ new ,Qurrlculum components, (~) 
capi ttl works· ~.~.ograms, and ( 6) changes to pension ' 
· regu1'~tions .• 
(~ 
.. . 
'· 
... 
( 
•• 
, 
, 
~ 
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Economic Conditions 
Educational sys~ems do no\&operate in a vacuum. They 
are influenced by other institutions which they influence in 
turn (Stapleton, Bulcock, Clifton and Paschke, 1978b). 
I 
Education is only one of the many institutions requiring 
public funding. Consequently, the ability of the 
educational system to deal with supply and demand issues is 
>/ 
/ 
relat~d to the fiscal capacit~ of the . go~ern~ng body: 
- . 
r I ~ 
L .. Statisti-cs Canada ·c 1986) reported · that in 
' 
_ Newfoun~nders spent '11. 6 per~ent o_f on· 
education, while -other averag_e 8. 4 
percent. Furth.errilor.e, the Prov_· . 'c·e_ spen.t 10.9 ·percent of 
" ' a . 
. . . ; 
i~s Gross Domestic Produc n edtication, while only 7.6 
percent of th-e Gross ' tionar Prod4ct in Canada · was spent on 
'l education. ·--.Thi/~ suggests l 'hat su~ly and demand are 
_./ \ 
influenced by a comple~ ·set of variables. Yet supplt and 
. . 
demand ate· not autonomous ··and 'mutually exclusive; they are-.\ ·- .. 
dep_endent on pub-lic policy and that pqlicy largely reflects 
the level of ·edupation spend[ng •. 
• 
The Relationship between Demand and ·'supply 
• 
In reviewing the factors affecting the supply_ of and 
demand fo_r teachers 1 it' iS. evident there •iS fr~quently a 
, . 
.. 
J ' · 
.. 
' . 
'\. ' . 
- ~ 
. ., 
.. 
' I 
. 
t 
~ . 
' 
I. 
I 11 
\ 
.' 
• 
volatile relationship between the·two. That relationship 
can at· times be in balance or, more often than not, ln a 
( 
s~ate of imbalance . The problem ef modeling ; the 
r·elationshlp between the two is a thorny one and no 
s·atisfactory solution t·o the problem has yet beep found • 
. ' . 
D~~amic Equilibrium ~ 
According to Williams (197~); balance carr be achieved 
.....(n eit.~er of two wa~·s: D).· ~t a particular . poi~t in time. 
[static egui~libriu'!'l. ' or c:h over. successive years .[ dynami"c 
.eqtiilibrium). ··he~ the - s~ze of the'teache~ wor~~brce and 
the size of the 'reserv~ pool each grow at relatively 
· constant rates, and the flows to and from each are largely 
uniform, a dynamic equilibrium or balance is Qbserved. 
'However, when g~owth or. decline is experienced~ substantial 
. /' 
· surpfu~es . and shortages~of teachers or ·administrators ·can 
• occur. 
A dynamic balance ~etwe_en .the two . may not alwi:..ys · be · 
po~sible to maintain, nor may ·lt he d~sirable. : Clifton and 
.. . . 
Bulc~ck ( 1979), reason that a fnirplus o.f te.achers is 
prefer~ble. , They cot't~nd :. 
it may be much · b~~~er to have an oversupply of 
well-edu~~ted teachers · than.to have ari 
unders~pply. It ~ difficult to argue that 
educating more . teache~s than.is absolutely · 
·necessary .for· the school . systems is either .a 
waste of· money or a waste of talent •••• Moreover, 
having an ov~r~upply . ~f teachers may also m~an · 
.· . that the smaller and more inaccessible districts 
.____-. 
\ 
.. 
may have more ppplicants than they have 
positions to fill. (p. 46) 
· Surit!uses and Shortageft "-
. / ,, 
' Shortages and surpluses, when they be~ome extreme, 
43 
influence the education system in different ways. Teacher 
shortages can (1) seriously affect the de~ivery of programs 
and services, (2) restrict the movement of teachers into and 
out of the system, ('3) lim'lt the · number and quality of 
.. . 
subjects offered, (4) increase the workload of others within· 
., . . . 
the =system, a~d (5) adversely affect ~dmfnist~ative 
servi'ces. ·. Ultimately, th~se shortages can produce s.er ious 
. : 
. . . 
negative:effects upon ~he s~hool system. 
. I . . 
Teacher surpluses, on the other ·hand, .can (1) affflct 
the del~very of teacher training programs, (2) affect the 
numbers a_nd quality of those who choose to enrol in them, 
0 
\ ' (3) positively affect the ~uality of the teacher workforce, 
__ ...___ - - - · -·- --- _ . ___ , - - - - -- ·-
; and (4) increase the competition for available positions. 
• 
These surpluses, ·therefore, have. the poten,tial to negatively 
affect the reserve pool· of potential teachers • 
. ,
Williams:.(l979) Jugges~s an establis~e~ gdal of 
.educftlon, is to minimi~e ·th~'effects of these two negative 
~ . 
forces. He further outlines a number of . ch~nnels open to 
achieve thls ·end. They inciude: '(1) regulat~ schodl intake 
. ' . 
and 'en~ol~ents, i2) alter the mec~anisms for deploying 
.. ' 1 ' 
teachers, (3) chang~ the allocati~n .of teac~ers . regulatior.s 
. . ' ., . 
to raise or lciwer· stu~ent-teacher ratios, (4) c~eate new 
, .. 
I • 
.. 
.· ·' 
' 
/ 
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• 'policies 'elating to teacher retention and loss, (5) create 
new policies relating to replacement teachers and 
... 
substitutes, and (6) regulate the output frornAteacher 
training institutions (Williams, 1979, p. 71). 
Summary 
• 
tl 
. 
The major problem of this·study was to ide'ntify 
' 
,factors associated with the supply of and demand for 
' t~achers. This chapter has. examined the educational, 
\ 
sbcial, ec~~omic, demographi6, ari~ o~her literature . related 
. . . 
to the proplem. Section one·examined the dynamics of the 
. ' .... 
teacher labour mar't. · Section two reviewed the literature 
related to teacher silppl-~ and ·demand throughout North 
America (1) from an historica~ perspective, and (2) from the 
. . . 
. . 
. t 
cur rent perspect1 ve. Sectn:;n --·th-re·e· exam1ne-a-varrous~fa-ctorrz!s.------"---
affecting teacher supply and teacher demand. Section four 
examined t~e relationshj.p between supply and demand. 
t 
' . 
\ 
. '.{. 
CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
I 
\ 
.. 
The review of literature and related research 
regarding the demand for teachers did not provide complete 
data to respond to questions relating to teacher employment. 
Specifically, th~· research concer~g N~~foundland and 
Labrador -teachers focused on p~ovincial ~ggrega~ions. While 
this ~as · important research, it did not reflect patterns an~ 
variations which occu~red within the Province. 
' · The ·purpose of this · s_tudy was to identify factors 
. \ ' 
. . . . 
associated with. the supply of an~ demand for teachers 4nd, 
. . . . ., 
\administr~tors in Newfoundland and Labrador. The literature 
• did nQt reveal an instrument appropriate for such an 
examination. Consequently, : it . was necessary that an 
. ---'- - - ---- ------- -----·--- --
appropriate instrument be devised. This chapter explains 
the proce_d.ures followed -tq accomplish these ends and the 
methods used to analyze the data to achiev~ meaningful 
conclusions. 
I .: 
. ~-
- Population 
Demand for · teachers is related to . the vacancie~ wh i ch 
.occur in the · school system. · There are, however, two 
categories of vacancies: (1} permanent or temporary, and (2) 
\ 
.,, 
r 
. 
< 
·, 
• 
. · 
, \,.• . 
I 
' • 
• 
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full-time or half-time. The consequence of this suggested a 
numb~r of variations of teaching and administrative 
positions required by school boards. They can, for. example, 
require: (a) a full~time te~cher,.(b) a f~ll-time half unit 
~ · • f 
or (c) a temporary teplacdmept. The population of this 
l • ., t. ~ \.. I 
study consisted of.' all v~caht1 ~b~n tiqh( which w~r~· f il~e~ ' 
from September 1, 1985 to August : J1, 1~6. The study was 
limited to only those vacancies wh1ch were filled· for a 
... 
period of at least one year and occurred in either of the 
. 
thirty-fiye sch~ol district-~ in .~~wfoundland and .Labrador • 
. The study did not investigate the demand for temporary 
.... 
positions contracted for a period of tess than one year: 
neither di~ it examine the demand for substitute teachers • 
... 
· There were several groups excluded from this study • 
. 
• pemand '. for positions in private schools, nursery schools, or 
post-secondary institutions was not considered • 
Developmen~ of the Instrument 
The s~r~ey lnst(ument used in this study was a 
questi~nnaire. Additional informatiQn was collected from 
,. 
other · sources. Data on school size were retrieved from the 
. . ' . ' . 
Department of Education, Directory of Schools Cl986); data ' 
n communifY size were obtained from the Census of Canada 
\ 
\ 
) .. 
.,I : , I, '1, \ 
' 
' 
I 
. / . 
., 
'· 
t 
<. 
' . 
/ • 
... 
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~1981); and data on urban-rural distributions ,and regional 
, . 
. '• 
designations were obtained· from the Newfoundland Statistics 
Agency (1986). The following steps were undert~en in the 
investigation. J 
1. ·support for this study was solicited rom the 
~ Department of Education, and from £fie Faculty of . 
,_ . 
' 
. . / \ 
• Education, Memo.r ial Uni vera i ty 9e-"'N;wfoundland 
since both of the.sororganizaUons are affec~ by 
the changing demand ~or teachers. ·Letters of·~ 
support are included in Appendix A. 
2. It was real!zed that, so!Qe informatic;m · requir.ed . 
for this ~tudy might not be ·available an~ that 
per-mission of school superintendents '· would ha.ve 
to be sought. In this regard, a ·form was . devised 
and distributed to all superintendents on ' 
Sep~ 1'986 (see Append.ix · B). The· purpose 
. . 
of this form .was to assess the availability of 
data and to s~ek permission to administer a 
qu~stionnaire. The resul~s~ showed 
-
.-• superintendents were unanimous in: (a} their · 
support for the study, (b) their willingness to ' 
~ · 
complete and ' return questionnaires, and (c) their 
desire .to ·receive information concerning teacher · 
' . 
supply and demand. 
3. The instrument used in this study was a 
qu~stionhaire administered to superintendents 
.· 
,-
'; 
! 
.. 
·. 
(see Appendix C). Questionnaire items were 
developed after e~ensive review of the 
literature and related research studies. 
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4. The instrument was .validated for content, format, 
s. 
and clarity of(expre~si~n_ (see -Appendix D). 
The questionna~res were distributed O~tobe~~24, 
1986, and respondents were asked to complete one 
fo~ each advertized vaca~cy··and return them by 
. ' 
All .but two ~istricts. Nov·~mber. 30, ·1986. 
ret~r~~d .the questionnaires within fhe time 
peri~d • . A ~allow-up process ~a~ initiated ~ith 
the two remaining _districts. The last'set of 
completed que~tionnaires was received on December 
20, 1986, thereby ensuting that this stu~y would 
' 
accurately represent teachet supply ~nd demand in 
the Province for the period in question. 
The format of the questionnaire was considered crucial .. 
to the s~cqess of the study. , Accordingly, in order ~o 
minimize the time requirement for completion by the . 
. . 
respondents, and to maximize -the number of returns and 
" 
. ' . 
respons~s, items ~ere delibera~ely kept as short and 
succirict as possible. 
Data gathered in . the sur~ey were of three types-
~heckl~st items, scal~d i~ems, ana 6pen-ended resp~nses. In 
· most. cases~ respondents were 1required to ·check the 
.. 
~ appropriate responses ot fill in the blan~s ~hich, 
. ) . ' . 
' frequently, could be completed wit~ a stngle word answer.· 
The instrument was de_sig!led to obtain certain factual 
data relative to vacancies in individual schools and school 
district offices. It comprised an introduction and four 
i 
major components (see Appendi~ C). A description of the 
questionnaire and its development follows. 
~ 
·" The introduction consisted of four items which 
provided general information abouf the job·. ·The variables 
involved were as follows: 
1. 
_2. 
4. 
Job title. 
S~hool (distr ic.t. 
, ' " . 
. Na~es were requested and then 
re(erenced with enrol~e~t ~nformati6~ from ' the 
<. 
Address of school. Q~~s 2,3 & 4 were 
49 
referenced with information ·from 9t~er data bases 
to provide comparative data by region, size of 
school, and urban-rural designation. 
P~rt I was entitled Backgrourtd. It comprised four 
items and was designed to examine the reasons leading to 
various -job vacancies. 
I .-
5. New position. Re~ent~ were askJd to 
indicate: (a) if the position were new and, if 
so, for what reason, and (b) ~f n6t, how long the 
position was vacant. 
-. ~uestio~s 6 and 7 asked respondents about the reasons for 
. ' 
r ' 
• 
.• 
. . 
. . 
. I 
. . 
u 
.t • • 
/ 
. ... 
I 
'I 
·. 
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the vacancy. 
'· 
8. Job status. Positions were grouped as full-time 
or half-time. 
- . 
. Part II ~as~ntitled Description. It consisted of six \ 
\ , ._/ 
~ 
~terns 'describing the position. It included three sections ~ 
. 
one dealing with teaching positions, one dealing with 
administrative positions, and one dealing with both teaching 
an~ administra~ive positions. In the latter case, 
' ...,.,.. 
respondents - were asked to complete all three sections. The 
.. 
variables affecting teaching ~~itions were as follows: . ~ 
.,. 
. '· 
• 1 
~ ... --
· 9. Responsibility. Re~p~ents were asked to 
~ indicate_jf the major resp6nsibilities included 
tea~hing, ~dministration, or both. 
10. Level. Respqnses were grouped in four 
categories: primary (K-3), ~l~mentary (~-6)· , 
junior high (7-9), and senior high (10-12). 
11. Language bf instruct ion. Two worlting -languages-·----- -- - .. --· 
were id,entitied rather .• ~)~ pl;ocing French 
. { 
12. 
Immersion as a subject'or specialist are~· The 
future may well ~ French speaking science . 
teachers as well as Engli~h s~eakini ones. 
. . 
Although the opt~on ~ot a third ~as not sro~ided, 
,. . 
several respondents indicated that several 
\ 
positions would be worki'ng in the language of 
Inuti tut .· ~ 
Academic and specialist area. Respondents were 
I 
il.· ~· 
• . 
"'·. \ 
' I 
• 
.J 
f 
---- .,-
..... - -. 
I :. 
\ 
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provided with thirty areas for selection as 
identified in the Department of Education, 
Program of Studies (1986-1987). In-addition, 
respondents were given the opportunity to provide 
... ../ 
their own response. 
For administrative positions and other district office 
• 
personnel, respondents we~e requested to indicate the nature 
of the duti~s: department head, vi~e principal, principal, 
~ 
program coordinator, assistant superintendent,. and 
superintendent. _ 
For both · teachin~ and administrative positions, 
respondents were· also · asked to indicate the _percentage of 
time assigned to each. 
Part III was entitled Analysis. It consisted of two 
compone~ts. The first component inquired if the job was 
filled and requested the nu~ber of people who applied and 
were . intervie~ed for the job _in qu~stion. 
15. Job filled. Respondents were asked to indicate 
• 
if the position was filled. If it were not, -~ 
' . 
certain supply shortage~ could be det~r.mined. 
The second component was · a quaiitative assessment of 
applicants who were interviewed for the job~ Respondents 
were asw. to indicate general sa~sfaction using a five- . 
poin~ scaie rangihg from dissitisfied to satisfied. The 
. \ 
. . 
degree of satisfaction was indicated as follows: 
.,, 
. . 
---" 
. . 
·-----._ · .. 
• 
--
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Dissatisfied Satis.fied 
• 
1 2 3 4 5 
Part IV was e~titled Characteristics. It comprised 
seven ite~s which provided a profile of the characteristics 
of the successful candidates. The variables used were as 
foll~?: 
' 24 • 
... 
25. 
. 26. 
Age {actual years). , 
Sex. 
·Residency at the. t.ime~ hiring. This item was 
intended ~o identify the extent to which the 
demand for teachers is being filled by residents ~ 
of the Province, residents of other canadian 
Provinces, or reside~ts of ·other countri~s • 
. 27. Highest degree. In tabulating and ·analyzing -the 
-- - - -
data, only the highes_t ·deqree ·was consideredc • 
. 2~. Teachin~certifiqate. Teaching grades range from 
one through seven. A grade one certificate is 
. ' 
. . - . 
AI!: • 
~i valent to a minimum of one success·ful year of 
teacher training; a grade seven is equivalent to 
a mi~imum of seven ·succes~ful years o~ teacher 
training {Teacher Certrficatio~ Regulations, 
' 
- . 
• 
""' 1972) • ' 
. 
29. Total year~ of ·teaching and/or adm;inistrat.ive 
experience (actual years). 
' . 
.. 
. ·' 
I' 
.. 
• 
' . 
.. 
~ 
• , ~ 
30. Pr"ev ious activity. Respondents were asked to 
q 
ide~tify the activity .engaged .in by the employee 
prior to the job i~ question . 
. · 
-
Validation a.., 
Content validation, as described by Ker~inger (19S6), 
·consists of a logica~ analysis .of the survey item~ in 
t~lation to the objectives and instructi'ons ··for the · 
. 
instrument. To gain i~sight and reaction to the 
question~aire, it ~as ~xamined. by, and discussed with, 
. . 
" selected me~bers of the- Faculty o~ Education, Memorial 
.. 
Uni:vers'i ty of Newfoundland, senior staff o'f the Depa·r tment 
' of Education, and superintendertts: Each was asked to 
' . . 
· comment on the clarity, precision, and appropr i.ateness of 
the questionnaire in relation to the ·resea·rch questions. 
s~cage_s_ted modifications were made as deemed _nec~~s_!!.ry. ! A 
,. - ' 
copy of the letter, along w~th a list cif ~he ~tofessionals 
/ . 
who helped validate the questionnaire, is provided in 
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' 
Appendix D. A list of the research questions matched with ~ 
the qyeJJtionnaire i tern~ !s provided ~n Appendix E. '· 
•• • 
Reliability 
Instru~ent retiability was determin~d ~hroug~ a ' 
.. •· / 
follow-up telephone conJersa~ion with an alternate t~ ~he 
• 
. . 
J -
I 
_.,.. 
'1 
• 
r J 
J 
( 
) 
- .. 
' \ .. 
... ·-. 
.. 
1 - -- - -
, ; . 
.. 
.. 
' ~ 
, . 
\ ' 
·~ 
' ! 
I 
. ~1 • 
t·K-.. :, ' 
.. 
• 
• individual who provided information.on the written 
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que~tionnaire. A random check of four percent o~ the 
completed questionraf,}i res was carried out to as1~ist i~ the 
verification of the survey reliability. No significant 
· dev~ations from the original" questionnaire responses were 
found. 
9 ' ">, I 
Instrument Response 
There were 571 questionnaires.returried represe~ting 
. . . ' 
ill thirty-five schbol distr~ct~ in Newfoundland and · 
Labrador. All vacancies. were ~dvertized ~nd applicants went 
' 
th.rough a · required. j~b compet.ftion.-. ·· Only two questionnaires 
were not used; one because of incomplete data. and one ' 
. 
· because· the · .position was. part of: an exchange program and did 
not meet the· cr i ter'ia. 
As 'indic~ed in Table 2, 529 (93 perce~t) of 'the 
vacancies which occurred in the Proyince were for teachers 
while ·40 (7 percent) ~e're for .admi~istrators. Twenty-:-six 
~ . 
administrative vacancies contained ' teaching assignments. 
The number of vacaricies whidh were. filled· during the 
• surve~period is displayed in Table 3. There were 562 
. - t 
teachers and administratb"rs hired in Newfoundland and 
\ 
Labrador between September ,1, 1985 and August 31, · 1986. Six 
teaching positions and· one admin.istrati~e position. were. not 
. 
~ 
filled for various reasons •• Four of the six teaching. ~ 
"' 
.. 
'· ' 
. ·, 
. I 
"* 
. ' 
.-
.. 
Table 2 
Vacanci,es 'by ArV of Respons1bill ty 
Responsibility 
• Teachers 
Adm~ n is . t'r-ftor s 
Teacher/administrators 
TOTAL 
I 
I 
. ' 
Table 3 · 
• 
~. } 
Number 
529 
14 
26 
569 
f 
.. 
Percent 
93.0 
2.5 
4.6 
100.0 
.. 
., 
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• 
'· . 
··, 
Filled and Unfilled vacancies by Area of Responsibility 
Filled Unfilfed 
Responsibility 
' 
I 
Numbe-r Percent Number Percent 
Teachers · 523 91.9 6 1.1 
Administrators 13 2.31 
.. 
· . . 1 .. 0.2 
Teacher/administrators 2&, 4.6 0 o.o 
TOTAL 562 98.8 7 1.3 
.. 
·. 
• 
. • ! 
- .-. 
: · i 
\ 
.. 
;· 
\ 
. 
' ·1.~ ' ·_ . ___:..-:-.. . 
_·; • . . . 
• 
·\_ 
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• positions not filled were for educational therapists. 
A detailed. analysi~of the data and results of the 
study, based upon the 569 usable qu'estionnaires, is 
presented in Chapter 4. 
• 
Method of Data Analysis 
This section describ~s the method of data analysis 
. 
. . 
follo~ed in answering the research questions of this study. 
. . 
A codebook was created, a data-entry program was prepared, 
. . 
and an analysis ma~age~en~ program ~as developed usin~ the 
Stat~stic~l A~alysis lckage (Version 6.0) by Walonl"ck 
• ' • t.!J. 
0 
Associate.s ~ 1986) ~ - R~s~onse's to _  all ~~ . qu~stions wt!re ·code~ 
and then entered lri the cc;>mpute~ . using· ·:a keypunch emul.ator · ' . . .-· 
.. . program. ~di tional da'ta on geo~,raphic region','. urban-r~l. 
\ .. 
designa-tion, size ··of school . and size of community, ' gathered 
. "' ~ 
from al~efnative sources, were . then entered. 
. . .. 
Each of the questions was analyzed.in order. 
. . 
Freq':lencies, percentages, . mE7ans and media·ns .were presented · 
as. deemed appropriate. 
.. 
· Responses were then analyzed ' according to vaiiou~ sub~ 
. . 
groups rep~esented • . Crosstabs and banners were generated· 
acqc;>rding . t~ .(l) job responsibilit i es, (2) siz~ · of school, 
( 3) urban/rural distr i~utions _and geograp ic regions, ( 4-) 
. ~ 
length of employment, and ( s) . demand .. cr 1 t ia. Wh.ete 
. . . 
ava,i:lable 1 the tOta_l number Of' teacherS f r :Certain• SUb-
9I0Ups · was ·' then•gathered and vacancy rates cafcuia~ed. I 
'.• 
i : ~ ~ 
.. 
'\. 
' . 
• • v 
·:. , . 
'. ..~.· ', ·. ; 
\ ,• 
. . 
.. 
I . 
' 
, 
.. 
•• 
.· 
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CHAPTER 4 
PRESENTATION AND IN'l'ERPREI'ATION OF DATA 
"" 
' This chapter presents an analysis of the data gathered 
from the s~rvey instrument and f~om othe/· sources. The 
information is presented in five ~ectioJs. Each se~tion 
t 
includes a summary and an analysis of the correspondin~ 
research questions as presented below: 
... . ·
Section 
1~ 
2. 
3. 
4; 
5. 
' . 
Characteristics ot riemarid 
~ ·;,. 
pemand for Teachers and Administ~a~ 
tors in Subject and Specialty Areas 
. . 
Demand for Teachers and Administra-
tors by Selected Geographic and 
Demographic Character~stics 
Satisfa~tion with Teachers a~d \ • 
• Administra.tors Seeking · ~ployrnent in 
the Ed~cational Marketplac~ . 
. . \ . 
' \ . . 
Characte9stics· of / t _he Supply of New· 
Teachers\end Administrators 
. , 
' 
Resear.ch 
Question · 
1, 2·, 3 
4,5,6 
7,8,9 ' 
10 
; 1.,1, 12 
--... 
Data we're obtained from 569 usable questionnaires 
returned -by administrator!~ ,'from t .hirty . :.five school ·board 
... 
offices . Since all respondents did not r~ply .to e~ery item 
on the questionnair~, the total riumber .of cases vari~s trom 
. • • . I . • • 
one table to another. Findings are · pr~serited and . analyzed 
. · .. 
in· both na~rative and , tabular form • 
. . 
.... 
._, 
• 
.. 
\ 
, 
.· 
. 
. "' . ... 
.. 
. . 
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Characteristics of Demand 
There were 569 vacancies reported in the school system 
r 
'during the survey period. Most positions were filled. · Some 
w~re new positions and'others were replacement, some were 
. . 
~·.full-time and othe·rs were pai~tt.:-tJ.me. This section uses · 
frequencies and percentages to describe and analyze the 
reasons why such vacancies occurred, their 
whether or n~t -the.~g f-illed. ) 
\ . -- ·~ 
"\, 
Research guestion.l 
status, and 
'' What are the reasons for job vacancies in the 
marketplace? · 
Vacancies occurred ·because of new demand and 
. 'replacement ·.deman·d. . Table 4 •reveals the reasons for· the 
. 
.. . 
.. I 0, • , -
: .. · advert.tzement of 569 new and replacement positions. Of the 
total. n·umber ~f vacancie-;,s' . 14~25 percent) were n~wly · 
created positions resulting from policy decisions ~ i'ther 
• initiated pro~incially, such as the introduction of 
II 
e~uca~ional therap~, or initiated at the district level, 
such as the ·expansion of French Immersion programs. Sixty-
eight' percent of the newly created. ~osltiC?nS lere in .special 
education and French Immersion .' In addition, 427 (75 
:·\, percent) were replacement. positions .resulting from the \ -~ . . 
movement of teachers to and from existing jobs. 
Analysis of the replacement positions shows that whi l e 
\ 
all were for a year or· more, some were perman~nt positions 
' f 
.. 
•' 
I . 
• 
. ' 
J,. • .. k ... 
,. 
. . t 
,. 
Table 4 
Job Vacancy by Cause 
Cause Number Percent 
New positions 142 25.0 
Permanent replacement positions 
Redund~ncy 1 0.2 
Dismissal · 12 2.1 
Reassignment , 
' 
77 13.5 
.la·5 I Resignation 32 . 5 
Retirement./- . " 19 .; 3.3 
t · Death i 0 . 2 
. Temporary· replacemenb .positions . 
. .. 
" . 
Leave of al;>sence 129 22.7 
Sick leave 3 o·. s 
' 
TOTAL 569 100.0 
.• 
and others temporary replacements .for teachers on leave. 
. . . 
1Lhe largest number .of vacancies was createa as a direct 
result of teacher resignation. No attempt was made to 
·ascertain the reasons for ias res.ignations~ nevertheless, it 
. 
can be assumed that a signifi~ant number obtained other 
teaching or administrative positions and remained part· of 
• •• . . 
i 
. . 
. · ':. · .i 
• 
. ·' 
... 
' 
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.) 
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' 
the teacher workforce. Seventy-seven ( 13. 5 percent) , 
pQsi t ions were created by the- reassignment .of teachers from 
. 
one school ·to another within the same district, or from one 
po~ition to another within the same school. 
T. Jones, Supervisor of Teachers' Pensions, Depart~ent 
of Educati6n (personal communication, January 8, 1987) 
reported that, during the survey period, 70 positions in the 
• • 
Province were vacated due to retirement. Of that number, 
only 19 posi~ions were replaced. This indicates that school 
boa~ds did not replace ail of ~heir . r~tiring feachers that 
year ~nd used retirement to ~bsorb po;sible layoffs 
resultin~. fr"om declining enrolm~.nt. · · · 
. 'rempo~ary !.eaves ~ere granted t9 ~ ( 22.7 ·percent) 
teachers and a~ministrators, and three were granted f~r 
long-term sick leaves. Most ·t'empo~ary leaves were ·graflted. 
fQr educational purposes according to H. ·Nosewq_.rthy , .. . . 
Director . of Fin'ance, Depar~m-ent of Education (personal 
communication, January 15, 1987). 
I •. 
,. ' 1 
Research question 2 
·Are full-time or part-time teachers being hired? 
Of tile 549 questi~nnaires indicating .job ·status,- 483 
.. 
.. 
(88 percent) we~e for 'fuli~time positions ~nd 66 (1~ 
... 
·pe.rcent) were .for part-time posi tiona •. Ninety-three percent 
... . 
of replacement · positions · were . ·full-time while 74.6 percent 
. . . . 
·of new. posi ~ions · were. full-time{ AI~ part-tilne positions· 
. \ 
• 
·.' 
I 
, :· 
.. . · 
-"· 
... . 
- -4- ' 
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were for teachers rather than for administrat-ors. 
One part-time position was replaced due to redundancy. 
- -It is unclear as to why a position would be replaced if the· 
previous position was redundant. The question was either 
.. 
wrongly interpreted by the respondent, or the original 
position was replaced by one with a different emphasis. For 
example, a business education teacher {llight have been 
..... 
replaced with a music teacher. 
Research guest ion 3 
Are candidates being found for all vacant positions? . . -........ ____ 
: Vacant · repl~cernent positions were generally .~illed 
qulckly arid took, · o~ ·average, less than o·ne month to be 
replaced. · Ninety.:..six .percent we_re filled within·. t~o months , 
from the .time ..  of vacancy and another three percent . were "' 
I ' 
fi,lled within~· 12 months. Three· pos~tions had been vacant 
for more -.than one. ye_ar and one position had been vacant ·for -
48 months. · \ 
In 98.9 perc.ent ( 562) . of 'the vacanCies for both ( ' 
teachers ,and administrators,· qua l ified candidates were . 
··-··. found. Only seven positions remain~d vacant at the end ~ · 
.the survey .period, 'four educational therapists ·and one for 
. . . 
each of gu-l_dan~e, music ari'd ' pro~tam - co.brdinaty,:.r· _ . ·. h~ ~-a_ct 
that · vacancies 'remained u'nfilled . indicates-·a ~r _1 or -
.. ~ . . 
potential Sh;,rtade Of SOme SOft o ,.., If ·:. 
~~-- · . .II' 
, I • 
\ ·. 
J .. _. '· ,• : 
•.· . ........ . , 
;; 
0 
.~ ' .. 
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There re 569 teaching and administrative vacancies. 
. Of that numb ' . 529 ( 9 3 percent) were for teachers and 40 
(seven perce t) were for admini~trato.rs. Demand was 
measured in absolute terms as total vacancies, and in 
relative terms as vaca_nqies pet 100 teachers ( vac,ancy· rate). 
r 
·The vacancy rate for teachers, excluding l?rincipals 
pr·incipa1s, was i.4 percent·, f .or admin~strators was 
j' . 
· percent, and · for all educators ·was 6. 8 per_ceot • 1 
and . 
3.2 
./ 
Of · the_ 5~9 tea~ets·' 175 ~er~ ·speciai education 
teachers, . 140 had· general c1as~room· . ·as~lgnrnlnts and the 
vice 
. . . 
· · · .. remandng . 214 were hired fc;>r ·.sp~ciflc subje.cts ·or .specialty 
. ' ,. . 
,. 
. . .. 
. . . 
areas. This section examines: the grade· 1evels of new 
. ' 
~eachers, and the demand·. for subject teac~ers, French 
·Immersion teachers, special educatior:t personnel, and · 
administrators. Frequencies and percentages are used to · 
describe ·.~ analyze. t~aching grade leve1s ·for new jobs, 
de~and by language of instruction, and demand in various 
subjects and specialty areas. 
.\ 
\ 
·
1vacancy r~t~s m~y ~~~; ~-lightly · because\surv!!Y data 
were not always comparable. with data supplfed · from the 
Newfoundland, Department of 'Education. · · 
'. 
• 
•  
.. 
• -
•. 
j I 
\ . •, 
•• 
\ 
• 
. ' . 
' 
!. 
____-// 
Research· gues.tion 4 
To what te~chin~ gr~de. levels are ne~ job?' being .assigned? 
· Demand for teache~ in various grade levels is · 
presented in Table 5. The data indica"te that. 527 teachers 
. 63 . t 
were assigned to various . grade levels. Of that number, 254 
( 48. 2 perc;:ent) were assigned to primary and elementary 
·' 
grades ; T-he- 1-a--£-qes~ p-r-opor-Mon- e-f -part-t irne- -~-ehe-r-s-(-&J..-6-- ------: ~-·­
percent), was assigned to the· primary and elementary grade·~. 
I 
The largest number of. vacancies { 148) was concentrated 
··at the senior hi~h level, of which 94.6 percent were full-
. time posit-ions. Thirty-s'ix positions had responsibilities 
. . . 
·for ten or more grades. 
Table 5 t 
• tal 
Vacancies b:z: Gr-ade Level and b:z: 
Grade Level . 
Full-time 
Primary 97 
Elementary 73 
K -:- . 6 • 40 
Junior· high 77 
Senior high 140 
-· 
i6 ·or. more· grades. .34 
TOTAL 461 • 
----.... 
" 
. 
Status 
Status 
Part-time 
. . 
31 
11 
. 2 
12 
8 
2 
.. ; .. ., ·, . ·.,· :·· 
66 
... :'. 
... ~ ~ 
. . 
f . 
·• !',:., .: . 
· J 
I . 
Total 
128 
84 
42 
. . 
89 
148 
36· 
527 ' 
' : . ,,. . . 
.. : 
·. ~ 
. . :. ", .. .. , '· ..... ~ 
( 
·' r 
. . 
, :·. : .. :. 
,, 
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Research question 5 
• 
What is the relationship between job v~cancy and language of 
instruction? 
Instruction is provided · in this Province in at leas.t 
three languages other than English. They are French, 
Inutitut and Innu. Instruction in French is offered in a 
number of areas in the Province through two programs: (a) 
--- - -- ---- t 
• . .:_· 
• • t : • • • ' ~· ' •• • • . • \ 
. I ·" · 
Inunersion, and (b). French as a first language. Innu and, 
Inutitut, as fir~t languages, are ofdred only in native 
communities of Labrador. Given these circumstances, 
re~pondents wer~ ask.ed to indicate the language of ~ .. ,, 
. 
instr~.c.tion for eacti vacancy, in order to determine t;he 
\ 
subject areas _of those hired independent .of language . of 
: . . . 
in~truction. 
• 
..... 
The results, presented . in Table 6, . show that the 
" numbe~ of vacancies for teach~rs hired to work in English 
was high (92.8 p.erce·n.t), yet relative de~and", as 'descri.bed 
through~cancy rates, was quite low · ( 6. 2 percen.t). On the 
other . hand·, relative demand for teachers hired . to teach in 
French ·was exceptionally high at 44.6 percent. One teach~r 
...,as hh;ed to tea-ch in Inuti tut . 
• French Immersion has been offered in this Province 
since 1975 .JtD<i most· prog~amming. has been concentrated at the• 
pr lmary 'levels. As a · result, vacc:fncies were generally 
f 
confined to the primary grades. Thirtf-five ( 95 pe·ccent) 
of the vacant positions in French Immersion were .assigned 
general ·subject teac~·ling in a. single classroom • 
" . •• 
· ~ 
·-
. .• 
·. 
.... 
. . . " . 
• 
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Table 6 
\ 
Teachers, Teacher V~cancies and Vacancy Rates by Language of 
Instructiona 
-- ., 
Provincial Teacher Vacancy 
Language Total Vacancies Rate 
f % f \ % 
• 
English 71917 98.8 489 92·. 8 6.2 
French 83 1.0 37 7.0 .,. 44.6 
Inuti~ut 5 0.1 1 0.2 20. ()... 
1' 
Innu 7 0.1 . . o.o -
' 
. ,iotal 8,012 100.0 I 527 100.0 6.6 
aincludes principals and vice prin.ci"p.als. 
\ 
Others were given added assignments such as subject 'teaching 
I 
in French · a~d sqcial ~tudies. Only one .pos.i t ion was 
assigned a Single subject (music) to'be taught in French. 
1 
Research question 6 
In what· subject, specialty, and admini·strative areas are 
educators being .hired?. ' · ,_ 
'Demand for Subject Teachers 
Generarist teachers accounted for a large prop~rtio~ 
of the demand by . scheol · districts. As .shown in Table 1, 131 
vacancies occurreq for teachers with g~neral classroom 
. . 
., 
/ . 
-·. 
... 
·' .. . 
·· . . . .. . 
.~ 
... . 
'.~ .. 
: . . . · ~;, 
• < 
.... ; 
,"':'h-. · .·. 
. •"'" . . 
Vacancies · bvfsubiect Area and by Grade Leve1 .-
Subject area 
-Clas~room: assignmenta · 
. . · .. , ·. I 
Subject area 
. . , 
Art 
Biology 
B~~iness education 
C~emistry 
Compu~er·studies 
Drama/the~tre 
Earth .science 
Enqlish/llteratu~e 
Environmental science 
Family studies · 
Frenchb 
,; · . 
> • 
' 
PrL. 
57. .. · 
l 
28 
r 
.E 
.Grade 
Elem. 
, __ 
... 
.I 
I 41 
3 
• 
.1 · 
, 
• 
1 
1 
-. 
1 
1 
1 
; 
4 
. . 
\ 
• 
' 
level 
.. Total 
~ 
Jr._.High Sr. High 
27 6 131 
" 
I 3 3 9 
1 14 16 
1 1 
1 7 9 
a 9 
3 3 
• 
2 3 6 
"\0t 
31 42 
~ 
3 5 
4 4 
1 37 0\ 0\ 4 
r 
' 
· .. • ;. . 
• 
. _.. . 
:--_~~-
......... 
~ f . 
' ... 
• 
/ 
' . 
,' 
., 
r} 
J - • 
. . •. 
-. 
' · 
• 
·. ' 
-
~ : .... . • 
.. .. 
-· 
0 !.o" 
. . ··-·1' 
• 
Table 7 CfC?ncluded) 
~ 
.. . 
-1' 
Grade level 
·St.ibj ect"': area 
Pri. Elem. Jr. High 
s . -
· · ~~h .. (s~~ct)_ 4 It_ '11 ~ ·,. , . . 
f 
Guidance 
im~e economics 0 1 
I} 
Industrial education # 4 
Inutitutb 1 • 
"' ·• . Library/resources 2 1 
.. , 
.. .. ' 
' 
_., · Mathematics 5 
\ - . 
Music . . 3 · • .- 17 . 5 
.. . I 
' )~~- · ~ 
-
Physical~educatioh 
~ 
Physics , - . . 
Religion 
.. 
... 
Social studies 
, . 
.. 
aExcludes immersion programs. 
/ ""' • ! • 
.. 
, 
"\ 
.• 
..-· , _·! ,. 
.:-· ....... 
.. 
·.·1 3 5 
1 
' 
4 
-· ~ 6 
bLanguage of im;;truction,. , 
4 
.. 
< -
•• 
Total 
., 
Sr • High 
18 49 
11 11 
11 12 
3 ~ 
• 1 
.4 . 7 
28 33 
5 30 
16 25 
7 8 
22 26 
21 27 
... 
.. 
• 
\_ 
·r 
', 
/' 
---
,. 
• 
• 
' 
0\ 
.... 
,. 
, 
' 
. .. i 
.. 
., . 
•' 
----
.. 
) 
. , 
. ~ -
' : 
.-1:. 
,. 
. I 
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a~signrnents, excluding French Immersion teachers. A 
·~ubstant~al proportion of that number (75 percent) were 
clustered at either the primary. or elemen_tary levels, · aQd 
-· c. 
less -than five percent were in small all-grade schools • . F~w 
c~_~sr~om assignments· were available at the senior high 
.. .. . 
levels. 
' . Subject areas · such as English, French_; mathematics and 
-' muai~ . experienced the gr.eatest absolute·: dem~na · fo~ t~achers. 
··.on ·the other hand, little demand for other. subject a~eas 
. • ' • • . -l.. • 
• \ 4 • • • • •• • ' • • • • 
such as business education~ drama/~heatre~ environmental . 
' . 
. science, family studies an'd Inutitut was experie~ced. No 
' data ~n the number of subject · teachets in the Province, in'· 
~rder . to ge~eiat~ re~ative .demand for subject tect'chers,. 'f!~re· 
t • . 4 
.available. . . 
. . ; Co~umn .tot~l! are 'not provide~ .in ··'l'ab~e 7 ·and . \ 
1 ,., .• . .· 
sutisequent subj~ct·tabie~.· ·~uplication cf ' some subject· 
• • • • ' • It 
' . 4,. . -~ .. . 
' . • . 
ar~as occurred· givin~ little mea~ing to sucW totals. 
~' ' ('j • • '. : ' • ,. • ' "" • • 
. 'Tat;>le' 8 s.how·s the ·nl!mber of positi9ns which were 
..assi'gnef:) to -teach one or m~ie ~ubj~cts .' an~~cial :: 
- ~ ' . . . ~du~at·ion. siity· ( 11. 4. p·ercet:tt) respondents indicated 
.. 
. . . 
' . . . ' 
multipl• subject ~ssign~~nts. In most case~ the assignments 
. •' 
- were· in ' similar 'subject' areas. 
. " .· . . 
For - exampl~, chemistry, 
. ' ' , 
i' 
, .· . 
computer -studies and physic_. was a typical combinat.J.on, as . 
was En_9llsh and drama. ' .J Howe.~er, a few ... unusual\combinations 
were not'ed, for example, art, French, ,guidance,, music and I , . , 
physica·,, Two huridred / posl tiona had ei ttter. ~laasro9m or 
. . 
I • 
.. 
'' .. , 
. . 
.,., . ... , 
•' ' I . ~ 
':. 
.. 
. , 
' ' 
. . 
•.!. ~ . .· 
.. .. 
• 
' : .. 
-. 
-
. ' . 
.• 
... 
"''J 
' 
. • 
i> 
\, 
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Table 8 
Teacher .Vacancies b:l Number: of 
Reguired Subject Assignmehts 
' . 
Teacher vacancies 
Assignmetlts ".,. ... 
• 
Number Percent 
Spe~ial Education 175 . 33.1 
1 subject 153 29.0 . 
'· 
-
I • ., :.• 
/ 
' 
-
. 
.; 
·2 su~j·ects · 34 6'. 4, 
~ . : : 
.-
., 
- 3 subjects 18 3.4 
. \. 
. 4'subjects 5 .l.. 0 . ( . . 
. . .. 
·<> .. 
subjects'. . ~~ .. 5 1 0.2 
6+ ~ubjects 2 0.4 
Classrooma .140· 26.5 
·Total . 528 100.0 
. 
arncludes immersion teachers~ 
"· .. 
. . 
. . 
• 
multiple assignments, whil4! · 328 positic;Sns w.ere assigned .only 
one s.u~ject 
:percent) · of 
· specJali~ation, either to 
Clearly, a m'ajority (.62.1 
. ' 
r~d a high degree .of / 
. . \ .. 
ach · in ·one s~bject ar.ea or to 
work~· il) a ~pecial education pr~ogram; yet ·a significant · . 
. . . 
. . I . 
proportion ( 37.9 percen't) were given gene.ral ' a·asignm~n·ta • 
1 
., 
' . 
' 
' : 
. ., 
p-· 
.. 
-
• 
' . 
. . 
... 
, 
,, ., 
' . 
. \ 
\ 
... 
\ 
I 
I I 
! I 
·. 
; . 
/ 
.. 
: . 
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Demand for Special Education Personnel : ~· , 
. .·, ~pecial education programs· expanded considerably in 
' . I . . 
1~85-1986 ~ , Of the _ 17~ special .education vacanc,ies, · 77.,( 44 
pe~cent) were new.ly cre~ted. Further, 86 perc~n·t ( Jo > of 
~ ' t .. • .' 
edu~ational t;era~ist positions we~e new, suggesting ~erhaps · 
• • • \ • \ 4 ' • _. . , • • • • 
an exceptional y~ar. ~n the other hand, a . larg~ · number (86) 
.. 
. ,• ·· .. ·· . -
of I re'gul·ar special education positions were replaced. e This 
suggests ·a .great deal of . movement among those te~chers. 
. . \ . . . 
Vacancies for regular spec,ia~. educatfon personnel a-ccounted 
for .70 percent of the .total special educat.ion positions, 
while the remaining 30 pe-rcent was sp'li t . among six 
- l . . 
. f . . 1' 1 categor1es o spec1a 1st personne ! .. 
. . 
Absolute and relative demand for each of the spe_cj..al 
education· categories . is presented in Table 9. Regular 
. . ~~ 
special educal~- t~achers and ed~cational therapist-s 
experienced the greatest number ·of vacancies, together 
, a'?cotinting ~for . 89·. 7- pe~c~\:. However, all posi tiona ,,, . . , ... ~· 
experienced hi-_gher than a~erage relat.._ive demand. Positions 
"' in educational"psychology, educational therapy, 'and 
physically handicapped · ha4 vaca~cy rates exceed~ng 25 
percent • . Moreover, the vacancy rate for educational . 
. . 
I 
therapists was so high (53 percent) that over half the 66 
. " 
positions for edu6at(onai theraplsta in the Province were 
vacant during the survey ·y.ear. 
" 
• .., \ 
.. 
.\ 
I • 
<> 
• 
·. 
·.· 
-. 
• 
1 
' 
.. \ 
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Table 9 
•, .. 
. Teachers, QTeache~ Vacancies and Vacancy Rates by .Special 
. ., . o ..
·~ 
Education Position .. '• 
Demand for Administrators I. 
Table lO.shows the distribution of administrative · 
I 
• 
vacancies by position. Of the 40 positions available, the . 
~ 
demand for administrators with teaching. responsibilities was 
::::::1:::: t :::. de~::!I ~:::h :::i :.~ :;:::::: t ~i ::::~ :::h for . 
principals ~d vice pr ncipals included teaching 
• 
. . 
. · 
.. .. I I 
1 
'· . 
; ... 
I, < • 
.. 
.• 
, 
.. 
"' 
... .. 
. .... 
• 
-·,. 
Table 10 , 
, . . . \ -
Non-teaching Administrators and Teaching Administrators by- P6sition 
... ,. ,. . 
~~osition · 
\ 
.. 
Non~teachinq 
• Administrators 
f ' 
.,. ~ School administration 
· ~~cipal 4 io.o 
.. vice ·principal . -
., 
... ,
b -
; ·District· administra 
Pr091:"alll . 22.5 
• 
·9the:t: 1 2 . 5 
. 
Total. ·. 14 35.0 
.. 
t 
., 
~\ ;. ... · 
. Teaching . 
· Administrators 
.. . 
f ' 
35.0 
. 9 22.5 
2 5.0 
1 2.5 
.. 
26 . 65.0 
/ 
I 
.··1 . ·· - / / ·,...,..., ' . . -- . 
Total 
f 
18 ~ 45.0 
9 . • . . 22. 5 -
I 11 ~7 .·5 
. I 
2 5.0 
4o 100.0 
/ 
.(' . 
. ' 
· L 
• 
• 
( 
' 
} . . 
,. 
I 
. "' 
·' 
~ 
• 
. ·. 
7,3 
responsibilities. Even two pr'ogram coordinator positions 
had teaching responsibilities inco·rporated. T~e two "other~' 
positions were program ·developers as.signed to a district 
offic.e •. . · . • } . 
Demand for administrative positions is presented in 
. ·· I;. • . 
· Table 11. The gr~•test · numb~r '~f vacanciies occurr~d ~~ong 
' 
principals and accounted for 45 percent of the total 
• 
administrative positions available. On ~he other··ftand, · . ' 
\ 
relative demand for program coordinators was highest (4.6 .. 
.;• 
percent~. In all positions, demand for administrators· ~j.2 . • 
percent) was less than demand for teachers (7.4 percent). I 
.. 
1· 
"/ ·,; .. 
f.'~. · -.· 
I ' 
·' 
. 1 · ~: 
,, 1 
• f 
• 
. ' 
. . 
t:~ ~ j' ··~ .J~ ~ ,~I F I • f 
\ : ~ 
. 1 
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Table 11 
Administrator's, Administrative Vacancies and Vacancy Rates 
ii . 
by Position 
. 
~ ~sition 
Provincial Administrative va~ancy 
School Administration 
Principal 
Vice principal 
-Distiict Administration 
~ 
s_uperintendent . 
Assistant 
super-intendent ., · · 
.. . .... 
550 
334 
32 
79 
Program coordinat.pr __ ~40 
Total a 
. 
' 
44.5 . 
27.0 
2.6 
6.4 
: 19.4 
Vacancies 
f 
18 
'9 
0 
11 
2 
' 
45.0 
.27. 5 
. , 
o.o 
22.5 
Rate 
' 
3.3 
2.7 
o.o 
o.o 
4.6 
I Other 
, ;> ' 
N/A N/A 5.0 
TOTAL 1235 100.0 - . 40 100.0 3~2 
a~xcludes "Other". 
/ r • ..,. · ·~ /t' 
r. 
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,· . 
•· .. r 
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'· ' . . . . ) Demand for Teachers· and Administrators by . 
Selected Geographic ~nd Demographic Characteristics . 
Teacher demand is influenced by_ various geographic. and 
demographic factors~ ~ . Teachers fr~quentl~ . move into :or out · 
of an are~ because of ·~he characteristics 'o~ that area; · m~re . 
. . ' . \ .. 
specif-ically . its ·location, population·, . size, servic~s · and 
. . ~ 
accessibility. This· section uses frequencies, percentages 
and medians to examine teache~ demand in rel~tion t~ school 
dist,r icts, ·conununi ty size, · school size., and ge.ographic 
.. ,;), . . 
regions. r 
..· t 
I. 1 
Research question 7 
I 
;:
at .. is'\ the relat~onship ·between school districts and the 
emand for teachers? · · I . .. . 
I 
School District · 
Teachers do not. ·seek to. inov~to . o~ out of a school 
district because of its size but rather because of its 
location, accessibiliti: and serv~ces, or t~r educatio~al or 
~ I ( 
personal reasons • 
. . vacancies ·occurred in all thirty-five scho~.l 
districts. Table 12 presents the number of ~ull-time · and 
.. 
part-time vacancies for·~ach school dist~ict. There appe~r 
' , •. 
to b~ few patterns · ~~ong ~istticts • . St •. John's and. ~a~dei, 
' . ' . . 
. for < exlmp.le, . had schoo~ districts ~lth . both . high ~nd .low . 
. . . 
nu~bers of vacancies, . and Ramea Integr~t~d S6hoql · Board. had 
. -' . . . ., 
t.th:~e~ ti~~ t .he: numbet of vaca~cies a~ its ".lat:ger ·neighb.or, 
~ . 
. . . 
.... f~ ·.I , ~· 
. 
.. 
. . 
... 
I · • ,I • ' f 
~· 
,· 
I 
.· . 
. ... 
. .. 
. . , , .. 
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Table· 12 
Full-time ·a'Od Part-time Vacancies by School District . 
·• Dis,trict· 
. 
Fu11-timea Pa~'t~_time Total 
0 
iNTEG~TED 
101 Vin1and 
102.Straits of Belle Isle 
103 Deer 'Lake · 
104 Green· Bay · 
105 Exp1olt's Valley 
106 Notre bam·e . 
107 Terra Nova 
108 Cape_Free1s 
109 Bon-Tri-P1acentia 
110 'A.va1on North · 
111 ' Ava1on Consolidated 
112 Burin Peninsula 
1·13 'Bay D' Espoir· 
114 Port aux Basques . 
115 _Bay .of Islands 
116 St. Barbe South 
117 Labrador East ~ 
118 ~abrador Wes~ 
126 ~geo 127 R ea 
129 c ception Bay South 
~-· 
f 
18 " 
15 
·12. 
9 
9 
. 11 
.42 
8 
9 
10 
19 
15 
14 
7 
27 
15 
22 
26 
2 
6 
1.6 
· 201 -Pentecostal Assemblies 13 
l' 
3.6 
3.0 
2.4 
1.8 
1.8 
2.-2 
8.3 
1.6 
... 8 
2.0 
3.8 
3.0 
2' . 8 
1 .. 4 
5.4 
3. 0 : 
4.4 
5.2 
0.4 
1.2 
3.2 
2.6 
301 Seventh Day Adventist . 4· 0. 8 
~OMaN ··cATHOLIC 
f 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
/ 
1.5 
7.6 
3.0 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
6.1 
'1.5 
3.0 
4.5 
3 •. 0 
. 3.0 
1. 5 . 
1·. 5 
1. 5 • 
3.0 
7.6 
f 
19 
20. 
14 · 
i~ 
12 
46 
9 
9 
12 
·19 
18 
. 16 
1 · f:- 0 
22 
27 
3 
6 
18 
18 
' 
3.3 
. 3.5 
·2.5 
·1. 9 
1.8 
2.1 
8.1 
1.6 
1.6 
2.i 
3·. 3 
3.2 
2.6 
1.2 
5.1 
2.8 
3.9 
. 4 .• 7 
0. 5 . 
1.1 
·3. 2 
3.2 
4 .. o. 7 
501 Bay S~. - - Georg~ 5 1.0 5 0~~ 
~02 Burin ·Peninsula 7 1.4 1 · 1.5 8 1.4 
503 Conce~tion -Bay Centre ~ 0.8 4 0.7 
504 Conc~tlon' ·Bay North 15· 3. 0 ' _. 15 2. 6 
506· Exploit's-~hite Bay ::·g 1.8 · 6 9.1 15 :. 2;6 
507 ·rer;ylanci , .. · · · · 6· .. L2 • 6 1.1 · 
508 Gaqder~Bonavista-Conn. 13 ; : 2. 6 ' · · 13 2·.'3 
509 . Hu'mber-St. Barbe· 20· 4.0 5 ' 7~6 111 25 .• 4.4 
510 Labrador ... . • .. .··. 30 6. o 1.--· · 1. 5 31 .... ~ <e. 4 
511 P1ac~fltia-'St. Mary's .. ' . 8 :1.6 · :3 .: . 4.5... "11 .· 1.9 ,. · 
512 Port. au Port ": . ' l.7 . 3. 4 1" ' . • 1·7 3. a 
514 st, Joh~'s " .. .ao 8.-o · 14 ...... 21.2 54 :, d· 9.5 
, -~ . . . . 
. ,. ' .. 
··6"6 100. o· -· . 569 100 •• o, 
. . . ~ 
,. 
TOTAL 503 100.0 
. .. ,
' ' J, '. . •• . ~ ._. • . 
. . "In~lud&a two~rshicma fille: }\4 t.imM , . .'. " 
••· • • !· • - ~r" 
. ,, · . 1', . , ._ . ·, : ·.· ~~ ... 
•! .. ·:1 
. .. 
,,• 
.. '.11\ 
' . 
I 1, 'a. ' ·, ' ' ;, ,. .. ' ' 
• . h lw - ,; ·.. , • . ' , .. . .. ' '- · . . 
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Burgeo Integrated School Board. 
. . . 
, Examination of the data · i~ . Table · iJ provides a 
'different. picture of · demand. It presents a summary of 
. . .// . 
teachers, vacancies and vacancy. rates by school district. 
" . ' . . . .. 
, . . 
Five of the eight highest district vacancy · rates .were for 
. . 
. . di~tr~ct~ with all or part .of their~ ~recinct )n Labrador . 
..... 
The-mean _for those f~ve districts was 15.0 percent. 
Another, Ramea In~egiated Scho~l Board, is located· on ~n . · 
island and acce~sible ~nly by ~oat. A~the · ot~er extreme, · 
St. John's Rom' ~Catholic School· Board, . which had 'tn·~, 
highest number of yacancies, had a relatively low vacancy . 
rate .of 4.9 percent. The vacancy rate for the ·entire 
Pr,ovince, including both teachers ahd admlnistrators, .was· 
6. 8 percent. 
• ' 
-:-;: 
Research guestion 8 
, 
i 
1 . 
What~ are the. relationships, between community size and school 
.siz~ ·, anQ,t~e demand for teachers? ·. 
Demand by Community Size 
A demand existed for both teachers and school 
administrators in communities.of all sizes. For example, a 
· teacher was hired in a community ·with a populat 'iori . ~f 32 and 
teachers we.re hired in the largest · communities. ·. ·As .shown · in 
. .. 
/ . 
, \ 
Table 14, ' th~ lar~st numb~r of vacancies ~ccurred in 
· - co~unlt.ies of. iess \ht!~ 1·,ooo and 'great~r. ·th~n 10,000. 
' I ' o I ' • 
Seventy-:-one . percent were in communitles with a populatio_n of 
' . ' . 
f 
• I 
, .. 
' .. ' . 
I t ' o 
. . 
·: I · 'I 
I • . ' • • ' 
. ·. 
. . . 
·,· 
... . ' .. 
·, . 
·-' . 
. . 
.. 
~ . ~- : '. ~ ·.1 
.. 
. . 
I \ ,I • • 'J ' ~ 
- I 
~ 
'· 
.. 
~ ~ ... . :.\~ .. 
/ · 
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. ( Table 14 
.. 
Teachers, Teacher Vaeancies and Va.cancy Rates by Community 
fl Sizea .. 
----------•. -.--------~ ...:-. ______ ...;._ _ ....;_...___....;._J ,.,· 
.. 
I Provinciai Teacher ·vacancy .. 
. \ 
Comrnunity _Size . Total vacancies .. " Rate 
<" 
f % f % % 
1-499 . . 1164 . "'14.5 114 20.8 9.8 
.. 
·?." 
500-999 1337 16.7 114 20.8 8·. ~ 
1000-2499 \ 1554 19.4 93 17 .;0 . 
• 6.0 
2500-4999 1140 14.2 69 12.6 6.1 
I 
5000-9999 701 8.8 36 6.6 5.1 
10,000 + 2116 26.4 r121 22.1 5.7 
Total 8012 100.0 547 100.0 ·6.8 
.c 
I 
a Includes principal~;tnd vice-p~incipa1s. 
· less 
<;- I 
tt)an · 5,000, and 41.7 percent occurred in co!llJ1lunities 
with a population less . than'1 ,000. On the other hand, 
. ' 
• 
relative. demand g~nerally decreased ~ith size. The la~ge 
number of _vacancies ( 121) in. communi ties over 10,000, 
. ' ' 
produced a vacancy r~te of only 5.7 p~rcent. 
\ 0 
The demand for subject and specialty teachers in 
~ . 
·. relation . to communit)' _size va.ried considerably. ·As 
' indicated . in Ta~le 15, the median community size in which 
'. ,' / 
/ . .,. ' .. 
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Table -15 
• 
Vacancies by Subject.and Specialty Area-by Community size 
--
11: 
I 
Subject; specialty 
- ' 
ClassiOam assi~enta 
Subject/specialty 
Art 
' ·· .. 
-.- , ~BJ.ology 
Business education 
. ·Chemistry 
, -~--- ---=---- Computer studies 
.. ... -. - ... ~ """t.'". -
- ·n --
. . t 
• 
! -_ 
.---· 
Drama/theatre 
Earth .. science 
Educational 'psychology 
... 
-_ 'E~ucatio~al therapy_ 
.. -- . ~ 
• 
'- . , 
.. :- . -
' 
. · I 
,. 
.. 
.• . 
·=""" 
1- 5oo-
499 . . 999 
31 3~ 
~. 
3 
3 6 
-
.. J 
1 
2 3 / 
/ 
- / / ' 
1 
2 1 
4 3 
.. 
-· 
• 
Community Size · 
• 
1000-
2499 
24 
.. 
2. 
~2 
• 2 
- 3 
1 
5 
., 
. 
2500-
4999 
12 
1 
2 · 
... -. 
8 
5000- 10,000 
9999 plus 
" 
. 
5 14 
1 3 
2 
; 1 
.) _ _ ·. 
4 
• 
1 
-
. 
.. 
1 
·< .. 
·.:'i 
. -
.:. ! ; .. ~ 
1' 
'-
' . 
.. 
5 10 
~ · . 
•  
/ 
~ 
•• 
... 
Median 
830 
2,292 
... 
7.64 
83, 1_70 
' .. 
,. 
4., 395 
938 
1,043 
6,~026 
24 ,·339 . 
. .. 
' -·4;25~ 
' 
(X) 
0 
• 
""'' 
~ 
. } ) 
-. . 
. . 
... 
Table 15· {~ontinued) 
. . .. 
·. 
.. 
:. ("-
. ) 
~ #. . . .• 
-~- -
~ubjectispecial~y 
_, ·. 
. .. __ 
Enqlish/~iterature 
~ 
.. · . . 
I# 
.. Environmen~al sc~nCe 
~amil.y stud~es 
.· 
. . ... 
- . Fren~b. ~;...~ -"" 
.. 
:· ..... . French (supjec:t) 
Guidance·• 
-
~ 
. 
-
-=~- -
·Home ecol!im;c~ . 
. -': I·~ 
... lndustJ;"ial · educat:·ron -
.... . .., 
~n~t1tutb ~ 
9 
. . 
· ~aryjreso~r9es 
'";- .. . . ' '· 
. !Jathem~tics .· ·. ,. .. · -~., _, -
. -~. 
. 
... ' ~ ... 
..... · •..• :- · . . : -:.Muslc · • · ~ ·. 
- • • . •. I , ... _ • fO • • • • 
• ·· · Physical. educati<m" . 
. - . . - . . ..;;: : . : . ~ . . . - - . • . • ·. . ! . 
~ _> •. ·-• .. : _.· ·'::.: ~ .·· J?hysicaily _h.and~~I!M 
~ • • ""': - 0 -. :- - • • " 
.. . \ · .. ... 
· -... 
,.... 
~ .· 
~ ... 
• . . 
\ 
. ,. ' ' .. 
• • • .I •• 
. ' 
•., 
. . 
" 
c 
. .
Community. size 
. 
. 
· • 0 ··Median . :-
·1-· • 
499 
• 
• 
5oo-
999· 
.. 
. iooo-..-
'2499 
4-- - -:--12 '8.: 
2 
1 
. .,. 
-1 
l 
. . 
2500- . 
4999 
.1'.' 
1 1 . / I . 3 
• t .. 10 .5 
'• 
1 2 \ 3 
~ 
. 
1 1 4 
.. 2 
1 
. . ~ ... ~ · ..
. ·., i ~ 
7 • ~ -\ 4 
/ . . . _......:..- .~ ,, . 
. 2.-- 7 ... 
. ·- . 
5 ~ ·. 
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7 
2 
2. 
3 
•• 
2 
3 
·. 
-g 
.. 
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99~.9 . 
10', ooo· 
plus 
. .. 
2·· · . 10 . 
. 
v 
3 
. .· 
-. 1 
4 ·2a·· · 
. 
3" 
.... .., .. .. 
13 
2 - 1 
l . 3 
·-1 
• D 
~ •• 
1,292 
. I 11·,538 ·. 
1·, 036 
.11,538 
. . . 
2,484 
1,968 
2,160 
. . 
' 2,932 
. 
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--~ 2:a6.1' 
-'I 
·, ! 
·1 -a' •• . . 1 · 
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. ~ I l' 142 :· 7 
. I , / 1 
0 ' 
. . 
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-.. 
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Table 15 -(concluded) 
, ~ -.. . -r ~ 
> 
. ~uqject/specialty I 
I 
/ 
I 
/ 
/ · 
I 
: / 
Physic's 
· Religion 
' . 
,. 
' / . 
I 
Social studies 
. I , . 
_special ed1:at~o  
. / ·' . . . - . 
~chpol a~inistration, 
· ; 
. ~rincipal: 
/ . 
Vice principal 
) 
/ • 
..... 
/ 
' / 
./ 
/ 
·. 1-
'499. 
2 
I 
2 
' . 
. ' 32 : 
----I 
4 
' . 
-. 
': - .·' • 
I 
/ .. / • . 
. ·· ~ .. . . 
I I 
.. ...-: 
. ' 
/ 
soo-
999 . 
rooo~ · 2500~ · ~ooo-
2499 ·. I 4999' . 9999 
• j 3 
7 •• 6 ,. 
·9 ' '6 
34 24 
•I 
' 6 . 1 . 5 · -
. ' . i . ' 
4 . : i .. 3 
I ... ~. 
.. . 
I · 
1 
.. ·' 14 / ,·· . 7 . 
; . ·' . ·.1·(· •.· 
I !' 
1 
... .. '/ 
. . ' . . . :, -~ . . . · . 
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I . 
. / .· · 
~/- I 
-I / 
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/ . .. : " 
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. I 
i 
. , 
/ 
' i 
' I ' 
f:. / 
10,000 
plus 
.. . 
.• 
2 
6 
· 5 
\ · - . I Median .. 
.. 
1_,_ 380 ... . 
.. 1,105 
. \ ' I· . I • ' o • ' • 
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• _.·· I' ' ·,. 
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. ,: I 1 
: · va~ai\ci~ccurred ·i~ ____ oi~log~, classroom-- ~each·i~g_ i o~puter 
· studies, · phys'i.ca~ . educ~tion an~specia~-~du·catio~ --was ~s:? 
. .. .. . 1~ -- .. . - .. . . . . . •"· 
than· l,OQO. Conversely, eh'e mediCVl community sii: for 
I ,. 
va-cancies in chemistry, earth science,- ~du~atio_nai therapy, 
' ... '~ 
.. 
--"' 
~· 
env~.rcinmenfal science, ·French Immersfpn and physically · \ 
. . , : I , . - >--....... • - - ·, ' . 
h~":dica_~ped_J@! g_r~ater than_ 4, .000. T_he~an co1111t1uni ty ·_ , ..........._ · 
size i·n which vacancie}occurred for princi'pals··Gas 890 and 
·....... ., 
--
.,.. <_ .. ~r vice prinC::ipa~s '.was 1,142. 
·.-; ... · 
\ i 
\ 
. ,. 
. ; IIi ·-. 
\ -
\ 
' . \ . \ . 
- ~ 
' 
.. 
Demand by ,School Size . . . __ ~ · .··. : · · -~ _ · 
:~"':~~h~ ·dem,and for\ t_ea~he~r-~ : and -s'chool a~~:s-trat·o·r.s . in ~ 
......_____ , _ . \ . /11..1.11.1 ' 
~rela-tion to_ 'Sch·o~~- . s~~~e .. exhibit~ed a - ~.1~-f~rent trend- from 
... . ,....... ~ . ·-
._. that by community 'size .•. ,· _As present_ed.in TablA-1.6·. the . -~ · ,, -
. . . I -· , .- . .. ------..c.... . 
. · < n~mbe~ of v~~ancles i:ncre~'etf with · school size; ,the 1 ia.rger 
. .. 
the school the ·.great'er the demand~ This .would be ~eeted 
since·_ f!19Ie te~ch~rs would _tend:. to produc ino'r.e vacan9ies. · • 
\ ' 
However;· -ln re!ative ~erms, demand decreased wi-th school 
_. ~ . I ' . - "'-· ·' 
. . - '- . 
· : _ si~e. _ ·, Sc~ool~ with ,e~~-o~men~s of _ 50-99 expe~-~~-nce_~---~ . 
exceptiqnally ~ig~- demand ( 14. 7' percent·>.; Further, /schools~-
. . ,.._ . 
. . . ;---.: , \ 
with ' enrolments of less than . SO al~o exper~enc~d higher_ than_ ~ 
-\ 
average demand. One ·Y.apan~y-·arose in a_. school . with :an' , 
,) . . . . . . 
. . ... 
enrol~ent of 14 students~- . . The gteafest· number-· of · teachers· 
t./1 . • . ' 
(..3_8 .1 percent) . we're ·. in s'ch~ols o_f mo.re 1. tha·n . 40q students; 
. · ye;-~~ca~c_; . ratesy~~~e -~~-~e- smallest (s.s ; .. ~ercent) ·. 
, • _ ' · ,· ·, -'- . , ·. I ;· 
-.... , . . ' ' · ./· 
---·- ) · . 
' ' .• .. :. 
_,. 
: .. 
• . . .. 
! • ' 
. 
I . '• 
.. ·.. I 
. . ·. 
~· . ! 
- I 
,•' 
.. -·· 
. . . . . . 
- ~ .. . 
,I -.,.._. .. . .. "'.·- • 
~ ~ -' Table 16 --- . ··-_· 1 . ... . • • 8y-... 
... 
I 
Te~ctiers, Teacher vacancies and Vecanqt·Rates by Sch<iol 
0 • ............ . - • 
o . 
. ... 
.... J 
ScHool Size 
.... 
·, , . 
:--.·. . , 
. · ; ··. 50-99 · . 
'-... ~ ·· 100~199 0, . ' 
• Q • • • p . 
I . 
' Q 
•• • Provincial 
- ~ - . 
.. 
... f 
163 
.. 435 ' 
... ,t 
13~9e-
' 
2.0 
5. 4 . 
• 16.6 
, . 
. . . . ' Teacher . · Vacancy 
. 
. vacancies .• Rate 
f 
' ' 
.. . 
15 2~7 · 9~2 
64 11.7 \ 14 ·• 7 . 
- . 91 6.9 ... \ . 
• 
~ ' ' • , I~· ~ 
16. 6. 
17 ~ 6 
... 
~ .. 
, . . 
. · 
' • ' f 
. , 
. !~ . . 
. ,_ . 
200-299 
:..... _go.o-399 
400 "+. 
. ·Total :· I 
• 
I . 
£._ . 
i 
·~ ,. .. 
, . 
. ' 
1544' . 19~3 
1491 18.6 
. ' ' 
3050 38.1 
801'2 . ·100.0 
, 
·' 
96 
. 112 20.5 
1~9 . · . . 30. 9-. 
547 . :1,00.0 
.. I • 
6 ~ 2 _·· : 
. 7 .~ 5 
' 5. 5 
6·. 8 
·.whiie -·sch~o1. size . is freq~ently related to physical' 
. . __..-
: '·._ <~~~·at,ion,_ acce·s.sibility, · an~· ava.llability of s~rvi.ces~ l arge 
.. ,. 
. . I 
, . ' 
.. 
· .... 
,o• ' 
, . 
-~ ; . ' ·. . . . ·. . . : . . 
schoo·~-~.: ar_e· not always · l~c·at~d in large_ co~~~~-tl~s_. . . 
Several . large sc~ools e~i~ted: in. small but strat~gically 
. ·.. . . '-'\ 
located communities. ~ 
:. · ~ ~.~. ' . ' 
The demat:td"'fp·r supjeo·t and ·spec~a1ty teachers showed 
I "'\,." ' t \t t ' 
little .variance with'-- ·chool -size. As indicated in· Table 17; 
\ 
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Table 17 -
•, . . 
Vacancfes by Subiect and· Specialty Area by School Size· . . 
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·Table 17 · ( c~:mtinued) 
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Subject/specialty .. 
, -~·. _ . English/literature , 1 
· Enviro~ental . scien~ 
·Family studies _ 
; 
'Frenchb 
. . . 
French . (subject) 
Guidance 
Homp ecpnomics 
~ndu~tri~l-edu9ation 
. I ~b Inutitut. 
Q • 
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. / ·regiC:n ~~sO' ha~: one-tJua~ter lOt all vaca~~·i~~· yet. a vac;m~y 
'· rate of 10.1 percent~ T~e Labrador ~eg1on expet1enced·the 
higheSt vacancy. ~ate · ( 15 .'~ percent l.. · ·. ·1 · ' . \ . 
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a_nd by. urban/r~.r~l di~;~ributiap~ Urban i~ defiin~J .as ·::my .·. 
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a~d of.aer distr ilc~ per~onn~l : wl th. aSit~gned in!?t.ruc\io~·a~ 
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·,. . .. , 
.. ~ . . 
• -• ..jj 
... 
., .. ;:_ . 
... · · · ~eg_J.on 
: /~ .. Total 
. ' - . =~- . . 
- ... ·Avalon ·south·· central west Lab. 
- . 
•. ' . ' 
13 J . ~ .. -;.- ':- -: 
. ·-
.. 8 
! . ll' 7 . ·. 9_: 
1 4 
. i ' 
•. 1 . 
' 
4 l· 
·-· "· . I, 
- . . 1 
' . ~- ·. 
-'-- : - ~ 
. 3 1 
2 5 
.•. 
11 ' 4 9 
. , 5 4 5 · 
4 j 
3 3. 
- 2 'l. -12 
·' 
· . •6 
1i'· 12 
... 6 ·-. - - . 
. 3 . 2 
- ~ 2 
~- 1 
3 ; . 
14 . 6 
4 . 2 
37 
ll • 
12 
} . 
1 
7 
33 
.. 30 
5 ·- .• .. 6 . 1 25 
l 
4 
8 5 
.. 
·-
8 
26 
28 • 
_ .. 
,, • . .. 
. •, 
. -. . 
-1.0 
Ul 
·), 
I • 
' 
. 
·. ' 
· . . 
·· - ., 
. .• · . 
. • 
• 
·. 
... •..: . 
.·. 
I 
r 
··.• . 
; ···. 
,• . / 
.... . · 
.. 
, . 
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Table ?1 .- (concl':lded) 
.. 
. 
' 
. ·· · Subject/specialty · area 
· Regionr · 
:;_ ; . 
spe-cialty .'11> • 
Eduaational ~sychoiogy · 
'Educational· therapy· 
. . . . . . 
· Hea~inq _.imp~ired 
.. - . . 
-Avalon South · centra~ West Lab. 
: I 
1 l1 ' . 1 
8 4_ ' ~. 
. - .- .· . 
' 
"' 6· 
2 
13 4 
1 
. . . . Phys~i_caliy handic~pp0· . '4 
I ' 
• 0 . .. 
2 
35 . ~ ~9 
1 
....... . 
1 
- - .r 
Special. ~ducati6n 
Speech· .. th~r~py . 
Visual impa~red · 
· .. 2!:) 
3 
18. 
-
•• 
I 
' 
. . .¥ ~ . . . 
15 
. .. 
~i:.~c::-lud~-~ . 7~ploy7~~ as'sig~ed· to schools and/~r·· .district offices • 
Excludes 1mmers1on. programs·-. ~ Pr:anquag~ . of 'instruction_. 
. . - . . .. . 
. . . ' 
' . . . :,;. l 
' \ 
.. ·.. . : 
I . 
·.· · 
; . 
. . 
. -~ . 
. ~ 
'· - . ~ 
·\ •'. . ' .. ) ,. . 
. . . .... 
: \ 
,. . 
Total 
6 
35 
1 
I 
I 
7 
122 
3\ 
1 
.... 
.· 
. ,. 
..,..--, 
-· 
\0 
0'\ • 
., 
I 
1 
":.! 
' . 
- '!' -
.... 
.. . 
.Table 22 
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Satisfaction with Teachers and Administrators 
Seeking EI;Dployment in the Education Marke'tplace 
98 . 
There were over 6,600 ap~licants for the 569 available 
jobs; an average of 12 candidates for each. This section 
examines the general satisfaction of respondent~ with t~e 
teac~e~-and administrators who applied and were interviewed 
for thes~ jQbs. Mor~ spe~ificaily i~·e~amines the numb~r of 
. ' . 
' '- . . . . 
applicants-;: 'the preference ior more candidates,· and the . 
. ·. . ' ·. . . . · . . ·.. \ . . . ·: . : .. '' .. 
quality .of those select-ed · . ;or interviews. ·Fr~quencies and 
• • "I' • .. • 
.. . 
percentag·es ·:are ... us.ed to describe and >analyze ,general 
. ·~-· satisf~C~:i~n. · . . . 
• ~- ··. ' ' • • •,;• I , • 
• o : ,'' • ' , • I 
. .. 
. ' 
J. 
, . J 
,. 
.. . ; ~:· ... .' . ' 
· ' :' Re~:earch. 9m:!stion 10 .. , 
.·· ' 
. ' · 
., 
/ . 
. . 
.Are ·employer{:l .generally sat~sfied. with the qualify of 
candid~tes being interviewed.~ · · 
Satisfaction with Available Supply 
• Thi~s ·section,-. describes the . number of teachers who 
J ~pplied for --poS..it'i.ons, the numbers ·who were int~rviewed, and 
· .·t~.e general sat~sfactiGn .with t~·e applica_yons~ Th~ .a:verage 
. · numbdr of applicantl by region 1s sho~n in Table '23. The 
I • • 
· Avalon r~glo~ had the . great~st ·number of applicants per 
J ' ., • . I • 
. . . ~ 
va6ancy (14.0} while the ' Labrador regiori · had the fewest per 
· . · ~ .~:;.' ':" ·\.' . ~ - .:... _ .... 
v~cancy (9.9). ?ne· jcl'~; .. in .. the .sd~tth . reg~on h~~- - _ • . 
~pplicants • . All regions; th~refore, had .a general surplus· 
'. I ·~ 'of · applicants. , 
.. · .. 
. .
....--- • 
• 
' . . . ·, .. 
... 
. . ~ . 
' • I 
,. 
• I ' 
•• ~ 'i'., 
.. 
. I ' . , 
, i 
' .. 
.. 
. ' . 
' . . 
. . 
-
'· 1 
.. I 
.• . I • 
. ... 
(J 
--
·- .ApPlicants ·per Vacancy, Preference for More Appiicants ·. and the Number - · 
.~ l _, 
- .. 
Interviewed by Region . - ' 
A . I 
I 
Respon_se .. . Avalon · South · .. cen:tral West ·Labrador Total 
" / 
.__.-
__....---. . : .· 
Number: of appli9ants per vacancy. 
•. 
Minimum . 0 . 1 0 I 1 0 
I I 
-
.. 
Maximum - 51 ·. 60 56 50.~ / ) 45 ... 60 • / 
~ . :. . . 
13.0 '· 10~ 9 . / O•? . 9.9 11.6 
;- ,. \ 
Mean· ' \ 14.0 
- Pref~rence for -more ·applicants 
. . " 
_(percent) r ., YES 49.3 · •s7. 8 - 70.4 . 68.1 58.4 ' 6l:.3 
., 
l9 •. 6 '({"38. 7 NO · ({)ercent) · 50~7 42.-2 31.9 41.6 
I 
, . 
I . 
Number interViewed 
~~an __ . .. . ' 3.9 . 3 -.8 3.1. 2.6 4.2 3.4 
/ 
r 
• 
. _.·_; 
.. I 
\ ~ .... 
.. 
\ . 
.. 
I 
- ... 
.. 
'I) '. 
''-...,. . ·: 
'. ' .. / ' 
'•' 
' .
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The average number of app1icants int~rviewed for each 
pos~ion was 3. 4. The fewest number interyiewed was in4e 
'. . -( . 
West region (2.6) and the largest number was in Labrador 
( 4 •. 2) ... It is unclear if _the high -numbers interv.iewed in the · 
. <') • l ~ . 
. / Labrador~t.e..g~n .we.re ··a result of a .. qeneral. aurpl}ls of 
.teachers fot that region, that teachers did not ~ind the 
expense of travel to fhat ~ region for in~~r~iews, or th~t 
employers w~re re~ruftt'ng directly at 'university ·~ampuses •• 
One respondent interviewed 25 candidates for a single 
., 
position. 
. . 
. .
'All resporidents, · wi~h ·the excep~io~ of th6se · in the 
..-:'·Avalon . regib·~ , .. preferr~d t~ ").. ~. ~ore' appl~carit"ii• . This" 'wo~ld · 
. ·indicate that .·while. ail ,.avera of thre·e candid~were 
• • ' ... • • • • 0 
i~tervi·ewed for . e'ach vacanc'y, .an adequate number of . . . 
.. . · . . . 
_ qualifi~d candida~es may\ not have been available,. Seventy 
pe~c~?t of respondents in . th~. central region iridicated . they .. 
would have preferred more. 
Satisfaction with candidates Interviewed 
This section~ses frequencies, percentages .and means 
,. . . 
to determin~ the. le~el of satisfaction with res ·ect to the_ 
·teachers ana administrators who were interviewe f~r . jobs in 
. . 
the teachingi profess~on. Satisfaction was mea ure_d on a, 
, . . 
.. ; 
...._ 
.. 
• . . . t 
five-point ·_scale ranging from · l=.Dissatis£1ed o 5=Sat1sf:~ed_. _.~-
· ~t· wa~ base~ upon each of .. six criteria, namel : · ~cademic 
, qualifications, t .eaching experience, 
·~1 .. . ... : ' 
I , 
.·-
..... . 
. . I . 
.' ' I . . , 
.. '\ 
. \ . 
.'· \ 
. ' . 
I 
'·I • "' 
' I 
. . \ 
. .\ 
'· t 
• 
* 
\ . 
' 
~ -
' .. 
·•·. 
\ 
I ~xperience, written applications, interviews, and 
~eferences. ... 
\ _'!'able 2·4 shows the number of responses for each 
criterion. Responden~s were ~~i:ttt,:al ~hin. evaluating the_ 
e~per ience of candidates that wer·~ · inte'rviewed. Teaching 
.. 
experience. had the lowest mean response satisfaction rate 
I' ' ' • ' 
( 3. D...)., whi!"e administ!rativ~ experience was· rated a little 
.better having a mean res~onse 9f ~3.2. Respondents were , 
I • 
· · sl~ght·l~ more satisfie~ .. wit.yh~ . ac~demic qua.li.fica~ions 
(mean respo~se _of . 3~8) and generally s~tisfied ~ith the 
wtJ t~en applicC!tions ~ intsrviews · and references. 
: . . . . . 
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. The general. satisf~ct_i'on 'of; respondents by. geograph~c 
. locati6n p~ov{des ~ di~f~rent result. ; .; . ~: . . . 
. .. ~ ,. . 
Ta~le -25 ·presents 
mean·· responses · ·by region : for ·each of the six c.r ite~ ·ia. ·The 
. . ' . . 
. r_e .sults indicate t~t respondents 1n the AvaloQ region~ were. 
. . . . . 
· g~neraliy satisfied with ·those who were interviewed, which ~ 
' 
would in~icate.the ~vailabil~ty pf m6re experienced 
' '} --~ candidates. On th~ 6ther hand, respondents f~om the 
Lab~ador and Ce~tral r~gions were dis~~~isfi~d with the 
. \ 
amount of teaching experience, which would indicate the 
. . . . . . 
. . 
availability of · a.ess experien-ced candidates. In .the 
. Labrador .. find so_uth region~, . respondents. wer·e generally 
dissatisfied· With· the candidateS I admini!St.rative experience. 
All . r_egions. seemed satisfied with the applications, 
interviews and references. 
• I 
·. 
i . . · ~ 
. .. . 
i\ 
. ' ... ....... . 
: • + , .. . . 
'. 
.. 
: . 
• . 
.. ' 
criteria 
Academ_ic ,qualifications 
Teachinq experience 
Administrative 
experience a 
Written app-:i:ic~tio~s 
·Interviews . 
References 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
Dissatisfied .· 
i 
I 
1 2 
. . I . 
-· 
. . 
6 . --66 98 
I 
59 135 111· 
' 
3 5 12 
5 1.01 
\ 
5 95 
2 '?6 
aAdministrative p-ositions only. 
- ,. 
..... 
• > 
,. 
. ' 
and 
-
Satisfied 
4 5 · \ N~er ... Mean 
. \ 
.. 
I 
. 192 . 14? 502 3.8 
'137 6i 503 
6 6 32 3.2 
. 279 1.1.4 499 4.0 
.. 254 ··ll9" 473 4.0 
297 .127 502• 
' ...... 
,) 
~ 
.. 
• 
. } 
j 
( 
..... 
0 
N 
' 
··' 
. t 
·\ 
~ 
' 
\ ) 
... 
Table 25-
~~ · 
r 
i 
I • ~ · .. 
,. 
. . 
. . \ 
(.' 
. . l; 
,. . . 
. General satisfaction w;th ·.those I·~iewed ·for· Teaching· and 
.. , '\• . 
Administrative Positions by Region using Selected· criteria · 
I 
'• 
Criteria 
Mean response by region 
I _ ·. l J 
... 
Avalon · south • central West 
Academic qualifications ,4.0 4.1 3.4 3.9 
. : ·- -': 
Teaching experience 3.4 3 ~· 0 -.2. 9 3.2 
Administrative . 
e>q)eriencea 4. <' 2.0 ·3. 3 3.0 
Written applicat.ions •4. 2 4.3 3.6 4.0 
.. .. 
Interviews 4.1 ~~ 3 •. 7 . 4.1 
References 4-.2 4·5 · .. 3.7 4.1 
• 
aAdministrative ~ ' positions only. 
t . . .. 
• 
_,( 
.. . 
' < 
. ' 
:' . 
Labrador 
' 
3.6 tr 
2 .• 1 0 
2:0 ~ 
... 
3.9,. 
. 
• 3.9 
_, \ 4.0• 
... 
.. 
-
.;. 
)~. ..... . 
0 
w 
I 
..... / 0 
I 
' . 
'. 
" ,• ·~ 
\. 
.· 
Characteristics of the ~upply of New 
Teachers and dministrators 
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• · Of the . 569 ,~ies in ,the Provinc;:e in 1985-1986 only 
· ·seven (1.2 ijilrcent) positions ~ould not be f'illed. As a ""> 
result. 522 teachers an: 40" s~~ool and aistri~t 
administ rator;s were hi red. _'E.h.Js sect ion examines two 
research questions, one dealing· with the cflaracter·istics f · 
.new.employees ~nd the bth:r ~it their previotis activiti 
. . . . ) 
More ·.8\:)ecif.ically ipe~'ainines t ·e -gene.ral. characte_r.isti'c of 
. ,. " . . . . I . 
"new teachers by specialty and r.egion, the character is tics of 
Dew adiniilist r~tors by po;i tion ~nd reg i.on~. ·'!Od . th'l : 
acti.v it i es of new employees. im,di a t ,e 1 y ' prl or to· emploY.~en t. 
· _:requencieS a': percentages are rsed to describe aild an.llyze 
supply. ,. 
. \ 
. , 
. · Research guestion 11 
. . . 
·What are the attributes .of those being hired in terms of 
age,_sex,' residency, degree held~ teaching certificate, and 
years of .educational .experience? \ · . , · 
. A 
I I • 
Genera1· Characterist.ics of New Employees 
I 
Table 26 · provides a profile\ of the, 562 new teachers 
1 . .. 
and a~~inistra:.ors hi red ·,~ se~, \ ag~, residence, degree . . 
h~ld, c.~rtificate held, a~d years : of edl:lcational experience.· . 
. I 
. ·Females were hired for 71.4 percent of . the available. 
• 
. . p~sition's • . ~ac~i.ng .. positions we're fi.lled ~rimarily by 
· f .emales · ps·. 3 percent), while administra~ ·ive positions were 
~ 
'I ·. 
. . J 
. ~.· . . 
J . 
' . 
·~ · 
i 
\ 
.. . 
. . ·.· . 
-· 
·. 
.-.:.. __ _ 
- ··-
··- .. ~~ . 
--. 
----
- .· 
...... . \. 
-- -· .,. . 
. . ,}.' 
. ' ~---
.Tablt ·26 . .. 
. . 
New Teachers and ·Administrators by Sex, · Age; Residence. Degree Held, 
certificate Held, and Years of ~xperience 
· ]~ · 
Ch,aracteristic ·-
Q . 
. Teachers --· Adminis.trators ~ ............. ..... 
. 
Number Percent 
. r 
393 75. 3• 
129 24.7 
-. 
. 
·367 10. ,, 
120 23.1 
-· 
"30 5.8 
2 0.4 . 
\ 
Numb~r · ft.er.cent 
'8 
32 
15, 
20 
,. _ 
,. -' 
•. ij. 
4 
· \ 
2o.·o· 
D ·so ~ o 
38~5 
S.i. 3 
1.0.3 
~ . 
.:.. 
' 
Total 
Number 
-· ) 
40).. 
161 
38.2 
·140 
34 
2 " 
Percen~L 
> 
71..4 
28.6 
68.5 
25.1 
6 .l. "' 
0.4 
4 
,;. 
• 
.. 
I 
j 
--·..-----
·( -
• 
.. 
. 
. 
...... 
0 
U1 
I 
"' . 
-. 
. 
\ 
I 
' ' 
" /. 
" 
Table: 26 (coritinu~~) · 
p 
characteristic . 
~ers 
Number. Percent 
("· 
Residence .at the time of hiring' 
~ 
I 
New.foundland 
otner provinc' 
· Elsewhere . ·. 
D~gree · held 
None 
Bach~lor's 
' -
460 88.1-
6]. ... l.l.. 7 
.. 
1 0.2 
21 4.0 
458 87.9 
40 7.7 
--.. Doctorate 2 
... 
0.4 
-
-._ ·' 
-- certificate held 
Less than IV 
. ' 
13 1,· 5 
~ 
' 
"'-K -· \~ 
·, . . \ 
·c.. 
· . 
Administrators 
Number -Percent 
. 38 
2 
1 
25-
• 
1~'---
-
95.0 
. s~o 
:-_:___:_ . 
2.5 
.... 
62.5 
35.0 
' 
, 
---
.. 
. . 
Total 
Number 
498 
63 
1 
22 
..-'} 
483 
54 
2 
13 
' .. , 
Percent 
·~ ~ 
88.6 
11.2 
0.2 
.3.9 
86. 1 
9.6 
0.4 
I 
. 2. 3 
' 
- , 
1-J 
0 
0\ 
. , . 
o I • : ~ •. ' . •\ . 
• i 
• 
• 
· - ~Table 26 (concluded) 
, . 
. 
· Teachers 
. -, . 
:EV 76 14:'6 
-v· 300 .57. 6 
I 
VI log 
-· 20.9 
VII 18 . ~3.5 
.Other · - s 1. o. 
Years of educ~tional·~experience. · 
38.3 None 20() 
" 
1-3 I 171 
4-6 54 
. 32.8 
10.3 
7-9 4.2 8.1 
. 
10 or more 55 10.5 
--
,. 
.... 
/ r . . 
~·-
'1. 
'· i' 
' . 
Administrators 
. . 
Number ,·Percent 
1 2 0 6 ' I I 
1;1. 28. 2 ". 
.15 38_.-5 :· 
12 3_0 -~ 8 
·•. 
3 7·. 7 
. 6 -
.. 15.1 
.. 
·7 ' 18.0 
. 8 
-
. 20.5. 
15 38.5 
. 
•· .. · .. 
. . 
/ 
Total 
......; 
Number Percent 
.. 
77 13.8 
311 55.5 
124 22.1 
30 5.4 
·s 0.9 
,.. 
, , 
• 
203 36.2 
.... 
~77 31.6. 
61 10.9 
. ,. 
50 8.9 
70. 12.5 
I 
I ·, 
I 
\ . 
·. 
' 
, __ 
r 
• 
. . . 
.. 
I 
·~ . 
.. . ·· 
\ . 
·-~ 
. t.. . : ·.,. . . 
,.. ' . . . · . . · ~ . 
·~ .. . 
.·. ·: · I' ··' ..,. 
. , . 
~ . . .·. 
..... 
~~­
~)· . 
• 
\ .. 
. . '· \., . 
._ ·-~ 
· ~ 
I 
I 
.,.. ' 
'"· 
... . , 
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108 . 
filled primarily by males (80 percent). 
~ .I 
-' 
• I 'The meg ian _Fit;Je of all new employee~ Wc;lS '26 Y.ears. The o# 
"" . . . ~ · .. 
... ;_· \ .. :' 
·I 
.. 
·' · : 
.. 
• 
! 0 
greatest numb~z:: . of teachers was in. the age gr~up' 20-29 ( 70.7 . .· . ..... : .. ~ . 
perce~t )_ ~hi_1~: ~·he · gr~ates;~umber" of· admln.i.srr~tors •. ~a\ .in - . ·~ · \> ·. 
' ~t-he age groU"~ 30:3.9 (51. 3~ p1rcent). This indk:ates that: · a--r-~ '·~-..-- ..... . . . . 
. . f:.· ~ . ~ :.. '·'t 
si:gnit'lt:ant .. number· o'f. y6un.g, [ riew] teachers are getting ·· . 
. ~ ..  . . . . . 
. . . ·. . ~· . . . ·' ' • - . . JObs. · At the othe·r extreme, however, one teacher. was 62 
. . . •' _/ ' . •t · 
years , of a~e at the\ ti.iie· oi h~~ ilig;.c: , . i' , ' . ' :, >:-
.. ·· EightY~nine ~rce!)~ of .new. em~loy.T' We~~ .f~cat.ed< ' iri . . . . . '. ·· 
N<i~follndl,~~d s.a t l:he ~ime, J_hOy . were h~d. · • o~ t;~ , :~""' i.ndet ; i . / . -~ ~ :/ . 
·61 tea·chers · ~~a.two jidQlini_stril~or.s . came ft.om.--el~~."!ne:r.e. · ~.n . · \ .-· "' · : ··•. · · · . 
.. Canada; ·a~d- ~~e · .li~ac~er catn~ ·£;ro'm/{ rance. . Th.~s .  e · .dat·~~·-.. ~ef~r ,. . . :: .. ·." ~ · . . 
·, . . . . i . . ·. . . . . . . .' . . . .. . ,. . . . . 
:. to .. ies~~~n_r ·· at~.-th~ . t~m~ ·- ·~~ -:hi't i.ng r'at_h~r· .th~·n .fq' :' ·~-~~t~).i·~~.e..._· 
· or citiz~ns~ip.· . · · · · . · . . I · - . • • . · , 
~ . . . . . . 
. . 
. 
. . . . . . . . . ' 
. .,._._ .· · . .Most: ~ew _em~~o.y.ees -~a~ a - ~nivers·i~Y · ~~g,~~:w~y~r.·,... . . . . . _,; 
3.9 percent ha:d .none. · Seve.al of the 22 employees. who had · :: 
. . . . - . . ; . · . r .. . . . . . ....., .. . .. . .. . . 
· no·· de ree wfte· hired in -sp_ecialist positions. -~hose ho.lqing · .. 
0 ' ' I • • '• • ' ' ·~ • ' ' • • ' • ,I ' • : 
at 1e · ·s .t a· Mast~r • .s . a~r.ee ~ccountea ·£·or . 8.1 pe~·cent . o.f ... 
,. . . .. 
. ' . 
.. l • ' " \ ~ 
t .. teach, · s and 35 per,s::ent· <;>f . ~d~.ini~~rato:~. . . . • 
. . . . . '. ·hlr.t~en -~e~_'"frn.p~.~ye.es·_,t:ta~· l!ess· · th~~ · .. t~~ ·ex_~ecte<:t . . 
Grade IV teaching· certifida~e. The Newf~undland' ·.Teach~-( . . 
. . ... ~ . 
r. 
. .... 
'·. 
. ·"" 
.. : . 
') .· 
( Ceit if ica~.i0n) ~eguiati:OJlS ( ',1.972.) 1 prOVide .tha't .a te.~Ch~r !I·· ... 
• • .. ' • ' • • • , · ~ • • .. : ' .. f .f'! ••• • • J • . . ,· i " . 
with a·· Gr'ade III · te.ac.~ing _ce:r-tif'~cate or ·less may. ~e . hir:ed . . . .. ~ -
• ' • ~-. 0 • ; · - ' • t ' • 
only· if a.-·Grade IV certifieci. t~·acnet: . is unava·ilabie.- .' 
I . . . • . • . 'I J 
I ' . . . · .~ . . . . • ""' - .. - . . 
• .., fl ~ • 
' .•. 
. . . 
..... . J 
.. Furthex:, the . hir·~·n~ of a teach~r· belo.w Grade 'I£~ level . . . ·-' · . 
. . . . .. . .... , . 
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·.the "other" category were licenced to teach in a specific· 
area, for example, music. Eighty-three· percent of teachers 
and 9~ percent of administrat6rs had at least a Grade V 
certifica·te. Q 
The median educat·ional experience of all new employee!? 
· was · .two years· • 
. :· .:. . . ' . . 
. . t·e~_cher~~ red had no. professional educational experience~ 
some_ ~t-:'those may ha.ve had .s.ome substitute teaching; · 
.· . I . 
Two huri~r~d (38~3 perc~nt) of the 562 
·.··.hokeve'(;,·. none had enough to ·qu_alify as one' full year. 
.. .. ' ' ' 
l\bout 
. :' 
29 p~rcent of new teachers had four. or more years . 
... •• • . . • • • t • ' : ~. ................. .. ' • • . ' 
· . : ',· .... : .~x~~~ .~~~c-e, and .. 3~ •. ~ .p·~n~ent bf new·~~mt-~trators had ten 
or more year~ exJl~nenc~. . . ~~ . ' . · 
'· 
.. 
New· 'l'e·a·b~e·r·a b* sP,eciai~y ·a~d Regie~ . . . 
< • . . · :.:FLv~ _hu~d~ed twfnty-:wo teachi!rs were· -hire1 .durin9 the -·~ . . 
----- ---..., .. _ s~rv~y perio~·· ·' Tabl~'.27 ~~yides a· pr.ofile of new tea~hers · i · ·\ · . · 
. by·· _~u.b)ect: -.i~a· speci-alty . .a'~a ."_ Frequenci~s and medi~ns are · ,: . 
' I 
' '· 
~·. '.) . 
'· . 
. 
..r 
. . ' . . . . . . . . -.,. - - ~ 
~~~~ to ~escribi s~x, age.and ex~erien~~ for each area. 
·• 
' .......... 
f -'Few sub:jec~ or spe.cialty areas had equal nu~pers of 
females · and males hired • . ~hat are often r~garde'd as 
. ' .. . ~ . 
. . 
traditional areas for., ~orneri, art and ho~e economic~, 
. . 
·rem_a'lned unchanged, as did indastrial' education for ·~~le. 
. . ~ . . . . .. . 
. tea~hers .•. "Mathem~tic:s, ~ physica+ education and t~~ .. ~sci.ences 
had proport.ior\ately JDOre male.'._.t~achers. hired. . Ovef SO. . '·· 
~per.~e-~t of classroom teachers, educational therap'ists·, . . 
• • • ' & • • \ ' ' · , • 
French t~cl<~hers , . and special ·. educatjon ~ea6.hers ·were female. , 
... 
· . . / . 
• 
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Tabl_e · 21 
. . 
New Teachers by Sex, Age and Years of· Experience ·by . subject and 
0 J • 
I e 
Specialty Area a · 
·. 
·subj ect;-spe~ial t_y~ ar~a 
. 
~ubject area . 
A:~-~ .. -. 
... :::·· ... · ·. \.· ·· .. ·; ·· 
aio~~~ ~ · · 
Busine~s ~ducation 
. Chemis:try 
·· Computer · studies 
Drama/theatre. · _ 
. ' 
~arth science • · 
·Engl~shjli ~erat_ur~ 
- ' 
' 
. ::<" 
'Enyironmental. scienc~ 
- ' 
Fa{p..tl.y studies 
' . :. _,....,.,. . 
Total 
•••• 
12'2 .. 
: ,.-
sex 
Median 
Female · ··Male · _ Age 
' 10~ . 17 
. . .. . 
8 ., ' 1' . · 23 
6 ' 8 . . 23 
. 1 . .. 
-48 
. -.. . - · . 
-3 --- . .. 27 
. .. -~ 
. . ,·. -~ :· .·· .s 26 
. . •. 
--: _ . I'. : 
:;··::2~-' ~, · . . ·: 2 . 35 
-· - . 
' 
· 2 . 4 27 
24 
. 1 :~ 
. · ... 
-~: ::::. i:~ ~ ~- .? ~.: ·.~ :_2 5 . 
··._ . .· . . .. 
4 26 
.' 30 
·...-- . 
loledian 
Experience 
1 
I 
1· 
0 
3 
0 
· 1 
-: 
11 
3 ~ 
2 
1 
.. 
. 6.5 
: 
·I 
• 
...... 
...... 
0 
--., . 
-j 
• . w 
t ; 
Table 2.7 (contfnued) 
, _ Subj_ectjspecialty area 
'·. 
French9 · f 
\.. 
Ftench - ~sUbject) 
.J ... ~ • ~ 
Guidance . 
.. ,
Home economic:::s 
Industrial education 
Inutitutc 
Library/resources · 
Mathematics 
Music 
Phys'i9t-1·education 
.Physic~ 
Religion -
Social studies 
·-. 
• 
• 
\ 
Total 
.. 'I 
3,7 
48" 
10 
1.2 
6 
1 
7 · 
29 
· Jo 
23 
8 
23 
24 
,Sex 
Median 
Female ~~1~ Age 
34 
39 .. 
· 6 
12 -
9 " 
21 
7 
-.3 
. --
3 
4 
. -
\...;_ : 
-. 
· 6 
1 
20 
9 
16 
5 
12 . ·. -11 -
14 10 • 
24 
29 
25 .. 
30 
45 
33 . 
26 
25.5 
26 
25 
25.5 
25.5 
'• 
Median 
Experience 
0 
l 
3.5 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 
l 
0 . 
2 
1 
• 
.. 
.o< 
· .. 
j 
./ 
.... 
"' 
f -
.. . ~-
·• \' -. • ~ .  
. . 
.. 
• ' 
. ··· ... ·· ": : 
s~ect/~peciaity 
sex · 
area • Median Me_dian · 
~ ~· Female · ·Male Age- . Experience 
specialty area 
' 
. . . 
Educationa~ psychol_ogy 5 2 3 ' 37 
Ed,cational therapy 29 24 ' b .. 29 
Hearing ' impaired 1 1 26 
Physically handica~ped • 7 5 2 31· 
. 
Special education 
' '- . 
121 102 19 25 
- - :.. 
Speech therapy · ' J • 2 1 31 
Visual impaired 1 ·1 29 · 
"All Teachers 25 . .. · 
aincludes employ~es assigned to schools and/or district offices. 
bExcludes immersion programs. CLanguage of instruction •. 
I! 
. 
9 
2 
1 
2 
1.5 
0 '"'\ 
• / 
0 
1 
.,/" 
• 
' 
' 
~ '-
. . 
'/ 
\ 
~ ... . 
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The median age of teacher~ was 25 years. The young~st 
teac;hers hi red tended to be in the 'art,as o .f art, biology, 
. . ) . . . '- ... -
' French and French Imrnersio.t. The t~ o·ldest .teachers were 
instructing in bus.ine~s education and IilUti tut. These two 
subject areas were anomalies stnce the samples were .small 
(one) and'both had considerably older and less experienced 
teachers than all o~hers. Educational psychologists were 
~nerally older (median 37 years) than other specialist 
teac;::hers, 
The median tearihi~g experience was one"year. Biology~ 
chemistry, p'i:ench, phy~ics, 'speech, ther·apy and · visual . 
. ; . ~ ~ 
impairment were areas where new teachers . t;e·nded to have. no 
· ex'perl~qce. In . fa~ily ·studies, draina . and educat?ional 
\ 
psychology n•w teachers had higher than average profesiio~~l 
. experience. 
Table 2a provides a summary· of selectttd ·: 
characteristics for eac~ region of -tbe Prov~~ce .. All 
.reg ions hi red mor·\ female teachers than "\~1~ . teacher.s. 
Avalon re~ion· had the highest propo~tion (.81 percent 
females), ~hile the Labrador region had the lowe~.t at 69 
. .'i 
The 
· percent females. 
' ·~ I 
The median age of new teachers was . . higbest 
in the Avalon reg~on ( 27 years·), while low~st. in the 
Labrador· region ( 24 years). The Labrador region had the 
I 
highest ~roportion_ 6f new teachers whose resi~enc~ at the 
I 
time of .hiring was out~ide Newfoundland. · The Labrador 
region also. had the highest progortion of new te.achers with 
\ • 
.. 
I 
I 
, .. 
.. 
. ,. 
·. 
·' 
• . 
.. 
... 
. ..
Table 28 
.. •. 
New Teacher5 by Sex, Age. Residence, · Degree Held. Certificate 
Held, and Years· of Experience by Region · 
.. 
Characteristic 
·· Sex 
Female 
Male · ... 
Age (y~ars) 
Under 20 
20-·29 
30-39 
40-49. 
so .or·more 
. . Median age 
·,. {/· 
Avalon 
·r1o1 
25 
84 
35 
13 
; '27 
Region · 
South . . ·centrai. 
. . · 45' 82 
15 "32· 
.so 7-7 
9 
--
1 
~ -
.25 25 
' 
' 
; 
West · r.abrador 
98 61 
... 
30 27 
'-
85 71 
33 1.1 
8 5 
1 
26 ~ 
. ............ __ , 
. ~ 
" 
• 
. / 
• 
, . 
I 
. '\ i 
I f 
• 
...... 
.... 
,za. 
. r • 
.... 
' . 
·Table _28 . ··(continued) 
... 
Characteristic· 
·Residence.at. the" time of ~iring 
· Other province · 
Elsewhere· 
Degree held 
·-None 
Bachelor's 
Master.•s · ·_ 
.Doctorate 
Certificate held 
III 
.· 
,. 
127 
5 . 
.r 1-, 
I 
. I 
_.J . . 
3 
112 
17 
. 2. 
' . -
.. 
53 
7 
. . 
- .. 
2 .. 
55 
3 · 
1 . 
'.! 
. ..... 
·' 
. ) 
central - ·· .... we·st .. -
• .• f 
. - . 
' 
100" 
· · -i4 r · 
. 4 
101 . 
8 
1 
108 
19 
• 
1 
. ' ·. 
5 
112 
·9 
.' -jl 
4 . 
·I 
'. 
Labrador 
.. ·· .. 
•.. 72 
16 ' 
. ' 
7. 
78 . 
3 
3 
2 \. ~ , · ~ U1 
I 
~ 
..... ._) 
• 
' . 
' 
' 
_-Table 28 (concluded) 
Character~st'ic_ .l.. 
Avalon 
Certificate· held (conti]lued) 
IV 12 
v 66 
VI 40 
VII • 9 
Other 3 
Years of educational ·experience 
None 37 
1-J'yeal:'s 38 
4-6 years· 2~ 
7-9 years 17 
L 10 or more years 14 I -M d' . ' 3 : e 1an exper1ence · 
l 
Region •. 
South L?brador 
-~ 
. - ! .I . } . 
16 13 18 
33 71 75- 55 
9 19 31 10 
. .. 
4 5 
1· 1 
. .. . . 
25 - 49 49 40 
26 28 44 35 
5 8 10 5 
\ 9 - 13 
2" 17 - . 15 7 
' 
1 1 2 1 
,. • 
aMemorial~-uni versi ty of Newfoundland -T. E ~ ~. L. ( n~ti ve -teachers] , p,rogram. 
, _-
• 
•' 
' 
•• 
I 
.. 
• • tt 
' 
, 
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no •mi versi ty The Avalon region had the highest 
::::::::::1of t~~:::r:e::::n:a:::::~ i:::::~s ::: • median 
-------exper~ence o new teachers was lowestrin the South, Central 
-" ' 
and Labrador regions (1 year) and 'highest in the Avalon 
region (3 years). ... 
New Administrators b 
Fqrty new administrators were hired during the survey 
period. Table 29 .provides a profile of those 
adminis_t rators. .: ~I\equencles ~nd .. lfted'1ans ~re'\sed to 
' . ·· d~scribe the characteristics 6f administr~ttirs ' by sex, ag~ 
and e:ic.pe.r ience .• · . 
. ' \ 
Approxima_tely 80 percent of the· new· administrato-rs 
r . 
. 
I 
-'1 
hired· were male. ·only· three 6f'--l8 new principals hired were 
female • 
~ . 
. The median age of administrators was 31.5 years. Vice 
principal's were, on .average, .the oldest at 32 years; while 
P,rogram coordinators wer:e the youngest . (median aee of ·29.5 
• years). Vice principals were also the most experienced 
(median educati~nal experience of ~ yea~s). 
Analysis·of the ·characteristics of new administrato~s 
by region was somewhat d-ifficul't because of the' low numbers 
invol~ed •. : aow~ver, several patterns ~ere evident. As showh 
in Table 30, .Jill re.glons hired more mal·e a.'dminist~~.han 
female. The West region hired the highest proportion of 
•· 
' 
' . 
•' 
.-
. . 
( 
•. 
•· ~ 
J / 
' ·. 
. 
Table 29 . . 
· New Adndnistrators bv Sex, Age, and Years of EXoerience by Pos'i tion Held 
' I 
.. ..., 
. -~-
Subject;~pecialty area 
.. 
Total 
Sex 
Median Median 
Female Male· Age Experience 
' School-administr~t9rs 
Prrcipal.". · 
i 1 18 3 15 31 7.5 
.. 
I 
Vice principal ·• ' 9 2 7 '32 9 
I 
' 
District administrator's 
" 
·~ 
,\ ... --
Program coordinator 10 2 8 ,. . "'. · 29.5 7.5 
Other 2· 1 ~ 1 
31.5 3 
.I 
'All Administrators 39 8 31 31..5 7 
.! 
-·. 
. .. ·\( 
...... ' ' . ·. 
.· 
. ,. 
l \ 
- . 
_.Table 30. 
c 
~· .. 
·...; 
• 
( 
New Administrators by Sex. Age, Residence, De~ee Held, Certificate 
Held, and Years of Experience by Region 
• 
Characteristic 
Avalon south central . Labrador 
sex 
Eemale 2 3 3 
1-Male 1. 4 12 6 ' 3 
._ 
--
Age . (years) \ 
· ·Under 20 Jl 
" 
-
20-29 3 ~ . 5 4 2 ;. 
30...:39 .\ ..-5 3 '7 4 1 
, . 
40-49 l ... 
.\ 
;:e._ ;.. 
~-
Median age 32 32. s· 32 30 -29 
2' ;. 
'-
. 
.: ... 
' 
._) .·_ /· 
I 
• 
l 
.-
I 
I 
I 
I 
_ _...... 
, 
. '/ 
I 
.. 
.... 
.; 
..... 
\D 
----
·~ . 
- .... 
.. 
Table 30 (qontinued) 
Characteristic 
Reside~e at the 
Newf~dland 
Other province 
Elsewhere 
-Degree held 
None \. 
Bachelor's 
Master•s · 
Doctorate 
·Certificate held 
II 
III 
time of hiring 
' ~ 
.,.. 
4 
5 
' , 
Region 
south · Central 
4 15 
1 
3 a· I 
•1 6 
-
-
• 
., 
-. 
T 
· Wes·t Labrador 
8 3 
1 
7 3 
2 .$ 
·- ) 
.f 
' 
G . 
.... 
N 
0 
c 
--.... / 
4 
,, 
~ ' 
• 
·-
.,. 
~--
Table 30 (conclu<ied) .. .. 
... 
~ {l ·- .. 
' Reg~on 
'"'' ' Characterist;c . \ 
' 
Avalon South Central West . , Labrador· 
t ' 
• \ 
Certificate held (continued) 
, 
IV 1 ~ 
-;...-:. _ 
__ r-.- v · 1 2 ' 3 - 2 3 
/ 1.- -VI . • J 6 .6 I 
VII 5 1 5 1 /' 
Other -. f · 
~:. 
: 
) :. 
. Years o1_-educatic;mal experience 
; . ~ ~_None t 1 1 i . 1 
. -~- \ 
1-3 years 2 4 2 
4-6 yea·~ 1 1 \2- 2 1 
7-9 years 3 :v-: 1 ..1 10' or more yec;trs 3 3 1 
'. C'l 
. , Median experience 8 9 8 6 5. ..... 
. ' tl,) ~ 
' 
...... 
# , . 
. ' . 
. . 
. • . 
.· 
' .
I 
.. 
• ,. 
• 
\ 
.. .. . 
.. 'l 
0 • • : 
• '' 
r-........ . 
•' 
.. 
· .. 
~·· · 
·. ' 
.· 
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• female -adminis.t rators at 33.3 percent. The South reg~on 
. tended to hire 7he . oldest ,administrators (median. age, ;2. 5 . \. 
years}, while the· Labrador region tend~d ' to h.i re the __. 
II 
youngest (median 29 years). The mediah years of experien~e , 
showed a similar trend. The South t'egion .tended. to have the 
most expe:i~nced adm~nistra:ors (medi~n 9 ye,rs), and the 
Labrador region tended .to have the· least expe.r ienced 
....  • . 'i 
administrators 1med1an ·s years). The median experience fo~ 
( , 
all new administrators was 7 y~ars. 
~.r·; .· 
. '- . f ~ ' ".Resea~.oh .. question 12 ~ ... 
o- . , • • ":> • • • : •• ~· •• •• • ' • • • • ' • ' • • 
Are new -'·teachers and ad.Biinistrators· being recruited from . 
universil:ies, . other teaching pos.itions, o.: from othe~ · 
activities? · · 
. ' 
.Prior Activities of .New Employees 
This . secti~n examines the activities of new employees 
inunediately prior to · the.ir ·employment. Frequencies and 
. . 
percentages are used to describe the activities of both 
teach~rs and administrators. Survey results are presented 
in Table 31. 
Many teachers and administrators : (41.5 percent) were 
~eaching at the time they ·were hired. Over . on~uarter 
( 26.2 percent') of the new teac~iers hired were .Uemployed a.t 
... 
the 'time ·and ·another 32.2 percent were hired dir~ctly from · 
~. . • • • • . , ... • <(] 
un1vers1t1es. In to~al,_ nearly 60 percent of the new ·· 
t!'ac~ers were not teachiOg ' .it. tlie time .they were . hired.·~[ 
~ { 
. ... . 
... r (r • . t ' 
·. .. . 
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. . 
. .· 
•• 0 ~ • 
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Table 31 
.. . ... 
New Teachers and Adminlstrators by ;Activity Immedi~tely Prior.to 
~ploVment 
' 
./' 
Activity. 
. I 
• 
. unemploy~d · 
_ .. un~v~rsity 
• ·.'II 
Memorial ·' 
_,... 
Elsewhere 
• 
.. . -Teaching 
.... ..... "-~. 
. 
. 
-¢Within district .. 
in province 
· .. Elsewhere 
. . \ -, 
~ Other employment 
. • t 
I 
• 
TeacherS-.... 
Number T Percent · 
136 26.2 . . 
1.22 23.5 
. j 
45 8-'. 1 .. 
84 ' 16.2 
95. 18.3 
20 3.9 
I 
I 
~ 17 '3. 3 
0~ 
-:: 
-
• ' 
Administrators 
Numbe:t" Percent 
2 
5 i2.5 
. . 
20 50.0 
12 3.0. 0 
1 2.5 
...1 c;. 
Total 
Number Percent 
138 24. 7. ) 
1.27 22 •. 7 
45 8.1 
104 18.6 
.. 
107 19.1 -
21 3.8 
17 3.0 
l 
..... ; .. . 
• 
..... 
N 
w 
. . 
-., 
' I 
'. 
.. 
,·c.: 
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Seventy-four percent of ·teachers and administrators 
recruited and hired f~om universities came directly from 
Memorial University of- Newfoundland. T. G. Morgan, 
Assistant Registrar., Memorial University of Newfoundland 
(personal communication, January 8, 1987) reported that • 
. ' 
during the Fall, 1985 an~ Spring, "1986 convoc~ t ions at: 
' Memorial ~niversity '· 624 students 9r .. ~duated with education 
' I : • ' 
degrees. pf th~t number, 127 (~0 pe~cent) found teachipg 
jobs. Many of· t~e grad1,1ates from Mell!orial Un'i.vers'ity,. 
. ' . . ~ ' ... ( ~ .. ..  . 
howev~r, d'id not ' be~ome part of the su~·ply actiyeiy 'seeking 
. .. ~ 
employn,tent .becalise·: (1) some .were J,ja'rt-tiine students and 
. '/· 
already employed as . teachers~· { 2.-)";rsome were on leave-of-
absences~from te~·chirig and had jobs to ~eturn ~~, .( 3) .some 
would return to university for further s~udies, (4) some 
.. 'woul~ . tea'ch in other jctors of the ~du~ation marketpl!'~e 
outsiae- ~f public schools, and (5) som~ would decide not to 
' 0 
teach.' at that time. While the preciise numbe~s- for each are 
. \ 
ul1:kno\.m,·· ·nonethe'less, gi-;~n _ t.he· current ec6~_omic c:onditions, 
empl<:>yment op~or.tunities for education graduates from 
\ . " ' . \ 
· M"emon~: l U~ivers_ity wer_e nonetheless consi derable .• ·· 
Ei hty-four teachers -were kecru i ted· from within the 
same distr \t. Fro~Q_ comments provided by respon~ents, m1any 
" • ( .'' ' · I ~ -
were either ployed rull-time, part-time., or substitute . 
teachi-ng .'i:n t .he dist~c't at tbe. t-ime of hiring. Fifty 
, \ 
percent of adrninistrato_r.s we're )lired from wit-hin the school· 
, 
dis.trict. 
·; . } • 
., : 
.. & ' 
l{l .. 
I 
' . 
~ . . 
,_ 
.. 
I 
.I 
....... 
' 
There were 65 teachers who came from outside the 
Province. It is ~nclear whether these were former 
Newfoundlanders, other Canadians, or citizens of other 
,countries. Of the 65 who came from elsewhere, 45 were 
attending universities elsewhere and 20 were teaching 
elsewhere. In addition, a number included in the "other" 
---cfa'tegory also came from outside the Province.· Some of the 
< ' 
responses in that category ~ncluded: 
- mining in Ontario 
· se~f-:-employed music· te.aching in Nova Scotia 
French monitor · 
- rtWistered nurse , 0 • 
prime minister's office 
speech pathologist ·· 
- provincial government employee 
retired · 
-· 
· One half of the new administrators were previously 
, 
employe~y th~ir ~arne school board. Another 30 percent 
were working with other school boards in the Province • 
. . 
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Reg~onal comparisons of the activitie~ of teachers and • 
administrators ~rior t6 employment are ~resented in Tables 
32 and 33.· The Central region hired a higher proportion of 
its ner11 tea~hers ( 40.4 percent) from the ranks· of the 
f . • • • • 
.unemployed: than did ·any other re~ion. Labrador at 9.1 
percent had the lowest Qproportion from the unemployed. The 
West region had a high proportion (51.6 percent) of its 
teachers com~ directly from teaching jobs while only 26.3 
per~ent . did in the. Central region. • Seven percent of the new 
teachers hired in the Avalon region came from jobs outs i de 
\ 
' • ' ' 
--
' .. 
. ~ 
' Table 32 
New Teachers by Activity Immediately Prior to Employment by Region 
Activity 
Region 
Total 
Avalon South Central West Labrador ,. 
h Unemployed 50 12 "46 . 20 8 136 
University ~ \ 
M.emorial 20, 14 31 • 26 31 122 
El~ewhere 3 9 4 15 14 45 ~ .. 
Tea~hing 
' 
W-i.thin district 13 5 19 34 13 84 
In province 32 18 6 25 14 95 
Elsewhere 4 1 5 7 3 20 
Other employment 9 3 0 I 1 4 17 
· Total 131 59 114 ·· ~ 128 87 519 
/ 
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Table 33 
New Administrators by Activity Immediately Prior to Employment by Region 
Region 
Activity Total 
-..... 
Avalon South Central West Labrador 
" 
_./ 
Unempl.oyed- 2 2 
University ~ 
.. 
Memorial 1 1 • 2 1 5 
,. I 
El.sewhere 
Te~chinq 
Within district 6 9 5 20 
In province 2 3" 3 . 2 ' 2 12 
Elsewhere l. I l. . . ~ Other employment · -· 
~ 
Tota1 9 4 15 9 3 40 
\ 
I j 
• 
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the teaching proeession. 
Summary 
. . 
This chapter examined the patterns of supply and 
demand among teachers and administrators for a one year 
.. 
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period from Septembe·r 1, 1985 to August :n, 198·6. It be9an 
' ' ' ~ ' 
.by examining ~) the
7 
cha~acterist'i.cs of demand, . (2) the .-
kinds of vacancies . ~hich arose, ( 3 )· where they occu~ ·z;:ed, ( 4) 
.the • numbe~s who ·s.pught employment and the general 
'• satisfactio,witti the candidates, and (5) the 
characterlstics of the . supply of new . teachers and · administrators. · 
\ 
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.. ' ' CHAPTER 5 
' ., . SDMMARY 1 . FINDI'NGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS , 
Thi.s chapter presents a synopsis of the ·findings of 
the study and conclusions which have been drawn from the 
findings. Recommendations for further research and other 
recommendations prompted by ·the .findings of this study 1 ;_:.~~,// 
also presented. 
Summary 
'The importance of_- reli-able inf~- -~~ation~ ~~~ut t .ea-cher 
· supply, and demand has- been well esta lished. In recent 
' . years, the educati.onal system has undergone a dynamic shift 
. .I , 
~ . 
from a chronic shor~age Q_f_ teachers to an apparent surplus. 
Try is is- particularly true because of r .ising expectations for 
' , 
e~ucation coupled wi.th . decl-in.ing enrolments, increasing· 
leve-ls . of- edu'cation among teachers and administrators 1 
. ' 
in~reasing ·~ompetifion . for scarce financial resources 
coupled with rising 6osts, consolidation of ~chools, and 
oth ... er contrib':lting factors • . The impact of these c_hanges has· 
i~pli~ations for planni~g and developm~nt by universit~ 
' . 
• 
..... ........... / 
faculties 1 go'<ernment. planners, teachers; teacher recruits ·..(" 
. ' 
and school administrators • . · ·aesearch in the area of teacher 
S':Jpply .and demand is int~nded to assist all educators 
. ... · 
..... 
' . 
.. 
•.. 
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involved in the education process. 
The literature and related research regard teacher 
su~ply and demand as critical to the total planning p.ocess. 
· Researchers have concluded .that the problem is not so much 
~surpluses and shortage~ in absolute terms but short term 
variances in geographic regions and subject areas. The 
I 
pur~ose of this study· was to identify . factors associated 
with ~.he . . WPPlY of and · demand for· teachers and 
administrators--in order · to dem.o·nstrate potential regional 
and academic imb~l~nce~.· More specificaJly, this ~tudy was 
an -attempt to id~~tify the reasoris for job vacancies, the · 
u . .1 
subject and adminis~rative areas a~d geo9raphic · locatiorts 
encompassing teacher demand, and the characteristics of the . 
I 
I 
.Potential supply and actual supply of new teachers. 
-- An approp,iate .instrument was not discovered in the 
literature, conseque~tly one had to be devise~. The survey 
I 
inst-rument developed was a questionnaire entitled "Job 
~cc~~s 1985 - 1986." It was designed to obtain data 
_relative to job vacancies in individual ~chools ·. and · 
. . . 
dist.ri·cts, · and the individuals who filled them. Sufficient 
' " / 
copies were distributed to ea'ch school district for each 
v~cancy, in Newfoundl'and and Labrador from September. 1, 1985 
to August 31, 1986. 
There wete 569 out of 570 usable que~tionnaires 
reburned, . re~r~senting all 35 school dist~icts. Pnly one 
' . ' 
. 
questionnaire was unable to. be used resulti~g _ in a 99.8 
• 
- ~ 
'· 
.. 
I 
I 
_ .. 
.. 
percent response. Data were coded and then analyzed and 
presented in t~bular and narrative form .. ~uencies, 
pe_rcentages and means were used to describe relationships 
among variables. 
Findings 
Data were presented and analyzed under the following 
. h~ading•: (1) character't~tics of dem~nd, (2) ·demand for 
· _· · 1~a~hers a~d ~dini:nistrator~ ·in subject a~d _specialty area"s ·, 
(~) demand for teachers a~d admi.r:tist~ators by sere·cted 
geographic 'and d~mographic chara·cteristics, ( 4) satisfaction 
\'7i'th teachers and adminis.trators seeking employment i'n the 
) . ri 
educational marketplace, and ( 5) characteristics of the 
supply . of new teachers anq administrators. A summary of the 
findings as they. relate to each of -the research questions 
_,... 
follows. 
-
'· 
. -
What are the reasons for job vacancies in the 
educat~onal marketplace? 
1. There w.-s a total of 569 vacancies in the 
Province from· Septef!lber 1, 1985 to August 31, 1986. A~l 
vacancies were adv·~;~tlzed aod a.pplicants went thr~ugh a / 
' 
---- , · - -- required job compet·ition. 
2. Seventy- f i've percent of ·all vacancies were 
·' ' 
'' · 
. •\ 
v 
replacement positions and 25 percent were new.ly created 
positions. <~~ 
3. Sixty-eight percent of the newly created 
positions were .in the expanding areas of special education 
and French immersion. 
--
4-. Thirty-one percent of positions vacated fo'}. 
various · reasons were temp'\rary in nature -- for a· ~inimum 
period of one year . 
. ~ . 
. 5. "'t!' Nineteen of the 70 positions left vacant by 
retiring teachers _wete replaced. 
· ·6. The largest number of vacancies (185) · was caused 
by tAchers resigni_ng •· 
Are full-time or part-time teachers being hired? 
., 
7. Eighty-eight perc:e~t of all vacancies were full. 
time positions. Ninety-three percent of replacement . 
positions a,nd 74.6 percent of new posl~~ were full-t.ime. 
8. All available part-time p~si tiona were for 
teachers rather than for administrators. 
Are candidates being ·found for all vacant positions? 
. 
9. ' The majority of vacancles (98.9 perce!lt) were 
filled with qualified candidates. 
10. Most vacancies were filled within two months of · 
being advertized. , Three . positions had been vacant for at 
·~. 
' . 
•• 
0 
\ 
least one year. 
11. Demand for educational therapists could not be 
completely filled; four of the 35 positions were left 
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vacant. In addition, a position for each of guidance, music 
and program coordinator was - not filled. Real or potential 
shortages may exist in these areas. 
r 
'l'o what teaching grade .levels are .new jobs being assigned? 
12. There were 527 teaching positions assigned to 
var iOU-5 gr~de ~evels 1 . rangipg from a Single grade tO 
multiple. grades •. . · 
13. Of that number, 254 (48.2 percent) were assigned 
to primary and elementary, 89 (16. 9 percent) to junior high, . 
and 146 { 28.1 percent) to. senior high. . . f 
14. Thirty-six ·teachers had assignments covering ten 
or more grades. 
What is the 'felationship betwee"n job vacancy and 
language of instruction? . 
I 
\ 
15. Ninety-three percent o .f ·the teaching_ vacancies ( ! 
were in English and , seven percent were in languages other 
than English, namely F·rench and Inutitut. 
16. The vacancy rate for French -Immersion teaqhers 
·. ~ ' 
was except1onally h1gh at 44.6 percent. One teacher was 
assigned to instruction in Inutit~. -.. 
. " 17. E;ighty-seven percent of · the positions in 
.. 
., 
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inun~rsion were· given classroom assignments at the primary 
.. 
and elementary levels. One was hi red to teach music in 
·French. 
In what administrative areas 
are e 
• 
18. Generalist teachers accounted for a large 
proportion of 'the· demand by school districts. A substantial 
proportion of that number (75 percent) were clustered at 
either the primary or elem~ntary levels. 
' ' 
19 •. The greatest numbers of subject teacher vacancies 
were in English,· French, mathematics and music. 
20. The fewest number of vacancies we,re in business 
f educ~tion, drama/theatre, environmental science, _family· 
studies and Inutitut. 
21. There were 175 special education personne_l 
required. Of that number, 70 percent were for regula·r 
special education teachers .and the rema·inder distributed 
among six specialist areas. 
, .. 
22. Th~rty of the 35 vacancies for educationa~ 
therapists ( 86 percent) were new positions created through 
io • . 
expansion. 
23 • . Of the 40 admin~strative ·po,si~ions required, 18 
. ' 1 
( 45 p'ercent) were for principals, ~~ 22". ~ ~erce_nt) for_ vice 
pr inoipals,. and 11 ( 27, 5r percent) for program coordinators. 
24·. Over 85 percent of the positions for pdl)cipals 
··~ 
•• ~ . . . ... .. 
- ·, 
. . 
. .,. 
' "'-
,. 
: . 
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and vice principals included teaching respon ibilities. 
-
school dist ict:.s and 
25. 
I J 
Vacancies oc~urred ln all · 35 scho41 dis\tricts. 
26. Most of the highest ~acane( rates were in 
districts having all- or part ·of tneir 1n 
Labrador. 
. . ' 
.P 27 •, School districts in eastern parts the provi·nce 
had some of the lowest_ vacancy rates • 
. 
...... 
--· 
d 
What are and 
school s -. 
I 
Sixty-four vacancies I in 28. percent of the o·~c~rred 
communi ties with a population of less than 1,000 I ( 41.6 
. ~ 
.yercent·) and greater , than 10 ~ 000 ( 22-. 1 percent)·· \ 
29. The vacancy rate. was greatest in commu~ities wi th 
a population of less than 500, a·nd lea~t in commu ities with 
a pop~latio~reat~r than s,ooo • 
I 
30. -~he median c~unity size for vacancie iil 
biology, classroom teaching, ·computer studies; ph sical 
education and special education was less than 1,0 
31. 'rhe median _community ·size for vacancie in 
. chemistry, earth. schpce, educational therapy, en ironmental 
science, . French Irrunersion an.d physically ·. 
. -gre~~ter than 4, 000 • ( 
. . 
I 
•' I 
... . I , 
_, . 
\' 
. ' 
""""' 
-, 
........ 
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32. The vacancy rate for teachers generally decrease~ 
with school size. ,.... -The vacancy rate was greatest in schools 
with an enrolment of less than 100, and. least in schools 
with an en~lrnent greater than 400. 
33. ~e media{' school size for vacancies in biology, 
, 
classroom teaching, computer studies a~d. spec).al education 
was less than 250. 
. ' 
34. \. The median school siz·e for vacancies .,l.n ar ·t, 
earth scien~e, Fren.ch Immersion, a~~ustrial educatiqn 
was gr.eater than 4 sp. 
... , 
I .\ ' 
' . . . "' 
What is the relationship between aeog raphic distr ibut io.n 
of the populatior.t -and the deman for teacher·s and · .. ~. 
administrators? · · 
35. Thl:! . number of vacancies was · gr~~ter . (61 percent) 
in rural conununi ties than in urban conununi ties. The vacancy 
.. . ' 
· rate was gre~test in rural Labrador. ( 22.9 perc-ent). 
. , ~ 
36., . Vacancy rates in .urban areas were'least" in the 
Avalo~ ·and South regions •. 
. . 
37. Most subject and specialty ·positions ware in 
, 
demand in a~l regions\ 
38. Positions for French, · industrial '· education and 
music were greatest in the Avalon region,· and for 
educat ionai ther.apists, English and ' mathematics in the West 
.. 
. '\ 
region. 
39. The number of vacancies for admi-n-i-13t-t-~ tors was 
g reatest in the Central region. 
. . ' 
... . ., 
,I 
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Are emplofers generallf satisfied. with the quality · 
of cand1dates being 1nterviewed? 
40. ·Over 6,600 applications were received for 569 
' 
available jobs. An average o·f · 12 candidates applied ·fo·r 
each vacancy. One vacancy had .60 applicants, while seve~al 
had none. 
41. In all regions except the Avalon, more than half . 
the respondents would have preferred · mo~e applica~ts-
42. An av~rage of 3.4 candiQates were.interviewed for · 
each jo~. For ·one ~ositibn 2~ candidates were interviewed. 
· 43· • .' Resp?~de.~~s. were gener'ally . sati~fied with the 
wr i tt'e~ appllcat~s·, the' .. iritervi~ws, and the references 
·supplied by candidate's. • • 
• · ~ . ,• . I ' j • 
44. In· the Labrador re~io·n . ref~ondents were generally 
.. 
dissptisfied with the teachin~ experience and ·administrative 
expe~ience of candidates •. 
·. ' 
. f 
I 
in terms of 
certificate, 
45. Seven~y-five. percent of new teachers hired were 
.: female and 80 percent of administrators w'ere male. 
. . . ·. 
~ 46. ~he med1an ·age of new teachers hired was 25 years 
. .. . 
. .. . . 
and of new administrators was. 31.5 years. 
47 • . 'l'he ~esi.dence of 12 percent of ·new .teachers · hired 
a .) 
was outside the Province.at the time of hir i ng. 
' . I ' • • 
48. Four perc~nJ ~f. new teachers hired held no 
, 
(1 
.. 
I 
... 
'· 
.• 
" 
'· 
' . 
( 
,.. 
•' ' 
.university degree: _ 
49. The median teaching certificate of new teachers 
hired was Grade v. Eighty-three·percent had a Grade v 
. ~ 
certificate or higher. 
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50. The median equcational experience of new teachers 
' 
hired .was one year • 
•  
51. Over 200 new teachers and administrators hired 
had less than one year professional experience. 
52. The Avalon region recruited .the most experienced · 
. . 
and qualified teachers · ~hile the Centr~l , Labradot and ~6uth L . 
regions recr.uited the least. 
Are new teachers and adminlstratbrs being reciuited 
. from universities, other teaching -positions, 
or from other activities? 
·, 
53. ' Thirty-e~gh~ percent of new teachers hired were 
teaching at th~time. 
. 
54. 
~ \ 
seventy- three percent of teachers recruited •. 
--
directly from . universit~ .came from Memorial University of 
N_ewfoundland. · · L · 
5~. ,Over three perc~nt of new teachers hired were 
emplpyed in occupations outside of education and 26- percent 
~ere unemployed at the time. 
56. The Labrador region recruited the largest I \ 
proportion of its teachers (19 . 5 percent) from outside the 
. . 
· Province, while the. Av4\ilon region recruited the sm·allest 
(5.3 percent). 
• v,, 
. ' 
. I 
~ . 
_,. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions were _reached as a result of 
the findings of th.e study. 
1. There was .a general surplus of teachers in 
Newfo~ndland and Labrador in 1985-1986. Over 6,600 
a?plicatioris, an average of 12 ·per job, were submitted by 
· : PO~ential tea~he~s and administrators. Fe~ jobs remained 
unfilled "at the . envf "the survey period. 
2. A shortage of educational therapists was 
. . 
observed; hoWev~r, · it is doubtful there will b~ a . long-term 
. . ~ . . l: . . - . 
shortage since i.t. is a highly sp~cia'lize~ pro9ra~ for a 
limited number of students, and when ~ully implemented few 
new openings will atise. Potential sho~tages · wer~ observ~d 
.in areas where (a) not all positipns were filled, (b) the 
. \ 
av~age number of applica~t~ per job was small [iess than 
·six], and (c) respondents over~helmingly preferred ~ore 
applicants [more than 80 percent]. 
. . . . . 
Given ~ese · crit~ria, 
. . 
guidance and music are two examples of potential ~hortages. 
3. The teacher workforce was a· dynamic, enterprise in 
1985..,..1986. Consider.able ·movement ·of .te¥hers took place 
. . 
·between · schools, dist~ icts and provinces potentially 
creating jobs for tho~e not .Jn the workforce. Iri addition 
to the movement within the syst~m, jobs were created through 
\ 
• 
I 
program initiatives, unadvertised within-school 
reassignments, and short-term replacements. 1 Accordingly, 
• the deman~ fer teachers during ~he survey period was quite 
good. 
4. French Immelsion and special ,aucation were two 
areas which greatly expanded and contributed to the 
availability of new jobs. As these two program areas 
. continue to expand, they will remain dominant areas of 
teacher demand in the ·short term. 
I . 
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5. . A large propor·tion of teachers hired . was expected 
to be skilled in on~ subject area or special educ~tlon. On 
the other hand, a large numbei oCnew t~achers had classroom 
.. . 
assignments and ·had to · ~erieralize at the experise of ~ 
specializing in one ,or two areas. It was .evident that 
school districts were seeking both speciali~ts and . employ~es 
who were adaptable and flexible. 
.. 6. School districts were using attrition to soften 
the impacts on the teacher ~orkforce resulting from of 
declining enrolment. During the survey period, the 
. . 
Newfoundland, Department of Education reported; that 70 
' . 
teacher• retired; however, only 19 of the vacant _ positi~ns 
created were replaced due ·:tc;> retirement. ') 
"'·· 7. School distr·icts were generally saiisfied with 
all aspects of the candidates se~king emplpyment with the 
lsho~t~term jobs are those available for a period of 
iess than one year. There were 251 such jobs identified 
from the first survey instr.ument. 
• 
.. 
, 
exception of educational experience. Since 200 of the new 
... 
teache~s hired had no educa\ional experience, this 
rconclusion would be expected. 
8. All regions of the Province, including the most 
isolated and the most urban, experienced teacher demand. 
Although teacher turnover was pr6portionately much greater 
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in the more isolated areas, jQbs were available in all 
areas. Highly qualified personnel were hired in rural 
Newfoundland anq inexperienced personnel were hired in urbim ,. 
centers. 
· 9. Teaching ~ositions continued to be the · rampart of 
' . th~ .females while adm~nistrativ·e positions remained the · 
bast'ion of the males. 
10. Memorial Dniversity of Newfoundland did not 
produce sufftcient teachers to fill. -a~ avallable positions. 
Teachers were hired from other training~titutions, from 
other educational jurisdictions outside the Province, and -
from other occupations to fill the required~emand.' On the 
other hand, many graduates from Memoriai University of 
II 
Newfoundland did not find jobs, ·presumably becau~e their 
area of expertise or preferred location wa~ in areas where 
the demand was least -- oth~r things being equal. 
~~ Admittedly, it is difficult to .project specific areas of . 
teacher shorta~e and ·direct · students to those areas early 
enough in their career training. 
... 
' 
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Recommendations I o 
Recommendations were made on the basis of the findings 
and conclusions. They are divided into two sections: (1) 
recommendations for further research, and (2) other 
recommendations. 
Recommendations for further research ~ .. 
' :..- \ It ·is recommended that · a follow-up to this· study 
·""' 
2. 
\ 
" •' --be undertaken to de~ermine the ·existence of 
• 
trenas and project possible imbalarices in the 
supply of teachers. 
, ' i 0 • 
It is recommended that .a study be undertaken 
o# ~egarding . the deployment of new teachers to 
ascertain the match between training and 
deployment. 
3. It is recommended that a study be undertaken to 
ascertain the rasons why teachers ar~ . roecruited 
from outside the Px:ovinee and fr.om other 
·occupations. 
.. 0 ' . 
. 
4. It is-recommended that a study be und~rtaken to 
.examine the irriplicatio·n.s of. increased growth in 
• 0 
educational therapy and ·Fr~p~. language training 
on the teacher workforce, teacher training, and 
. ' . . -
the financial resources ofothe Province. 
: \ 
.. 
. . 
\ 
. . 
\ •• 
' \ 
• 
" . 
. , 
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5. It is recommended that a study be undertaken to 
6. 
determine the number of unsuccessful teacher 
candidates, their qualifications, expectations 
" arttl needs. 
~ 
It i~ recommenGed that a·stud~ be undertaken to 
\ '\ "- ' ' I • I • 
• 1 ' \ 
examine the e~feccs' of di&~rdat and provincial 
policy initiatives in· relation to teacher supply 
and demand. · 
1. It is recommended that a stu~y be undertaken to 
ascertain the causes of te~cher mobility and the 
a. 
. 
. . . 
effects upon teadhe.r supp,ly and ·demand. • 
It ·is . recommended that· an annual study be 
. ' 
undertaken to ascertain the numbers of 'education' 
graduates. from Memorial University actively 
seeking employment and their resulting employment 
. 
patterns • 
. r ........ 
Oth ./ d t' er recommen a ~ons 
9. The Department of.,Education should inoni tor the 
number of vacancies .. · on an annual "'basis. 
10. The Department of E~ucation .should produce an 
. . 
annual report on teacher demand and dissemi~ate~ 
relevant information to all sectors ·of the · 
. . . 
education system. 
' 11. Memorial University of Newfoundland should. direct 
\ 
• 
~·. \ 
. I 
, 
'\' 
. 
·. 
- --
increased attention to demand trend.s and the 
<il' 
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dissemination of .relevant information to students 
as part of its career planning process. 
.. 
.. 
" 
. ' •. 
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De. B.T. Fradsham 
Dicectoc 
S~ool Services Division 
Department of Education 
St. John's, Nfld. 
Box lJO 
Macine. Delve 
Tocbay -R.R. tn 
Nfld. AOA 3ZO 
Re: Study on Teacher Demand in Newfoundland 
Dear Dr. Fradsham: 
( 
t 
x· am . a qcaduate student in Educational Administration at 
Memorial University ·of Newfoundland. I am in the ~~oc~ss of 
developinq my thesis as partial fulfilment of the requirements 
for-- the: deqr~e. 
. The topic . for_ my thesis .is entitle~ "A Study of the: 
Effects of · the Demand for Elementary and Secondary Teachers ·in 
the Province of -Newfoundland .and Labrador, with Projections to 
2001". It would be. im"portant to me to know how ·useful such a 
study would . be to ·.t.he Department of 'Education. If you feel such 
a ceport (or a condensed yet:sion) would ·~e of u~e in thi's 
province, would you kindly indicate so in a brief response to 
this letter. · · 
198'6 01 14 
·. 
·• 
I 
' 
-
• 
' 
• 
' 
. . 
. 
' 
\ 
\ 
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P 0 BOX" ~~!0 
Mr. Harold Press, 
Box 130, 
Marine Drive, 
Torbay R.R. IH, 
Nfld. 
AOA 3ZO. 
ST JOH:-.·s. '-FLO. 
-\tC sn 
1986 Ol 21 
, ~ear Harold:. 2 
I a~ pleased to hear of your progress in pursuinq- g ad~ate 
studie~ · at Memorial University a~ particularly ·pleased that 
you have chosen to do · your thesis in · the area of Supply and 
Dem~nd of Teachers in Newfoundland and Labrador. .· 
w~' continually hear that there is an over-supply of teachers. 
t-lhile we feel that: this . is not the case, we h·ave no· hard data 
to refute this arqumerit. Furthermore, we are·not·· ~ble to accurately 
, ' project .the number _ of : teacher~ needed for c~~tain ' subject areas 
and for certain geoqraphical areas wit~in the province. 
" . . ,.. . 
The Department of Education is . therefore most interested 
in your study: as no doubt will te•chers t~emselves, school · · 
boards and other educational agencies in the prevince. · I am 
therefore most pleased to endorse your ''effort-nd to offer 
any support that may 'be useful to you. - .· ' 
May I wish you every success. , 
Yours sincerely, 
B.T. Fradsham, Ed.O., 
Director of School Seryices. .· 
• •' ·! 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's. Newfound~nd . C~nada AlB 3X8 
T.:l.:x. rJ111 .JIOI Faculty of Education 
0/fl~e o/lil: Dean 'fd ,..()«)1 "J7. 8~.11" • .'1 
Mr. Harold Press 
Box 130 
Marine Drive 
Torbay,·R.R. #1 
Newfoundland 
AOA 3ZO • 
Dear Mr. 'Press: 
January 22, 1986 
J 
Thank. you · for your .letter re Study on Teacher 
Dernand.in Newfoundland.~ 
'r think the study ~auld . be most useful, ·and await 
your re!sul ts. 
LDK/bp 
. . 
• 
Yours sincerely, 
L. D. Karagianis, 'Ed.O. 
Dean 
.· 
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Tc.'lt>.'C: 1116-.J 101 Department of Educational AdminiSITation 
Tel.: (709) 7 J7-7fl.l7 !8 
September 10. 1986 
Mr. Harold Pr.ess is presently completing . the · requir.ent.s 
for the Maste.r of Education deq.ree a ·t Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. . .. 
· · A questionnaire has been developed to gather the data foe . 
· this ·study. Analysts of .these data will reveal the demand for· 
teachinq pos'i. tiona in various subject and specia 1 i ty a~reas. and 
for .~dministrative :positions t~roughout' al\1 regions of the 
Provtnce. · ' · 
. This information is .important to the Department of · 
Education and to Memorial University. of Newfoundland which are ' 
responsible fo'r · funding, presc.r;ibinq ~ and delivering ' tea.cher · . . 
· training programs. It is also i .mportant to you. and your· scho.ol 
district tor planning and program development: to guidance 
personnel'· for career· counsellinqi and to prospective teachers 
requiring 'informati.on on job .hi~ings ~ · . \ · . . . . 
The. purpo.se of · this lilt ter then is: ( 1) to date rmine the 
availability of information: · and (2) to request your assistance ·--· 
in completinq forthcoming questionnaires. 
~· . . ' . 
In this ·raga , wou d you complete the enclosed ·fo:rm ·by 
September 19th a ~ return t in the enclosed self-addressed, 
stamped ·envelo . It should only take a few minutes of your · time: . 
Thari for 
. Dr •.. B.T. · radsham .. . 
Assistant Deputy Minister 
Departmen · ot Education 
"' .. . 
·-· ,J 
' ·--....... ....... _:./ 
. 
•. 
matter •. 
Dr. O~L. Treslan . 
Associate Protessor 
Faculty of Education 
.. . "'' 
\ 
... 
,. 
'.I 
• 
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REPLY PORM 
1. School District ----------------------
2. Please indicate the approXimate n~of vacancies filled in your school 
dls~fiet £rom September 1, 1985 to ( t 31, 1986. 
3. \.or one of my senior administrative staff, will be .wUllng to spend a. few 
minutes to com~lete a short questionnaire pertaining to each vacancy. . 
YBS NO 
. . 
4. I would like to receive the results !or my school district. 
YBS N<;>_ 
. . 
5. I would like to receive ·the resulu for the. entire Proyinoe. 
YBS NO 
6. An annual report on the demand' for teaching positions is important. 
7. Comments: 
" • 
Signed: ________ .. 
Date: ·--------
' 
YBS ·NO.;__ 
.. 
... 
'· \.· 
\ 
. . 
•• 
,. 
' . 
' -
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Comments by Superintendents: 
tl 
Reply Form 
1. It is important for teacher training 
' 
• 2. 
.. 
lnst_i_tutioos to aacert_aJ.n t~e· personnel _needs 
as identified by school boards and then attempt 
.. 
to train personnel to flll these ne.eds. I look 
forward to the tesults and recommendations of 
this study. Very timely topic • 
Most of- the vacancies were created by: ( 1·) . 
teachers tak~ng leave, (2) i:llne~s -, and (J.); . 
. . -
fi'lling .of department approved·u~.itts for .e_xtr_a 
special education,. TMR, or educational therapy 
units. 
3. There is a dearth of information on the teacher 
job market. Any reliable information would be 
an asset: (1) in schoo~ co~nselling, (2) in 
services offered by the unive~sity, and (3) in 
recruitment and placeme_nt: 
·. ' 
j 
.. 
. 
. ~ / · · 
. I . 
; ·-i;Pil(. . :. 
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Dtpartmtnl of Educational A dmini.stration 24 October 1986 
·- Ttft:r: 0/fl--1 fOf 
Mr. Robert Mesher 
Superintendent _ 
vtnl&nd Intesrated School Board 
Box 129 
St. Anthony, Newfoundland 
AOK 450 
Dear Mr. Mesher: 
Ttl.: (709) 7)7· 7647.'8 
In a letter dated September 10, 1986, you were asked to participate in a study of~ 
teacher supply and demand conditiom which Mr. Harold P~ess is dotDi as part of the M. 
BD Prosram at Memor:ial t]nivenity. ' 
We senuinely appreciate that you have endorsed the study and . a8reed to 
. ' . p~cipate, as have aU the o~r 34 districts. . . 
.. · Copies of the · questionnaire developed for the study: are enclosed with l.hll letter. 
As ou 'lndlcated, there were approXimately 25·. vacancies in your school cUstrlct· between 
.September 1, ·1985 and Auguat 31, .1986. One · questionnatre should be completed Cor each 
vacan~ p_ositiou advertized, whethe.r or not b was filled, it it met the followina criteria: 
. ' ' . ~ 
1. It was ·a pemianent. Po~itic;~n, . 
2-. It was a replaceme~t position for a minimum of one year, or : 
3. It was a long-term sub~titute position for a minimum ·of one year. 
Do not complete questionnaires for temporary or replacement positions of less than 1 year. 
The questionnaire is sho'rt and can be completed with minimal effort. It should be 
cc.mpleted by the senior administrator responsible for staffing, or some indlvidU&L who 
participated in the selection process. 
' . 
I hope that the lnformation can be collected before the end of N~vember. U you or 
' your staff experience any dUflculty in ll)eetinl this objective,. ~. Press will be willlns to· 
visit your district. and as~ist li1 a~y way posaible. · · . . 
I ,..... ' 
. ' 
U you have any questions, he can be reached at 576-5169 durina world.ns hours. 
-
A copy of the results and finclinls will be sent to you when the study l.l co~pleted . . 
. . 
Dr. B.T .• Pradthaa 
· A11l1eant Deputy Mlni•t•r 
Depaceaeat of lduca·ti'on 
' .. 
.... 
. Dr .• D.L. TJ:tllaa 
·. · Aaaoc:iate Prof•••oc 
Pacul~y of !ducatloD 
. . 
\ 
., 
'· 
. I 
..... 
• 
. ~ ._ ' 
} 
~. 
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'l'his questionnaire is designed to focus on the d~maod tor 
various teaching apd adminis ttat i ve posit ions and the 
attributes of 'those who ~rt successful in filling t'hose • 
po1itiona for the school ye r 1985-1986. It is not meant as 
a qualitative ••••ssment t th• selection process. Most 
responses will require a simple check (v). 
-Please complete one questionnaire tor each permanent and 
long-c:erm replacement position. Do not comple~e forms tor 
any position filled tor a period of less than one year. 
l. .Job 'l'ith: 
2. School uistr ict: 
3. School Na.De: 
4. Address of School: 
·· PAAT ' %• .BACKGROUNC 
J . 
r 
s. Is this a new position? YES 0 oo·fJ 
. . . . 
. ' 
It te;s, brietly. 'ou.tiine t6e reasons . for . cr.eating ~his . 
pos t1on and ~hen proceed lto PAR'l' II.. · .. · . .. ~ .. 
. . \ 
" ~ 
\ 
It .!!.2• how long has this po;sit'ion been vacant? 
6. Indlc:at·e if . previous emplo¥ee has: .... 
.a •.. left pe~man•ntly 
b. taken ~ temporary leave ·ot absence 
c. been granted · long·t•rm sick leave 
d. othu . ( spe.c·iey) . · , 
1. If per·manent, inciicate reason • 
. . 
. a. Redundancy ·. · 
b. D1sca:f:al by •aaployer 
.c.. a.... gnalnt by ••player 
. . d. Reaicanatio~ by eaplay•• . 
e. Retireaaent 
l • . ·· Death ·:.· ·. - ... 
. ,. ~. Other . c apecify ~ 
a. : What ·ri th'- atatua of thia 'poa~ tionl 
a. ' ruu~t'isie 
b. Balf-tille 
c. Other . (expl~in) 
. t ... 
.. 
. . 
., 
, . 
'· 
.. 
• 
. .. ' 
.. 
. 
·."' . ,. ~ .. 
,.· 
l I ~ : 
Months 
CD 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) .. 
( ) 
( . ) . . 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
c ) 
( ) 
' · 
' • 
( ) 
( ). . . . , 
' 
) . 
- > 
.. 
.t.:: • • o I , 
.. 
. .. 
.... . • 1. 
... ...... 
.'-./ 
" 
,, 
~ ' 
,, 
:' .· 
" · 
. · o ·. 
. ; .. . 
• • ~. ,lo' • 
\ 
' 
,l 
' ·( · 
-· 
• 
• 
.. 
• ~ I 
2. 
PART l: X I 
. ., 
CESC:RIF>TION• 
' I 
, ( 
9. , Wh1.t is the primary responsibility of this position?_ • 
a. 1'1aching (complett A) ) 
b. Adminis~ation (compl,.ett B) • ) 
c. Administration ' teaching (complete A,S,C) ) 
• 
A. TEAC::I-fXNG 
10. To which level has this position pri1111.r ily been ueigned~ 
a. Primary (K - 3) ( ) b. Elementary ( 4 - 6) ( ) 
c. Junior High ( 7 - 9) -
-
( ) d; Senior Bigh ( 10 - 12) ( ) 
• ~ 
u. In which language will this position be worki!lg? 
a. Engl'isn ( ) b. ( French (. ) 
12. T0° which' academic or specialist arta(S) is this poai tion 
assigned? If . . possible indicate ·-one area o_nly.' 
. Otherwise; i·n~hcate those art11 which~-were advertized • 
. ' . . ' ' ' . . , 
·.1. · Classroom assignment · ( ) 
2. Generalist area ~ ( ) 
3. Subject teaching: ~.:\ 
•• . :cArt .. .• ~ ( ) 
b. Business Educ~t+on . .-~ · ... · f' ;. ) 
c. Dramai,Theatre • . ." ·· ( · ) 
d. Englifh/Literature (' )· 
. • • . Pallli ly_ Studies - ( ) 
• t!. Fre~c:h .(subject) ( t) 
9. Guidance ( ). 
h. Home Eco'nomics ( ) 
• 
i. Industrial Education ( ) 
j. Library/Resources_ ( ) 
k. MathemUics ( ) 
1 • Mus 1 c , · ( ) 
m. Physical Educ:atlon ( ) 
. ( 
n. Relic;ious Education - ( ·') 
s_cience& 
-o. Blol~gy ( ) 
p. - Ch .. iatty ( )" 
q. Coaputer Studi~a · ( ) 
r. Earth Science· ( . ) 
s. Env~roruuntal Science ( ) 
t. PhyslCf f ) 
. u. Social Studiea· f ' ) 
4. Speci-al Skilli/PrOCJfiUI .. -
a(' Special€!cation · ( ) 
b.. Educati :.Ptycbology ( 1 
c. Educat1 na 'fhtrapy . ( l 
d. Bearlnt rapa1rtd · · · ( )' 
' ~· 'hy•ically 8aDClicapptcl ( )_ 
t. Speech Therapy · ( · ) · 
:CJ. - . Viaual I8pali.. ( .· ) 
·s. Other (apecUy) _ .. . · ' · t · ) · 
, 
. . 
f · • ,I J. ' . . ~ · . ·· .. ·. · ' 'I .. ' .. · . ., •,": ;:~~ I ' • ' ' ' ' t , .· .•. +. ·, • f •. 
---
• , . 
. , 
, . ., .. 
. ·. 
.. 
. . 
~ . • .. i 
•• 
._ t 
I ; 
. . , 
: ' .,.. 
I • 
. 
.... . 
•. 4 
·. 
.. 
• • 
• 
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' 
.a. ADM%NI$TRAT%0N 
D' 13. What is the nature of trtis assignment? 
a. Department Head ( ) 
b. Viet Principal ( ) 
c, Principal 
" 
( ) 
~·. ~- Pro9ra11 Coordinator (' ) 
• 
.e • . Aaaiatant Superintendent ( ) 
t .. Superintendent . ( ) . 
9• Other (specify) ' ( ) 
.;>< ·· · ; •• 
. . ... 
~ · C. AOMXN~TEACHXNG 
14~ .Indicate the percentage of t~me. asaf~ned to: 
a. Administration CIJ \ 
b. Teaching r::::c ' 
, 
PAAT XXXa ANALVSXS 
15. Waa · a candidate chosen for thia job~ '(E_S CJ , NOGJ 
15 • ·Bow~ny ~eople •pp11ed tor this poaitlon? \ 1 I I 
Would you have pr;t.r'r•d tO- have had mora? .· :: YES Cl 
• . . .t:t I : ·: -~J " , .. • 
· 17 .. · How niany candidates wert lntervLiwed for this posit:ion? 'to 
. . . . " . ~ . . . 
'. . 
. .. . . . -
.. 
.. 
Their acadeaic,quali!icationa 
Their yeara ·tea~hin9 .xper1ence 
I '"' • ' 
. 
your .9enera1 
~ 
Otueettff .. 
l . 2 
1 z 
3 • 
j • 
5 . 
5 
Their ada1n11trative ezperien~e ( lf required) . 1· 2 l • s 
. . 
Their written applicat1Qnl eubaitted 
t • • •• •• 
Their lnterv1eva 
1 
( 
1 
2 l • s 
'\ 
2 · 3 • 5 
, ~23. · Their referencaa au~pli~ (written or oral) ·. 1 2 3 ·l\.·· 
, . 
• 
' . 
\ 
. -' . . 
r, ... 
\ 
' 4. 
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The following questions ap_ply to the candidate chosen' for tn l.s job. 
. 24. Age at the time of hiring? 
25. Sex? . 
a. Female 
b. Male 
26. · Residence at th' tiflle of hiring? 
· a.. Newfoundland 
b. Other Canadian provinc·a 
·c. Other (specify) ____ / ______ _ 
. 
27. Highes~.degree held at the time ot hiring? 
a. No degree 
b. Bachelor'S 
c. Master:t 
d. Doctorate 
( ) . 
. ( ) 
( ., 
( ) . 
( ) 
( . ) 
( ) 
( ) 
c:. ) 
- . 28. _'l'~ac:hing certiticate held at the time ot hJ.rin9? 
·I ·II III · IV V VI VII Other 
D. D 
. 
o:: o . o ·o · ·o 
. ~ 
' . .. ' 
. ( 
... · ... 
"' : ... 
. . 
.· . ., 
29. Years education~l experience at th~ time ot hiring? . , 
30. 
. 
. 
-·, . o:J 
Indicate the major activity en9aged in by. 
immediately prior to 
. . 
this job. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
9· 
. 
Unemployed ( 
Attending university (HUN) .. ( 
Attending university (elsewhere) . ( 
Teach1ng/ada1niatration (s~e district) ( 
Teaching/administration (Province) ( 
Teaching/administration (elsewhere) ( 
Other (specity) · ( 
Pleai1 -return all complet1d torma toa 
S.rold Pr••• 1 
Department oe Education 
Confederation Buildin91 Weat Block 
,.ao. 4750 .-
/ St. John • 1, NewfQundlancl 
. AlC: 5T7 
f • 
' ·' 
' . 
the 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
e~ployee 
.. 
) ..... 
II 
·' 
. • .. • 
• 
• •• 
. . 1·: 
.·: ·. r· 
\ 
., 
I ' 
' I 
., 
.-.~ \ 
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( 
39 December 1986 
, I .. . 
.' Mr. ·Harold· swaa-ton · 
) 
Aaalltant ~rinteu4ent · 
St. JohD's _loman Cathollc School Board 
Belvedere, Bonaventure Avenue · 
. St. Johnls, NP . . 
. AlCSZ4 · 
Dear Harold: • . 
( 
. . 
. ..May I take this opportunity to express my sincere appreclatlcna for your asslatanee 
wtth the Job\Access questionnaire; I understand that it was distributed .at a very busy · 
time of the year for both you and your staff. Por this reason t am sreatful to you for your 
aaslStance. 
' . 
Prellmlnary results lndieate that over 569 positions, either full-time or part-time, 
permanent or temporary, were fWed duriq the survey period. Th1s represents I tum over 
of about 7 percent of the total teacbinl force. I wU1 dtstributeJlnal reau.lts to you and 
BW upon eompletl011. . . . 
. · Pleue convey my sincerest app~ciatl· ·~ny of yo;u. staff who may have . 
asailt.ed ln any way. · . , .:· . · 
' May t take this opportunity to ~h you and· your ~uff ~eaceful .and prosperous 
new year. · · · ·· <· · 
.:· 
Best wishes, 
.. ~ 
HPsla 
': 
\ 
.. 
.. 
, I 
... 
\ 
'· 
·• ··. 
• 
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~ 
Bolli 130 
Marine Drive 
Torbay, RR#l 
AOA"SZO 
.. 
September 16, 1.986 
. .. 
' ... 
• 
---: 
Dear: ,__ '-
. £ ---...., • . 
hl _partial fulfill of the requireme~ts for the degree Master of :Education in 
Bducational Admistration at Memorial University of Newfoundland, I am proposini a 
study entitled "A Study of Selected Indicators. which Influence tbe Supply of and 
Demand for Public School Teachen and Administrators in the Province of · • 
Newfoundland and Labrador for the School Year 1985-1986." 
. . . . 
A questionnaire has been devetdped to g~ther data for thi~ study. A copy is 
enclosed. nie questionnaire, referred to as "JOB ACCRSS 1986" will provide data 
on each )ob vacancy for the year beginning September, 1985 through Auguat, 1986 • 
. An~lysis of these data wW reveal the demand for teaching and administrative 
positions throughout the Province. 
. . . 
. You can help me validate the questionnaire by scrutinizing it for clarity, ... 
readability, and fonnat, and recommending any modifications which you feel are ..-
necessary. 
. . 
Please.return the queationnaire with your comments and suggestions to me at 
the above address. · . 
Tha~ou for your consideration in this matter • 
.. . 
' : 
,. 
Harold Press 
. ' 
' } 
•I 
I 
! 
'. . 
r 
I 
' \ 
.. 
' . i 
· ~ 
' 
List of participants who assisted in 
validating the sur.vey instrument. 
Department of Education 
Dr. B. T. Fradsham 
: Assist~nt ·~.~.eputy Minister · 
.. Educat~onal, Operations . • 
-· . . 
· Barba·ra· Hopk.ins 
Women '·s Educational Services ·Consultant 
Dr. L. Perry Fagan 
Director, Evaluation and Research 
Gary Hat·cher 
Director, School Ser~ices 
. 
..._~Sam McGrath 
Assistant Director, Scijpol Services 
Faculty of Education 
Dr. ·F. Riggs 
Associate Professor 
Curriculum 
. .l)r. T. · Boak 
Aasocia te Dean 
' Superintendents 
Dr. Maxwell Trask 
Burin Integrated 
.... Mr. Nathan Cutler 
~ay D'_Esp6ir In~egr~ted 
. I 
Mr. William Whelan I 
St. John'a ·aoman Catholic 
Mr. Roy Belbin 
• ' 
\ 
. \ . 
• 
., 
·Pe.ntecostal Assemblies Board ·of Education 
1 Dr~ Ron Sparkes 
Labr·adof I<ntegrated 
.r 
" 
;; . 
'• ' ' 
'\ ' . 
' 
' . 
,• ,".. " 
:\· . 
'' 
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APPENDIX E 
'CROSS REFEREN~E/OF .RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
WITH THE QOESTIO~IRE ITEMS.!•t 
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.. The following is a eross r.eference of th~· thirty survey 
ques~iort~ with the twelve thesis questions. 
:; .. ·. ~ 
, 
~' ' . 
I, 
Thes~s Survey Questions Questions 
... 
• 
I 
.'. ' 1 : ~.;-. 5-7 
•. \ ' 
I ,, \ '\ :2 ! . 8 
·' 
~.'!\, 
i ~ • ';,., 3 5,12,15 ~I ~ ". 
..... 
•. ,· 
4 10 ~ 
.. 
5 11-13 
.. 
6 1,9-'14 ' \ , 
7 2,8 
a-, 9 1-4,9,11-14 
10 1-4,9,13,14,16~23 
'11 1-4,9,11-14,24-29 
. 
12 1-4,9,1'3,'!4,30 
' . 
. . 
-. 
'· . 
.. . 
" ·. 
, 
' 
I • 
~f·- . ' ' : ' ·.· .. .. , ' • ~. ' ' • ;. - ' • ~ I . I " . , 
' 
" 
, .. 
~-
. . 
.. . 
... 
' . ' 
.. .. . 
. . . 
... 
~:~·:._ 
~k: .: 
' ' 
• 
... 
., 
''o 
.·,., 
: 
) 
' \ 
.. 
' 
~ 
.·.' ' •· ' 0:• 
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APPENDIX F 
LIST OF URBAN COMMUNITIES 
.) 
• 
)' 
• 
,~.,. . 
~ ~ 
~~ / ~ 
.~ 91 .: 
,. 
• . 
' 
~ ~.,.· .. . 
( • 
•  
.. , .I 
"' ... • • •  • "' 
• ~ . .... ·' ... ,. .. 
.. 
"' 
t 
' ~73 
,, ' 
• 
.' 
t ....... --~ ' , . 
• 
.. 
\ • 
~ '~ .• 
... , 
-
.... , • 
,).' .. ·.• . . ~ 
l .. 
-· ~~ ··' ·~ 
~ 
• .. . 
" 
.. . '.,. 
' ~-
t: . 
... 
.~ 
·.~· 
.:l '' ..:~ 
,. 
.. 
.. 
• · ~ ~ 
.. . 
: .... ... .. 
.. 
' 
. ... 
..... 
.. . 
0 • 
. I 
,• 
1 ;.List of communit.ies and, census· agglomer,ates 
with a populat..~c;m of=-~, ooo· or ·more. . ' 
' ·Census agglomerate. 
St. John's CMA 
...r. 
• 
• 
' carbonear CMA 
corner Brook CMA 
0 J·, ·. 
... . " ~ 
Grand Falls· 
. ,. 
Labrador:· City 
• 
conm\~nity 
. . . .. 
St. "John's 
·Mount ·Pearl 0 
MJ!tro Area 
Wedgewood Park 
Hogan'!;J Pond 
Lawrence Pond 
Paradise 
Goulds 
.._.., . 
POI>u1a,tion 
8l1TJO 
111543 
2,41485 
. lol 226 
Petty He/Maddox Cv 
Tor bay 
129 
46 
. 21861 
41242 
853 
3 I 394: 
808 
11522 
10,856 
448 
21 361 · 
. i, 365 
2,292 
'497 
F1atrock ..._ · 
Pouch Cov"' 
Conception Bay s. 
St. Thomas 
Portugal cove 
St. Phillips 
r Foxtrap 
Seal Cove 
• Carbonear • 
Ha·rbour 
1 
G·r.ace 
Victoria 
Br~nt's Cove 
Salmon Cove 
• Corner Brook 
' Gillams . 
Hughes Brook 
Irishtown 
Meadows 
Pasadena 0 
Southo·Brook 
Steady Brook · 
Summers ide 
\ 
Grand Falls . ...-. · 
Windsor .,...-
• 0 . 
Labrador City 
Wabush 
' t , • .. 
1541820 
51335 
21988 
11870 
380 . 
768 
12,983 
241339 
488, o, 
128 · 
742 
656 
2,685 
477 . 
377 
' 848 
32,269 
8,765 
51747 
141512 
'11, 538 
'3, 155 
1~,512 
( 
' I 
•: 
I i 
! 
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1 
1 
1 
,._ 1 
I 
1 
-1 
;"'1 
. '·1. ....... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1. · 
1 
·1 
1· 
'1 
1 . 
1 
1 
i 
. 1 
4 
. ·' 4 
,. 4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
5 
5 
.. 
' . 
0 \ -
- ·--- · · ~ - . - ·- :. - --- - ' - .. . 
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" 
·. Census -ag_g1omerate Co~unity .f9JWla_t:,i~~ . ' Region 
. ' _. , . ' · .. .. ' • 0 ' " • ' 
' · 
Bay Roberts Bay Roberts 4,512 1 
Spaniard's Bay , 21125 1 .. ., 
6,637 
Marys town 6,299 2 
, 
Gande·r 10,404 3 
· ~tephenvi11e 8,876 4 
Channe1-Port -aux Basques 5,988 2 ~-?: 
. Happy Valley-Goose Ba.y· 7,103 5 
t 
• 
' ' 
... 
1'/ ) I '~· ·-.~~ -~ • , ' ' . 
I. 
. I 
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" ' 
' ~ ... 
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